PROPOSAL OVERVIEW AND ENROLLMENT PROJECTIONS
Please provide information for the applicant group’s designated representative. This individual will serve as the
contact for all communications, interviews, and notices from the ICSB regarding the submitted application.
IMPORTANT NOTE: The full application, including this form, will be posted on the ICSB website. Applicants are
advised that local community members, including members of the media, may contact the designated representative
for questions about the proposed school(s).
Name of proposed charter school:

York Academy of Discovery

Proposed charter school location:
* Please indicate the city/town and, if known, potential
address or neighborhood of location. Virtual operators should
indicate the relevant geographies the operator intends to
serve.

Jeffersonville, IN

School district(s) of proposed location:

Greater Clark

Legal name of group applying for charter:

York Academy of Discovery

Names, roles, and current employment
for all persons on applicant team, including each
board member:

D. Eric Schansberg, President
Trace Wimsatt, Vice President
Alice Butler, Treasurer
Martina Webster, Secretary
Albert Cole, Stephen Daeschner, James Sexton: Education
Consultants, Board Members
Becka Christensen, Kelly Khuri, Paul Linney, Jerry
Stephenson, Darlene Young: Other Board Members

Designated applicant representative:

D. Eric Schansberg

Address:

5312 Hidden Lakes Blvd.
Jeffersonville, IN 47130

Office and cell phone numbers:

812-941-2527; 812-218-0443

Email address:

DSchansb@ius.edu
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Planned opening year for the school:

2015

Model or focus of proposed school:

Full-time middle school with a focus on high school
preparation and core curriculum

(e.g., arts, college prep, dual-language, etc.)

Proposed Grade Levels and Student Enrollment
Indicate the grade levels the school intends to serve. Specify both the planned and maximum number of enrolled
students by grade level for each year.
Academic Year

Grade Levels

Student Enrollment (Planned/Maximum)

Year 1

6, 7, 8

360

Year 2

6, 7, 8

510

Year 3

6, 7, 8

630

Year 4

6, 7, 8

630

Year 5

6, 7, 8

630

At Capacity

6, 7, 8

630

Will an application for the same charter school be submitted to another authorizer in the near future?
Yes No X X
If yes, identify the authorizer(s):
Planned submission date(s):
Please list the number of previous submissions for request to authorize this charter school over the past five
years, as required under IC § 20-24-3-4. Include the following information:
Authorizer(s):

ICSB and Ball State (both for York as a K-5 charter)

Submission date(s):

2012-2013 and 2011 (all for York as a K-5 charter)
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York Academy of Discovery
Grades 6-8 Charter School Proposal
Executive Summary
Mission: Teaching students in a safe and productive learning environment through discipline,
student engagement, academic rigor, and a focus on core curriculum.
Vision: To be the best middle school in Southern Indiana for academic achievement in English,
Mathematics, Social Studies, and Science.
Goal: To become a model school for the 21st Century and to help every student achieve success
through middle school into high school and for life.

Name: The school name comes from the Lewis and Clark expedition’s Corps of Discovery. The
Corps was a diverse group that included York (an African-American) and Sacajawea (a NativeAmerican). York and Sacajawea made significant contributions to the effort. And although York
was a slave to Clark, he was treated as an equal on the expedition. Each year, we will reflect on
what our name represents to our students and staff. And we will seek to become a “corps of
discovery” with each student achieving the ability to create a successful path in life.

Beliefs:
--We believe our students should be provided with a safe environment that challenges them to
grow as students and as individuals.
--We believe our students deserve exemplary teachers.
--We believe in providing a variety of avenues to achieve success.
--We believe in academic rigor.
--We believe that families and school should work together to support the student.
--We believe “it takes a village” and encourage partnerships between the school, home, and
community at large.
--York is committed to meeting the needs of all students. The Staff will be dedicated to students
and passionate about their profession. Our hope is to reach the hearts and minds of students.
Each day, the goal will be to make a difference in the lives of others.

Educational Need and Target Population: The Jeffersonville/Clarksville area does not have a
charter school at this time. There is a K-12 Montessori charter school in New Albany and a K-12
charter school in Sellersburg. York would provide the people of Jeffersonville, Clarksville, and
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surrounding areas with another middle school option within the public school system. York will
be a grades 6-8 middle school that will build a strong educational foundation in a safe
environment.
Middle schools in Clarksville and especially Jeffersonville have struggled to do as well as their
elementary schools. Standardized test results and the State’s grading system indicate a
substantial gap between the solid performance of elementary schools and the far-less-than-ideal
performance of middle schools. It is unacceptable to send so many students into high school with
below-grade mastery of academic standards.
York Academy would like to have a student population that is diverse in terms of both race and
income. York will reach out to families of color, ELL families, and families in poverty. But York
will be open to all students and recognizes that gifted and talented students along with high
income students would also benefit from such an environment.
Before a school can improve its academic achievement, it must address some of these barriers,
embrace change, and identify systems to improve students’ outcomes. Can a charter school
change and improve its students’ academic achievements? We believe the answer is yes and have
data outcomes that show multiple schools can make remarkable improvement (a 30% percent
gain in English and Mathematics) in a short period of time (three years).
York will take known strategies and outcomes and apply these to a 6-8 middle school. These
proven systems of assessment, curriculum, pedagogy, interventions, leadership, professional
development, culture/climate, and community will comprise the ingredients for a successful
school. The fundamental questions of these systems are: What do we teach? How do we teach it?
How do we know students are learning it? What do we do if students are not learning it? What
are we about?

Community Engagement: York is committed to working with the community. Parents will be
encouraged to be a part of the school experience. The Board of York Academy has had meetings
with area churches, neighborhood school organizers, and community organizations. Once we
have gained approval for a charter, we will seek more community partners. We will solicit
community volunteers and social service organizations to help in the school—from tutoring and
mentoring to health and wellness.
The churches have provided us with great feedback and encouragement. Board members of York
visited the following churches and discussed the charter school with church staff: Sojourn in
New Albany (interested in helping us with after-school programming and tutoring); St. Stephens
in Jeffersonville (their pastor helped us to name our school); Gilt Edge Baptist Church; Colgate
Baptist (they would love to have their community school back); Indiana Avenue Missionary
Baptist Church (they were thinking of starting their own charter school); and New Progressive
Baptist (their pastor is on our board and believes that many of his church members would send
children to our school).
York already has two organizations that have already agreed to support us as formal “community
partners”. First, the Boys & Girls Club will be an after-school experience for our students. We
met with the Boys & Girls Club staff. Their director, Jennifer Hegelson has agreed to have the
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Boys & Girls Club provide after school care to our students for a modest charge. Care would be
provided until 7:00 and would include a meal. York would need to provide transportation to the
Boys & Girls Club. We talked about other ideas, but Ms. Hegelson would like us to get our
charter before making other commitments. Second, Brandon’s House is a counseling center in
New Albany directed by Susan Parr. They provide masters-level counseling for teens and their
families—and will write a grant and work with us to provide a counselor for our students and
families.
Beyond that, there are a handful of other local organizations who will provide services to our
children and parents as appropriate and consistent with their mission—e.g., Youth Counts
(spreading info about York; providing youth and parent services), Grassroots (drug prevention),
Hispanic Connection (community involvement, particularly in the local Hispanic community),
and Maxine Brown with the Leora Brown School (African-American history).

Educational Plan / School Design:
--York will employ experienced and quality faculty and leaders.
--York will put a tremendous emphasis on a core curriculum of reading, writing and math. It is
unacceptable for students to enter high school without the skills to succeed. Students will receive
help, other resources, and will take additional courses in areas where they are below grade-level.
--York’s dominant pedagogy will be directed toward student engagement, rigor, and higher-order
learning.
--York will provide a safe and healthy environment within a disciplined culture. York will hire a
full-time security guard and a nurse.

Vision for Enrollment Growth: Given the desire for better and safer middle schools in
Southern Indiana and given the reputation of our leaders and teachers, we believe that York will
be able to attract a full 6th grade class in its first year. We believe that we will attract small 7th
and 8th grade classes in the first year, since many parents will be reluctant to change schools at
that point. After the first year, we expect to attract another full 6th-grade class; to retain most of
our current students; to attract a few more in the later grades—allowing our school to grow to
capacity by the third year. (That said, we are willing and able to be either smaller or larger.)
After we get settled, it is feasible that we would look to extend to other grades (earlier grades
first—particularly fifth grade), but this is not a priority for us at this time.

Leadership and Governance: York’s Board will govern, evaluating the School Leader and
working with the School Leader to administer the school. The Board will support the mission,
vision, and goals of the school. They will seek input from all stakeholders. They will set policies
and identify outcomes based on the mission of the school and the Indiana Charter Board. They
will assure a system of accountability. Decision-making will require discussion, debate,
reflection and exchange of views. After discussion, majority will rule. Sometimes decisions will
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be made by consensus. Duties of the Board and other information concerning the Board are
available in the Bylaws. York Academy has a solid Board in place, but we would still like to add
those who can effectively reach out to the Hispanic community.
The School Leader will manage the school. Teachers and parents will have ownership in the
school through the parent advisory committee and the leadership team. The administrative staff
will ensure the overall management of the school operation; Board members will support
administrative staff. Support staff will be included on the Leadership Team. The School Leader,
the leadership team, and parent advisory committee will work as a unit. The Staff will also take
ownership in the school, and their advice will be sought on many issues. All stakeholders will
play a part in school decision making.
The goal is to make one unit, one team that works on behalf of students and the school. Clear
communication and a focus on the well-being of students will be essential.

Conclusion: The current outcomes in Greater Clark County School (GCCS) middle schools
point to the usefulness of having an effective charter school as another choice for parents. (See:
Tables 3 and 4 in the body of the proposal.) It is unacceptable to have student performance
diminish after elementary schools—as we’re preparing them for high school and for life. We are
confident that we can improve greatly on current outcomes.
Moreover, the past performance of (GCCS) demonstrates the capacity of schools to progress
quickly with effective leadership. All 18 District schools showed gains of 16%- 36% in English
and 13%-49% in mathematics for grades 3-8, between 2009 and 2012. (See: Table 2 in the body
of the proposal.) The questions are: How did this happen? And can the variables be replicated in
a 6-8 charter school? We believe the answer is yes and we are recommending York as a charter
that will duplicate and improve the major variables that caused these high student academic
achievements. There is no single variable that contributes to the large increase in student
outcomes. It is a combination of effective leadership, teamwork, and hard work that caused the
high student achievement. These variables are outlined in this proposal.
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I. Evidence of Capacity: Founding Group
Founding Group Membership:
-Alice Butler: Treasurer of the Board
-Eric Schansberg: Chair/President of the Board
-Martina Webster: Secretary of the Board
-Trace Wimsatt: Vice-Chair/President of the Board
-Albert Cole: Educational Consultant, Board Member
-Stephen Daeschner: Educational Consultant, Board Member
-James Sexton: Educational Consultant, Board Member
-Becka Christensen: Board Member
-Kelli Khuri: Board Member
-Paul Linney: Board Member
-Jerry Stephenson: Board Member
-Darlene Young: Board Member

Founding Group’s Qualifications:
-Alice Butler: CPA, Controller, community volunteer, budget author
-Becka Christensen: small business owner, community and school involvement
-Albert Cole: Educator (Principal, Teacher), Pastor/minister, community involvement
-Stephen Daeschner: Educator (Superintendent, Principal, Teacher) —school leadership,
curriculum, instruction, assessment, budget and accounts, performance management, facilities
management, parent/community interaction
-Kelli Khuri: Clark County Council member, experience in fund-raising and organizing
volunteers
-Paul Linney: Architect, small business operations, budget, entrepreneur
-Eric Schansberg: Professor of economics, writer, statistical knowledge, Brandon’s House vicepresident of the Board
-James Sexton: Educator (Principal, Teacher)—school leadership, curriculum, instruction,
assessment, budget and accounts, performance management, facilities management,
parent/community interaction, long-time leader with Chambers of Commerce and within state
and federal School Leader associations
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-Jerry Stephenson: Pastor/Minister, community involvement
-Martina Webster: Clark County Planning Commission member, realtor, building site,
experience in fundraising and organizing volunteers
-Trace Wimsatt: Banking and Finance; business operations, portfolio management
-Darlene Young: Higher education leadership, legal experienced human resource professional,
compliance training officer/investigator/consultant, Six Sigma Green Belt certified (i.e. process
improvement, project management), finance, community and K-12 school involvement
See: Attachment 1 for resumes and further information on the collective qualifications of those
on the Board.

School Partners:
--The Boys & Girls Club will be an after-school experience for our students. We met with the
Boys & Girls Club staff. Their director, Jennifer Hegelson has agreed to have the Boys & Girls
Club provide after-school care to our students for a modest charge. Care would be provided until
7:00 and would include a meal. York would need to provide transportation to the Boys & Girls
Club. We talked about other ideas, but Ms. Hegelson would like us to get our charter before
making other commitments.
--Brandon’s House is a counseling center in New Albany directed by Susan Parr. They provide
masters-level counseling for teens and their families—and will write a grant and work with us to
provide a counselor for our students and families.
--Beyond that, there are local organizations who will provide services to our children and parents
as appropriate and consistent with their mission—e.g., Youth Counts (spreading info about York;
providing youth and parent services), Grassroots (drug prevention), Hispanic Connection
(community involvement, particularly in the local Hispanic community), and Maxine Brown
with the Leora Brown School (African-American history).

Founding Group Origins: Our school name comes from the Lewis and Clark expedition’s
Corps of Discovery. The Corps was a diverse group that included York (an African-American)
and Sacajawea (a Native-American). York and Sacajawea made significant contributions to the
effort. And although York was a slave to Clark, he was treated as an equal on the expedition.
Each year, we will reflect on what our name represents to our students and staff. And we will
seek to become a “corps of discovery” with each student achieving the ability to create a
successful path in life.
York Academy of Discovery started out of Becky Kischnick’s vision to start a K-5 charter
school in Southern Indiana. After our proposal was rejected last year, the Board decided to
change focus and pursue a grade 6-8 charter school instead. The educational piece of the
proposal has been led by Dr. Stephen Daeschner and Jim Sexton—two men with tremendous
experience in secondary education. The community support of the school has broadened and
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strengthened: most of the original Board members have remained committed and we have found
more people who are passionate about a new charter school, particularly for grades 6-8.

School Leader and Leadership Team
School Leader Qualifications in terms of Education and Experience:
Human Relation Skills: Demonstrated ability to serve as the agent of the Board and the school
with the overall responsibility for its operation; ability to serve as the legal representative of the
Board designated to sign for all matters of the school; ability to plan and prepare agendas for
Board meetings; ability to advise the Board on matters requiring Board action and policy
formulation; ability to unite the Board and community to provide a school that serves the best
interest of students; promotes the incorporation of community resources.
Instructional Leadership Skills: Experienced instructional leader of a school; has created PL
221 plans and adjusted curriculum based on test data; has applied data-driven instruction;
provided for a diverse learning community; implemented achievement testing; showed ability to
think “outside the box” and implemented problem-solving strategies for educational challenges;
coordinated training for staff; built support for the mission of the school; developed staff leaders.
Business Skills: Managed school budgets; conducted business operations in accordance with
law; ensured that all aspects of the school supported the mission; worked with parents to
coordinate fundraising; planned for long-term and short term needs of the school and
communicated those needs with the administration; monitored plant (office and equipment)
maintenance; able to work with the Board to develop and maintain contractual agreements.
Human Resource Skills: Demonstrated ability to recruit qualified personnel; maintained a
system of performance evaluation of all employees; demonstrated application of disciplinary
action; united staff in supporting the school mission and students; recommended needed staffing.
Professional Growth: Demonstrated life-long learner; established professional growth plan for
the school as a whole and is able to include the Board.
Student Skills: Formed positive relationships with students; encouraged student self-assessment
and goal setting; ensured safe environment; supported families and incorporated parents into the
mission of the school; supported students in achieving academic, relational, and social success.
Communication Skills: Communicated effectively both orally and in writing; involved students,
families, staff, and community in the mission of the school; implemented reporting system of
student and school progress.
Management/Organizational Skills: Maintained all school records; monitored class and school
enrollment; demonstrated ability to plan, schedule, and organize; demonstrated ability to
delegate responsibility and authority.
Leadership: Leadership is a linchpin in the academic improvement of any school. The quality of
collaboration between the School Leader and Staff is directly correlated to the school’s academic
improvement. The greater the quality and quantity of collaboration among all members of the
leadership team, the faster and deeper academic growth occurs. York will work to develop
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leadership skills within individuals, as well as to build a professional climate that supports
leadership throughout the school. The venues for this work will include the School Leader,
Building Leadership Team (BLT), teacher leaders, and the School Leader selection process.
The work of student improvement is too important and valuable to leave solely to the School
Leader. The BLT (comprised of the School Leader and teacher leaders) will meet weekly or biweekly. The BLT will address Professional Development needs, implementation of Goal Clarity
Windows, walk-through strategies, intervention strategies, and overall academic success. The
team becomes a major driving force for school leadership, evolving into change agents for the
school. The better the team’s quality, the faster and greater the students’ achievement gains.
Teacher leaders will be shaped by the BLT process.
Here is the perspective of a Principal on how this worked in practice.
In order to create change, leadership must be at the center of the expectations. The
Principal must be the instructional leader in the school, but if teachers aren't following—
and then leading in turn—everything that is implemented will soon be lost. The culture of
leadership must permeate the school until it becomes institutionalized. At [X] Elementary
School, the Building Leadership Team consisted of the Principal and six teacher leaders
who were not afraid to try new things, undertake a challenge from the superintendent,
and find ways to ensure that our students would grow.
Our Building Leadership Team met bi-weekly in the school to discuss curriculum and
pedagogy as they related to Professional Development and student achievement. The
second meeting of the month was spent discussing how new techniques were working in
classrooms and how we would “roll out” what we had learned. We had to decide what
worked and what didn't work before we could ask the rest of the staff to jump on Board.
On an instructional level, our Building Leadership Team was an action-research group
that comprised literacy, math, intervention, and special education teachers. New ideas
were implemented and adapted according to the needs of our students and staff. Our
team decided to take on roles within literacy and mathematics, forming smaller groups
within a larger one to maximize the value of our time in research and implementation.
Professional Development flourished once we had found the right technique to work with
our own staff. We used small digital cameras to create videos that could be shared within
our building to provide visual support to teachers during preliminary presentations. This
strategy increased teachers’ comfort level and soon they were inviting each other to visit
classrooms and watch students at work. Discussions based on actual building-level
scenarios provided the opportunity for valuable feedback, which led to the overall
success of our professional growth as a staff. We also reviewed data regularly. Our
schedule evolved to include data analysis of classroom assessments and school
assessments on a bi-weekly basis. The BLT worked to discover the most efficient use of
student data and how teachers could organize and make instructional changes with ease
as a result.
The BLT presented new instructional techniques during Period Zero and challenged
other teachers to try the same methods. We built time into our Period Zero calendar to
review and discuss, critique each other's work, and provide feedback in small groups of
vertical and grade-level teams. The Period Zero time slot is where we saw the best
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collaboration. Teachers found that feedback and collaboration about new techniques
were the most effective methods for implementing change.
Here is the perspective of a leader in the teachers’ union.
Teacher leaders played an integral part in the change of the teaching culture. While
change could have been initiated from or by the administration, the truly fundamental
change included a buy-in by the teacher group. To achieve that buy-in, some segment of
the teachers needed to be part of the change. Such was certainly the case in our building
as change came about by way of our teacher leaders.
The proposed changes to the culture of the district and its individual buildings were
challenging; they were broad in scope and required significant effort. By their very
nature, the proposed changes piqued the interest level of the type of teacher who would
be best suited to play a key role in the change process. That is to say, teachers who were
not averse to change and who relished a challenge were the first to buy into the need for
change and the first to step forward to help implement it. In our building, these persons
were prime candidates for teacher leadership positions.
The School Leaders assigned to the schools were dynamic and motivated. Their attitudes
were contagious, and as teachers with similar attributes were identified in our building,
the result was a leadership team that was also dynamic and motivated. Our cultural shift
began as a result of the team acknowledging and embracing these characteristics as a
tool to move school-wide change forward. As teacher leaders, we understood and
accepted the rationale behind the structural components that were to be used to
implement the changes (e.g., Goal Clarity Windows), recognizing that we in turn would
adopt, adapt, or craft the changes based upon their classroom-tested effectiveness. The
site-based nature of this process created ownership in these components, particularly
when the desired results began to manifest themselves virtually overnight. The challenge
to change the culture for the better ignited a fire in our teacher leaders, and the almost
immediate positive results were like the proverbial gasoline being poured onto that fire.
The teacher leaders in our building believed themselves to be an essential catalyst for
change—and, in truth, we were. The central office had selected Principals who were up
to the challenges put before them and they in turn placed teacher leaders on the Building
Leadership Team who were willing to face challenges head-on. We carried the school
philosophy and can-do attitude back to our classrooms, to the grade-level teams, and to
the faculty as a whole.
Education is still a people-driven enterprise. The quality of the leader and of the team can either
nurture or deter student success. As Jim Collins would probably agree, having the “right person
in the right seat on the bus” is as important in education and at a school as it is in any other
business.
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Leadership Team:
At York Academy, the School Leader, Business Manager, and Administrative Assistant will
manage the overall operation of the school on a day-to-day basis. The School Leader will be
hired soon after the charter is granted. In the months that follow, the Business Manager and
Administrative Assistant will be added.
The Leadership Team of the school will also be a driving force in setting the school’s direction.
All entities of York Academy will work together to ensure its success; all staff will work
together to benefit the needs of the school community. We believe that people from all
backgrounds and abilities will impact the day-to-day operations of managing York.
All staff will have direct impact on the organization and management of our school. They will be
involved in problem solving and decision making. A leadership team will meet regularly to
discuss issues and possible solutions. The leadership team will include: the School Leader,
business manager, unit leaders, special ed, ESL, technology person, parent, and a classified staff
person. Any member from the staff may request to be on the leadership team. York will maintain
an open policy where any employee who desires a voice in the school can join the leadership
team and contribute to the vision and mission of the school.
York will also have a parent advisory council that will meet with the School Leader monthly.
The parent advisory council will consist of at least one parent per grade level. The Board will
support the staff and parents and will develop policies and outcomes that will ensure the success
of all students and of York Academy.

I. Evidence of Capacity: Governance
Legal Status and Governing Documents: See Attachment 4.
Statement of Assurance Forms: See Attachment 5.

Governing Board
Governance Structure and Composition: York Academy of Discovery will be governed by a
School Board whose members are high-quality and diverse. The number of Board members will
be in accordance with the By-Laws of York Academy. The minimum number will be five. The
term of office of a Board member is specified in the By-Laws. Terms of office may be staggered
as stated in the By-Laws. Current Board members elect new members through a majority vote
determining that a new Board member shares the mission and vision of the school, provides a
good fit for a unified team approach, shows evidence of lifelong learning and problem solving as
well as seeks the success of York Academy, and brings value to the Board. See Attachment 6.
Pre-existing Non-profit Organization: York Academy of Discovery is currently a non-profit
organization with 501c3 status. York is a legally incorporated entity governed by state statutes
and IRS regulations governing nonprofit, tax-exempt organizations. The purpose of this
organization is to become a charter school. The Board is familiar with Indiana Charter School
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Laws, Public Access Laws, Open Door Law, and York Academy By-Laws as well as Articles of
Incorporation. Board members meet with our core values and beliefs and composition hopes. We
plan to undergo Board professional development on a continuous basis.
Governing Entities’ Responsibilities and Procedures: The Board will formulate policies for
the school and develop a Policy Manual. The powers and responsibility for the daily operations
of the school will be delegated to the School Leader. The School Leader will then be able to
delegate powers and responsibilities to faculty and staff.
The School Leader will act as a bridge between the Board and the Staff of the school. He will be
designated to act on behalf of the Board to implement its decisions. The School Leader will have
the authority to hire, organize, and supervise the Staff, to assist in developing appropriate school
policies and procedures, and to allocate resources within budgetary guidelines. The Board will
periodically evaluate the performance of the School Leader in carrying out the decisions of the
Board and other assigned responsibilities. Board members may not act independently as
individuals on official matters. They may only act on Board-related decisions as a group during
official meetings.
The York Academy Board recognizes that there is a demarcation between the Board and the
Administrative/Management Staff while being aware of building a sense of unity to support the
entire school community.
The Board will not be involved in handling the day-to-day details of running the school, dealing
with specific personnel issues, or addressing individual student needs. The Board will delegate
the responsibility for running York Academy and implementing Board policies to the School
Leader. It is important to use the Board Members’ time well and for Board structures and
procedures to point them toward major decision-making and away from distractions and lesser
matters.
The Board will support the mission and vision of the school and will establish policies consistent
with this mission and vision. York Academy Board will be in compliance with state Charter
Laws, Indiana Public Access Laws, and Open Door Law. All statutory and regulatory
requirements will be followed. The Board will receive training on York By-Laws & Articles of
Incorporation, Public Access Laws, Open Door Law, Board ethics, teambuilding, strategic
planning, conflict resolution, Board member’s roles and responsibilities, and how to build an
effective Board. The Board will complete a process of self-evaluation. They will hold a vision of
excellence and will focus on student achievement and success. All Board members will work in a
manner of respect and will observe confidentiality in matters of confidence. They will respect
differing viewpoints and operate in a manner of acceptance even though disagreements may
surface. All Board members will exhibit the characteristics of a lifelong learner and will grow in
their knowledge of Board participation, school culture, and student achievement.
In broad terms, the Board will…
-Support the School’s mission and purpose, helping to establish outcomes for the school based
on its mission and purpose.
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-Support the School Leader and review his performance. The Board will ensure that the School
Leader has the moral and professional support needed to further the goals of the school—and
will periodically evaluate the School Leader’s performance.
-Ensure adequate resources. One of the Board's foremost responsibilities is to provide adequate
resources for the school to fulfill its mission. The Board will work in partnership with the School
Leader to raise funds to provide an excellent education for students.
-Manage resources effectively. The Board, in order to remain accountable to the State Charter
Board, parents, students, donors, the public, and the IRS will approve the annual budget and
ensure that proper financial controls are in place.
-Monitor outcomes. The Board’s role in this area is to determine which outcomes are the most
consistent with York Academy’s mission, and to monitor the school’s effectiveness.
-Enhance York Academy’s public image. The Board is a link to the community, including
constituents, donors, the public, and the media. The Board will articulate the organization's
mission, accomplishments, and outcomes to the public, as well as gathering support from
important members of the community.
-Assess Board performance. It is the Board’s responsibility to ensure that York is effective in
achieving its outcomes. The Board must evaluate its success as a Board, recognizing its
achievements and reaching consensus on areas for improvement. Each Board member will be
evaluated annually as well.
The Board will also maintain specific responsibilities that include…
--Review educational and instructional programs
--Review student progress
--Approve purchasing contracts
--Approve contracts for new construction, renovation, and building additions
--Ensure that school policies and practices are in agreement with Indiana Statutes
--Formulate major policies that are clear, up to date, and in compliance with state and federal law
--Interpret laws and regulations with which York Academy must comply
--Annually adopt and maintain an operating budget
--Report York’s progress to the Indiana Charter School Board
--Ensure that York has contracted with a CPA for the annual financial audit
Officer Job Description
Chair/President: The Chair shall preside at all meetings of the Board shall be responsible for
implementing policies established by the Board. The Chair shall perform such other duties as the
Board may prescribe.
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Vice-Chair/President: The Vice-chair shall have the powers and perform all the duties of the
Chair in his / her absence or during his / her inability to act. The Vice-chair also shall perform
such other duties as the Board may from time to time direct.
Secretary: The Secretary shall be the custodian of all papers, books, and records—other than
books of account and financial records. The Secretary shall prepare and keep the minutes of all
Board meetings. The Secretary shall authenticate records of the Corporation as necessary. The
Secretary shall perform the duties usual to such position and such other duties as the Board or the
Chair may prescribe.
Treasurer: The Treasurer shall prepare and maintain correct and complete records of account
showing accurately the financial condition of the Corporation. All notes, securities, and other
assets coming into the possession of the Corporation shall be received, accounted for, and placed
in safekeeping as the Treasurer may from time to time prescribe. The Treasurer shall furnish,
whenever requested by the Board or the Chair, a statement of the financial condition of the
Corporation and shall perform the duties usual to such position and such other duties as the
Board or the Chair may prescribe.
Public Meetings: The Board of York Academy will hold regularly scheduled meetings as to be
in compliance with Indiana’s Public Access Laws and with York By-Laws. Beginning with the
2014-15 school year, the Board will attempt to meet monthly, but not less than ten times per year
at a meeting location determined by the Chair of the York Board. Meetings will be open to the
public (except for possible executive sessions) and will be posted at least 48 hours in advance
with date, time, and location of meeting. A quorum must be present. Monthly meetings will
follow this format: call to order, approval of minutes, financial reports and claims approval,
communications to the Board, unfinished or old business, new business, comments from
audience, announcements, and adjournment. Minutes will be kept of all meetings and will
include the date, time, and place of the meeting, the members present or absent, matters
discussed, and a record of all votes.
Committees/Teams:
--York will have one standing committee—the Strategic and Continuous School Improvement &
Achievement Plan Committee (IN Code 20-3-5). The School Leader coordinates this committee
and appoints its other members (teachers, parents, community and business leaders). The
committee will oversee the development of an initial three-year academic plan and an annual
review thereafter.
--Least Restrictive Environment (LRE) Plan Team: Special Education teachers, School Leader,
administative assistant
--Crisis Response Team (CRT)—develops and reviews crisis response: School Leader,
administrative assistant, custodian, teachers, classroom assistant
--Technology Team: technology coordinator and other teachers
--At-Risk Team (to develop interventions for at-risk students academically and behaviorally):
ESL teacher, Special Education teacher, unit leaders, teacher, technology person
--Scheduling Committee (to develop the yearly schedule of classes): teachers
--Acuity Leader for Acuity reporting and Acuity development
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Ethics and Conflicts of Interest: See Attachment 7.
Advisory Bodies: The School Leader will have two advisory bodies. One advisory council will
be the York Parent Council. The Parent Council will meet monthly (during the school year) with
the School Leader. The Parent Council will hold discussions with and may offer suggestions to
the School Leader about school procedures and practices. Most items will be dealt with at the
school level. In the event that an item may deal with policy, this could be reviewed by the Board.
The School Leader would present this item to the Board for review. The Parent Council will be
made up of at least one parent from each grade level. Parents and staff will have input into
people serving on this council. The BLT will make the final decision on Parent Council
members. There will be no set number of members on the Parent Council to allow the
Leadership Team to consider diversity of people and ideas. York desires input from parents and
sees this council as a way to build support between school and families.
The other advisory body to the School Leader will be the BLT. The BLT will meet at least
monthly with the School Leader. The BLT will hold discussions with and may offer suggestions
about school practices, procedures, curriculum, etc. to the School Leader. Again, most items will
be dealt with at the school level. In the event that an item such as policy needs to be reviewed by
the Board, the School Leader will present this item to the Board for review. The BLT will be
made up of the School Leader, Business Manager, Special Education, Technology Teacher,
interested staff members with at least one unit teacher and anyone who would like a voice in the
school the opportunity to serve in this capacity.
Grievance Process: Parents/Students may bring grievance complaints or concerns to the School
Leader at any time. The following steps should be taken in the grievance process: 1.) Address the
complaint or concern with the individual involved; 2.) If the concern or complaint cannot be
resolved, the next step is to talk with the School Leader; and 3.) Last, if a concern still exists a
formal, written grievance may be filed.
A grievance is a formal complaint regarding a decision by school personnel. For example, a
parent may believe that Board policy or law has been violated. Any problems involving
discrimination or harassment may involve a grievance process. If a parent or student wishes to
file a grievance, a complaint form will be made available, free of charge. The complaint form
will indicate who is filing the grievance with their address, phone number, and e-mail. The
nature of the complaint will be stated in a brief fashion. Facts that are important and evidence
will be provided. An explanation of attempts to settle the problem with the person involved and
with the School Leader will be included. The person filing the complaint will also state their
desired outcome for the grievance or appeal. The grievance application will remain confidential.
The process for filing a grievance will be provided in the school handbook.
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II. School Design: Education Plan
Curriculum and Instructional Design
York Academy of Discovery desires to meet the needs of all students. York will strive to close
the achievement gap that exists for minority students and students in poverty. “English as a
second language” learners (ELL) will thrive and increase academic achievement in the York
environment. In order to accomplish this mission, frequent monitoring of our students will be
implemented.
Basic Learning Environment: York will have classroom-based learning with smaller-group
instruction and individual tutoring as appropriate.
Class Size and Structure: Class size will range from 20 to 25 students. Teachers will facilitate
learning, encouraging students to be active rather than passive learners.
Overview of the Curriculum: York will use the Common Core/Indiana Standards as the basis
for instruction. York will use resources developed by the Indiana DOE, technology software
such as Acuity practice and Accelerated Reader. The standards will be used to show mastery of
learning with Acuity being the guide in this area. Assessments (Acuity) will be given to
determine if students have acquired the Common Core/Indiana Standards and to determine grade
level status. This information will be reported to parents. See Scope and Sequence in
Attachment 8. The curriculum will be standards-based with a focus on the integration of subject
matter. Science will incorporate the use of scientific inquiry. Technology will be incorporated
into all aspects of the curriculum. Writing will also be emphasized and woven throughout the
curriculum.
Technology and Delivery of Instruction: Technology will be embedded into all areas of the
curriculum (reading, writing, math, science, social studies). Technology will be a fact of life in
the classroom and school as it is in the real world. It is our hope to have a computer and a Smart
Board in every classroom as well as a computer lab. One teacher will be designated as a
technology person. The technology person will maintain achievement and growth records that
are technology-based. The school will also make use of computer software that differentiates
instruction. Students will use technology to publish reports, presentations, and published writing.
Students will be taught word processing and spreadsheets. At times, assessments may be
technology (e.g., Acuity). Technology can also be used in cooperative learning activities and
other student collaboration projects. Technology will support and enhance student learning.
Even though we will not be a blended learning or virtual school, York will develop a technology
plan each year. It will have four main components: annual technology trends survey; three
measureable goals; three-year projected budget; and plans for technology use. Technology will
be a part of professional development opportunities provided during the school day.
Highly Effective Teachers: York plans to employ mostly experienced staff. The experienced
staff will provide direction and expertise to mentor our younger staff. Less-experienced staff will
bring passion and idealism to our learning community. All staff will be committed and dedicated
to students and to their profession. Staff will reach into the hearts and minds of students. Staff
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will know their impact and will understand that they make a huge difference in the lives of
students. Where required, staff will meet state certification and licensure for the State of Indiana.
Evidence-Based Support: York will use multiple assessments of proficiency and mastery. See:
below.
Instructional Strategies: Teachers at York will serve facilitators, promoting active vs. passive
learning for students, and using research-based instruction and pedagogical strategies.
Instructional strategies will be monitored for consistency and fidelity through the use of
classroom walkthroughs and unit plans. York’s dominant pedagogy will be directed toward
student engagement, rigor, and higher-order learning. Teachers will design collaborative
instructional units using Goal Clarity Windows. See Attachment 8.
Core Curriculum Scope and Sequence for each subject and grade: See Attachment 8.
Pupil Performance Standards: Weekly grade-level meetings will provide opportunities for
discussion of the strategies and goals for implementation. Unit plans will be collected and
viewed for fidelity of projects and coaching by the leadership team and the School Leader.
Teachers will submit a monthly compare/contrast activity that will be reviewed by fellow
teachers. School Leader and fellow teachers will do a quarterly checklist of classroom portfolios.
This will be a quick check to ensure that the portfolios are in place for each student and ready for
full evaluation. Students will also be monitored through benchmark testing. Students will be
benchmark-tested and progress-monitored with our RTI model. For exit standards and
assessment types and schedule, see: Attachment 9.
Promotion of Students: First, we believe that all students can achieve proficiency. Based on
research, York seeks to intervene instead of retain unless required by law to do so. Any student
at-risk for “failure” will have his/her case reviewed; interventions will be put in place—then
monitored and assessed.
If funding is available, summer school will be required for students scoring at or below grade
level. York hopes to secure grants that will fund remediation and enrichment during the summer
months. York will continue to use a “regular” school calendar with summer remediation for
students in need and enrichment for other students desiring summer stimulation.
All eighth-grade students will be required to have all exit standards in place before the end of the
year or they will complete summer school. Retention is possible if this is the only reasonable
course of action. We will be in communication with parents so all may work together to ensure
the success of the student.
School Calendar and Schedule: See Attachment 10.
School Culture: From the experience of its Board members who are educators, York believes
that a combination of competition and collaboration result in a culture of increased expectations
for student achievement within a school. And more competition between schools will help to
achieve increased student achievement gains. All staff will want students to achieve and student
outcomes become the benchmark to achieve success.
York will set up teacher teams both vertical and horizontal to create group processes to
implement joint lesson plans, share teaching strategies, create formative unit tests before student
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instruction, and observe each others’ classes to enhance student learning. The school will
implement a BLT to assist the School Leader and enhance the ability of teacher-leaders to advise
in the school’s instructional operations, share in professional development, and establish rules
and routines to improve the school culture. The school will be a Learning Organization. A
culture of collaboration will be the norm with shared responsibility to improve student
achievement.
A collaborative culture results in shared vision for outcomes and embraces a key to a great
school: relationships. Education is improved with good relationships and effective
communication among staff, between staff and students, among students, and between school
staff and parents and community.
Dr. Stephen Daeschner shares some other thoughts:
Small Steps. Making changes too fast can be overwhelming and can often create a
negative culture. In developing our literacy framework, we will move forward by taking
small steps. After each Professional Development session, we will agree on the strategy
we would be accountable for before the next session. For example, one time it might be
creating and displaying anchor charts, and the next time we would add creating
accountability pieces for students as they read. Each time we will add a little bit more.
These short-term goals will seem “doable” to the staff and create a more positive
building climate.
Setting Goals. Setting goals for student achievement during that initial year and
subsequent years will be crucial. All students will be assessed at the beginning of the year
to determine their guided reading levels, based on the framework developed by Fountas
and Pinnell. From this baseline measure, teachers will map out monthly benchmarks
that, if achieved, will result in all students making a year’s growth. Students with a
below-grade-level baseline score will be expected to make a year and a half of growth.
This goal-setting process will make teachers aware of the incremental student
achievement needed throughout the year and minimize slippage.
Progress Monitoring. Once we set goals for students, teachers will monitor their
progress on a consistent basis to see if students are on track to meet their end-of-year
goal. If students are below grade level, their progress will be monitored every two weeks,
while students at or above grade level will be assessed every month. When students are
not making the desired improvements, we will intervene and respond to their needs.
Response to Intervention (RTI). If students are not achieving an adequate rate of
progress in our Tier I balanced literacy ninety-minute block, we will immediately
intervene. These students will receive 30-45 more minutes of literacy instruction from a
reading expert. Being responsible for knowing at all times how well our students are
achieving, and for intervening when they are not improving, will make our staff
accountable for ALL students.
Accountability. As teachers, we want our students to be accountable for their behavior,
getting homework finished and turned in on time, and studying for tests. With a balanced
literacy framework (see: Innovation—Part 4), we will be more accountable as teachers in
many ways. First and foremost, we are accountable for our students’ achievement. We
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are also accountable to each other because it won’t be fair if one person is doing all the
work. The consultant and the Principal are constantly following up with us about our
goals. They are also conducting walk-throughs to see if we are being accountable in
tackling our small steps.
Walk-throughs. Not only are our Principal, consultant, and superintendent taking walkthroughs in our classrooms looking for implementation of strategies, teachers are also
doing walk-throughs of each other’s classrooms. These walks are not evaluative, but
allow us to get ideas from others and to reflect on our own instructional practices.
Teachers do not always relish the walk-throughs at first, but later see value in them—
especially when they themselves took a turn walking through another teacher’s
classroom and discovered how much they could learn from such an experience.
Getting Out of the Comfort Zone. As educators, it’s easy to get set in our ways. But once
a teacher is prompted to try something new, we enjoy the challenge.
Celebrations. During this process, we will celebrate our successes on a frequent basis.
Waiting until the end of the year to see if our scores improve is not wise strategy. At
meetings, we will bring samples of student work and share success stories. Celebrating
our small improvements along the way will keep us hungry for more. Our collective small
achievements will spur us to keep our sights on the larger goal.
Engagement and Rigor: In many classrooms, teachers do most of the work. The students
become passive listeners. Successful teachers and schools have changed this model so that
students become active engagers of learning and the teacher serves as the facilitator of the
learning. Generally, the students begin to work in smaller groups and become more selfassessors of their own learning.
Goal Clarity Windows (GCW) is a proven strategy to enhance student learning. GCW
incorporates the following components:
--Standards to be taught for the unit of instruction, usually one or two weeks
--Learning rubrics that outline objectives/stages to be taught—from simple to complex
--Assessment rubrics measure the success of the students at each stage of the learning. The
teacher teams develop these formative test items before the unit is taught. The test items reflect
the Depth of Knowledge (DOK) usually level one-four with emphasis on higher order level three
and four.
--Vocabulary that reflect new words of the unit and new test item vocabulary that students need
to answer the formative DOK exams.
--Cognitive question stems that students utilize with each other to become self-assessors. These
higher order questioning stems are used by teachers and students so that students learn to be
reflective and apply the learning to multiple settings.
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--Classroom teams establish the GCW before the lesson is delivered. The formative assessment
measures assist teachers to teach to student mastery and identify students that may need
additional intervention strategies to reach mastery.
The lack of rigor (higher order thinking skills) in today’s classroom has been well-documented.
We define rigor as students using higher order DOK in their learning interactions and between
teachers and students. These pedagogies can be learned by teachers though professional
development and reinforced by teacher teams and walk-throughs.
Two current Principals outline these techniques.
Engagement
To help us define different types of engagement, our staff relied in part on the approach
presented in Engaging Students: The Next Level of Working on the Work (Phillip C.
Schlechty, 2011). Our discussions centered on the gradual release of responsibility and
when active engagement vs. compliant engagement was appropriate. Our goal was to
increase active engagement and reduce compliant engagement. We also increased our
awareness of students who were retreating or rebelling, and problem solved to move
students at every level to become actively engaged in the content.
We had been participating in the walk-through process prior to our study; however, after
we defined the types of engagement, our discussions became much more in depth.
Teachers were able to “put their finger” on what they were trying to say about student
engagement in previous walk-throughs. This specificity in terminology resulted in more
teachers going back to their own rooms to combine what they learned in our Professional
Development sessions with what they had observed in the walk-throughs. They became
more proactive in planning activities that increased active engagement.
To increase students’ engagement, we studied the Himmeles’ book, Total Participation
Techniques. As with any paradigm shift, some teachers were more reluctant to try the
engagement techniques than others. Some incorporated the techniques with ease and
enjoyed this style of teaching. One of the most reluctant teachers came to me one day and
reflected on a highly engaging activity his students had just completed. He was an
effective teacher in his own right, but he was having trouble stepping out of his comfort
zone to let the students take control of the activity. The activity included a graphic
organizer completed on a piece of chart paper. He said, “I think the students are trying
to tell me something.” When I looked at the chart, the students had written, “Mr. X was
tired, so he let us do the work.”
Cognition and Rigor
Over the course of three years, we developed routines for hallway walks. During
classroom visits, we looked for rigor and cognition. This process entailed looking at not
only what the task required, but also at how the students were tackling it. Our school
spent much time on student engagement techniques. One of the methods used to increase
the rigor of engagement was “turn to your neighbor.” Although all of our teachers used
this technique, some refined it to increase understanding (cognition) at a deeper level
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(rigor). Our norming conversations helped our teachers to understand the difference
between engagement to get everyone involved and engagement to increase student
learning. For example, after giving students a multiple choice question, the teacher asked
all students to respond in sign language for answer A, B, C, or D. Although this strategy
helped make students accountable and ensured that they were all with her in instruction,
it did not serve to increase their understanding or deepen student knowledge. The teacher
then asked the students to turn to their neighbor and explain why the other answers were
not the best choices. This step took the level of engagement from one of momentary
participation to one in which all students had to formulate their thinking by verbalizing to
their partners at a higher level. The students had to determine what the right answer was
and also be able to explain why it was correct and why the other answers were not the
better choices.
By artfully forming a question, a teacher could devote more time and delve deeper into
content while assigning one problem instead of fifty. This discovery seemed especially
true with mathematics. Giving students a problem to solve, asking them to formulate their
own solutions, and challenging them to create more than one way to solve the problem,
helped to deepen their understanding of the mathematical processes far more than would
the formulaic repetition of the same steps for fifty problems—particularly if students were
not applying the correct process in the first place!
Thanks to walk-throughs, our teachers learned these critical nuances of teaching and
learning. At the same time, students began to understand—through our use of learning
rubrics—where they were in their learning of a concept and where their learning would
take them. Our parents benefited as well, as the learning rubrics helped them understand
where their students stood in the learning process. Posing the more rigorous tasks and
taking students to a Level 4 depth of knowledge required the teachers to step up from
being imparters of knowledge to being facilitators of learning. Just as our Professional
Development was more powerful when being driven by our teachers, our student learning
was more powerful (and deeper) when driven by our students. Our focus of change in
cognition and rigor required asking ourselves “Who’s doing the work?” We discovered
that when the students were questioning themselves about the instruction and the teacher
stepped out of the way, magical things happened and learning flourished.
York Academy of Discovery will become one of the top schools in the state by using the
following principles:
--Will create an academic culture that requires students to think critically
--Will create an academic culture that requires students to give their best efforts each day
--Will create a culture of high expectations and success
--Will create a culture where core academic goals apply to all students
--Will provide skills necessary to achieve mastery on common core standards in each grade level
--Will build thinkers who have the skills needed to solve real world problems
--Will assess student learning in ways that challenge students to demonstrate mastery in a variety
of forms
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--Will create an environment of positive relationships (students, families, staff)
York will hold an Open House/Orientation to assist families in understanding our policies and
procedures and will provide an opportunity to meet the teachers.
Typical Student Day: Students may arrive at 7:00 a.m. for homework help. There will be five
60-minute periods with 10-minute breaks between classes and a 50-minute lunch/recess. Thus,
classes will run from 8:00-9:00, 9:10-10:10, 10:20-11:20, 12:10-1:10 and 1:20-2:20. See also:
Attachment 10.
Typical Teacher Day: Teachers will have a planning period from 7:00-8:00; instruct for the five
periods; help with dismissal and finish at 2:40. After school, at their discretion, teachers may stay
afterwards to work on the next day’s plans, call parents, get materials ready, and so on. See also:
Attachment 10.
Supplemental Programming: York would like to provide summer school and will pursue a
grant. A few possibilities exist for grant opportunities. We could apply for a grant to remediate
and enrich our students. York staff would provide half-day instruction. The other possibility is to
work with The Boys and Girls Club to write a grant for the summer. (We visited a program that
impressed us called Freedom School.) Diversity was woven into literacy and programming. The
Boys & Girls Club is open all summer. We would work with them to provide our students with
remediation opportunities as well as enrichment. The Boys & Girls Club operates weekdays until
7:00 PM.
Special Student Populations:
--York Academy of Discovery will comply with federal and state statutes and will implement
processes and procedures as set forth in federal and state regulations and rules. The following
items will be in place in order to meet the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act of 2004
(IDEA), Indiana Article 7, and Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (ADA).
Intervention is directed toward accelerating selected students who are academically behind grade
level by focusing on the following components:
a) Additional time for guided instruction through participation in Tier II or Tier III
b) Data-determined and skills-based curriculum strands
c) Identification of special staff to provide instruction
d) Individualized school schedules to facilitate intervention time and strategies
Selected students will be generally determined through their formative and summative academic
achievement scores. Most of these students are behind their average fellow students by at least
twenty percent or more. This group included special needs students as well as general education
students.
Tier II and Tier III students will be assigned additional time and special classes and will be
monitored at least every four to six weeks on the basis of data-driven outcomes. The students
could exit the intervention class altogether or could move between Tiers (from III to II, from II to
III, or from I to II). York will use data walls to move students up or down between Tiers; thus,
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the entire school staff generally know the disposition of all of their Tier students and will lend
support. The middle school will use double periods to provide intervention classes, making
changes at six-week intervals.
Data and data walls will be utilized to move students between Tiers and to monitor individual
student scores. The school and Staff will use the slope line to help determine acceleration status.
The data has shown that most intervention students accelerate their academic achievement more
rapidly than do the general program students, and that special needs students receiving
intervention close the gap between themselves and general program students.
York will identify which of their staff members would focus on intervention both though
assisting with instruction of the Tier students and by coordinating data for the interventions. The
intervention teachers will have particular expertise in English or Mathematics and some will be
certified in Special Education.
York will use different schedules to implement intervention. As an example, some teachers will
add time to Tier I or core periods to assist intervention students, while others may use separate
instructional time and classes to group students for Tier II and Tier III. Individual teams will
have the flexibility to alter their model and variables and to use action research to improve
outcomes.
The key to intervention is treating time as a variable not a constant. This forces staff and students
to prioritize the importance of the subject and amount of time needed to master the content.
Subjects such as English/Language Arts and Mathematics may become more important than
other subjects and students and staff may have to devote more time so that students can master
these topics. An example of the importance of time is shown by another Principal.
Learning and growing in our practice, with the ultimate goal of increasing student
achievement, required examining the element of time. As a School Leader, something I
often heard from my teachers was that there was not enough learning time in our day. We
realized that we were not going to magically gain hours in our day. We had no choice but
to look at what time we were allotted and to examine whether we were utilizing this time
to the best of our ability.
We rebuilt the schedule to limit transition times and correspondingly maximize learning
time. In addition, some of our teachers became quite creative in using these transitions
for mental math activities, vocabulary lessons, or a quick content review. They applied
this technique in large-group transitions outside the class as well as in activity
transitions within the classroom. The impact of these small changes may not have been
huge, but it was a step toward sending the message of urgency to our teachers and
students. There was no instructional time to be wasted, our task of increasing student
achievement was urgent, and every second of our learning time was precious.
Our efforts toward working smarter with our time were supplemented by reading Annual
Growth, Catch-Up Growth by Lynn Fielding, Nancy Kerr, and Paul Rosier (2007). We
began by identifying what we started referring to as “double dippers.” Our double
dippers were those students who would receive not only the same ninety minutes of
reading instruction others were receiving in order to achieve annual growth, but also a
thirty-minute intervention from the classroom teacher as well as an additional fifteen to
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thirty minutes of reading assistance from our reading interventions. We recognized that if
a student came to us academically behind, he or she would require more instructional
time to reach the same outcome as their peers in the same year. Utilizing our time
differently required us to let go of something else. The “something else” varied
depending on each student’s needs. In general, the pervasive idea guiding our efforts was
that if a student could not read, all other academic achievement would be hindered;
therefore, our challenge to enable every student to read must be accomplished. The
achievement gap could only be eliminated by utilizing all available learning time for
each student in the most effective way to meet that student’s needs. Time is usually
considered to be a fixed resource, but we made a conscious decision to view it as a
variable over which we had a measure of control. Since no more time could be added to
the school day, we learned how to work smarter for each student within the time that was
allotted.
Our goal at York will be to motivate our students to learn and to gain more and more ownership
over their own learning. The curriculum and instruction stated above encourages our students
and motivates them. School becomes a place where all students want to be challenged. Parents
and students will be kept up to date on student progress and mastery of skills. Any student below
grade level will receive RTI interventions (described below) and parents will attend a meeting
explaining the interventions. A team will look at all the data and decide on a course of action
with the parent present. Any time during the year that a student is considered in need of
additional services, RTI interventions begin. The coaching model that will be in effect allows
teachers to work with small groups and individuals to increase skills. Relationships are
developed that build a family atmosphere and encourage risk-taking. Failure is seen as
opportunity to grow and learn. All students excel in this kind of environment. English language
learners benefit from an environment of rich conversation, teamwork and reading, reading,
reading.
--Meeting the Needs of the Intellectually Gifted: Our program is set up to meet the needs of all
students and to provide the best education for all students with an RTI model.
--A counselor will be on staff to assist with emotional and social development. An RTI behavior
model has also been designed to help in this area. A team will be established for any students
with behavior issues that interfere with learning. Discipline issues will focus on helping students
to improve. High expectations will be in place for behavior so all students can learn.
--Hire a Special Education Teacher: reports to the School Leader; holds an Indiana Special
Education Teaching License; serves as teacher of record; attends case conferences; coordinates
and schedules evaluations for students with suspected disabilities; oversees the compliance with
IDEA, Indiana Article 7, and ADA; maintains IEP’s as well as all Special Education and 504
records; trains teachers and assistants in areas of need for Special Education students; maintains
achievement testing records for exceptional learners; organizes, tracks, and plans IEP goals;
oversees and ensures that services are provided according to individual IEP’s; oversees referral
paperwork and supervises the referral process; establishes high expectations for student
performance; organizes time, materials, and equipment for instruction; responds to questions
from parents, students, and staff; oversees Special Education reporting requirements; trains staff
in confidentiality; develops reporting procedures to parents; works with staff to incorporate
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adaptations and accommodations; incorporates technology into instruction and services; has the
physical ability to meet the demands of the job.
--Each student with a disability will have a teacher of record assigned to him/her. The teacher of
record will be appropriately licensed in the area of the student’s disability. For autism, other
health-impaired, deaf-blind, and traumatic brain injury--the teacher of record will be
appropriately trained. The teacher of record will provide direct or in-direct services according to
the IEP, participate in the Case Conference Committee to establish goals, benchmarks, and
objectives. This teacher will monitor progress, staff, implementation and reporting of the IEP,
participate in the evaluation of the student, and notify the conference committee of any changes
to the IEP.
--Enrollment forms will indicate the existence of an IEP.
--Move-in Students with an IEP will be provided services within ten instructional days.
--York will contact the previous school for records to determine if an IEP exists.
--Obtain and prepare materials such as Procedural Safeguards and any other forms needed to
hold Case Conferences and to develop Individualized Educational Plans as well as Referral
Forms
--Special Education Teacher will train school assistants to meet the needs of the exceptional
learner
--Contract with outside services for extra services needed to meet requirements of IEP’s
--Contract with outside services for testing and identifying special needs students
--Train staff in the referral process
--Train staff in interventions
--Train intervention/remediation consultation team
--Hire additional staff as needed to ensure compliance
--Hold move-in conferences, annual case reviews; case conferences
--Obtain school records
--Due process will be enforced. If parents and school cannot agree, a case conference will be
held. If this does not resolve the issue, a hearing will be held.
Identification of Students: The school intervention team will work with Staff to meet the needs
of students. The school intervention team will include the Special Education teacher, the ELL
teacher, the technology teacher, the primary unit leader, and the intermediate unit leader. The
intervention team will also consult with the School Leader. This team will review data and make
decisions concerning teacher and parent requests for referral. They will work with the teacher to
look at the overall development of the student, the concerns and reasons for testing, and address
possible interventions. If testing is determined to be necessary, York will contract with an
outside source to do the evaluation. Once testing is complete, the Special Education teacher with
the case conference committee will develop an IEP or will meet to discuss non-qualification and
what can be done to achieve student success.
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Delivery of Services: York Academy of Discovery will provide the least restrictive environment
for students and will practice full inclusion where applicable. The learning environment will be
set up so that services will be provided in the regular education classroom. Assistants and general
education teachers will receive training about least restrictive environment and how to provide
special services.
They will also be trained to work as a team in meeting IEP goals. Training will help staff deliver
services in the classroom environment with support staff. We will have classroom assistants; all
assistants will be trained by the Special Education teacher in order to meet the needs of all
special needs students in each grade level. Assistants will be under the direct supervision of the
Special Education teacher, the ELL teacher, and the general education teacher. At this time, York
Academy of Discovery will not have a resource room. Identification of students and referral of
students will follow Special Education law. York will contract with outside services to provide
Special Education testing. IEP’s or 504’s will be developed and carried out. Confidentiality will
be maintained. All Special Education funding will follow appropriate rules and regulations.
ELL Students: In order to meet the needs of ELL students, York Academy of Discovery will
hire an ELL/Foreign Language Teacher. Enrollment data will provide for identification of nonEnglish speaking parents. We are actively seeking ELL students and know the demographics to
locate families that need ELL services. Staff will also be trained in helping to identify possible
ELL students and in how to help ELL students in the regular education classroom. Once
identified as ELL, the ELL teacher will work with the classroom and the general education
teacher to deliver services. Assistants will also be trained to work with ELL students. We are
hoping that one of the assistants that we will hire will speak a foreign language. Ell students will
be provided with appropriate accommodations and assessments. They will exit the program
based on their capacities. Information will be in English and Spanish for families.
Students will be provided a rich environment that involves speaking, listening, and writing.
Students will learn academic language as well as conversational language. A student’s first
language will be respected. Spanish speaking students will have the opportunity to speak, read,
and write in their own language as a part of the foreign language experience. During conferences
a translator will be provided.
Recruitment of Qualified Special Education Teachers: We will work with the universities, IUS
and U of L, to recruit qualified Special Education and ELL teachers. These teachers will be
certified in the areas of Special Education and ELL. We would like to encourage our general
education staff to receive dual certification in Special Education, ELL, Reading Remediation, or
Administration. Ongoing training and professional development will be provided to all staff in
the areas of Special Education, ELL strategies, diversity, and poverty.
Public Agency Representative: The School Leader or any other qualified staff person will serve
as the Public Agency Representative as required by law. The School Leader and the Special
Education coordinator will assume responsibility for special education services. The School
Leader will be dedicated to ALL students and will ensure that Staff and school are meeting the
needs of students. Professional development will be provided in the area of Special Education
and ELL. The goal will also be to implement interventions and RTI services that will prevent
large numbers of special education identifications. Where necessary the School Leader will work
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with outside sources to implement evaluations and any special services that may not be provided
by York Academy of Discovery.
--We believe that all students can learn. We will work to ensure all students reach their potential.
--All staff members will take ownership of our students.
--The general education teacher must take ownership of Special Education students and ELL
students.
--The Special Education teacher and the ELL teacher will support the general education
classroom in delivery of services.
--Interventions will be evidence/research-based to ensure growth.
--Our educational model will be of an inclusive nature.
--York Academy will use a three-tier RTI model that deals with differences between students—
e.g., those who are at-risk academically, advanced students, behavioral problems, ELL, etc.
Tier one is a prevention approach. All students receive Tier one. Tier two is reserved for students
experiencing difficulties. Evidence will be collected and discussions will take place to review
student problems. The intervention team will determine strategies for improvement based on our
Tier model. Interventions are applied with progress monitoring to determine growth. Students
who continue to experience difficulty will be referred to Tier three. The intervention team will
again meet to determine Tier three strategies. Tier three is reserved for those students who
exhibit problems that require extensive interventions. This phase also provides the opportunity
for assessment for disabilities. Progress monitoring will occur to determine the success (or not)
of interventions.
Special education testing will require a timeline for student assessment. Once testing is complete,
results will be discussed with the Special Education committee, eligibility will be determined,
and services will be planned along with goals, placement, and program. It is possible that a 504
plan would be established instead of an IEP. York Academy will work with the Special
Education Cooperative during this process. Payment for services will be contracted.
--York Academy will follow inclusive practice incorporating a rigorous curriculum for all
students.
--Students with disabilities are placed in the least restrictive environment. Instruction will be
delivered in the general education classroom as much as possible.
Any student with an IEP, progress monitoring will be incorporated in to the IEP with short-term
objectives and annual goals. The IEP will be followed to assess student achievement. The
progress monitoring system will work as follows:
--The current level of performance will be determined
--Goals will be set that will take place over time
--The goals will be measured on a regular basis (weekly/monthly)
--Results will be charted and evaluated
--A comparison will be conducted for expected and actual rates of learning
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--Strategies will be continued or adjusted based on the achievement
Things to remember about Progress Monitoring:
--Progress monitoring can occur as a class, as a small group, or by individual student.
--You can progress monitor a specific academic skill or a behavior target.
--Progress monitoring should occur with reading, writing, and math.
--Communicate with parents about the progress monitoring.
--Special Education staff and regular education staff should collaborate with progress monitoring
and assessments to determine progress.
--Our mission and goals as a school encourage the use of class work to progress monitor.
--An Intervention Team is provided to assist general education teachers in determining Tiers and
strategies for struggling students.
--Remember that behavior deficits can come from academic struggles.
York will use the following to evaluate the above programs: Is our Special Education team able
to meet the needs of our Special Education students? Individual evaluations and observations
will occur. Achievement of Special Education students will be noted. Is our inclusive setting
working? Observations of school and classrooms--discussions with staff and parents will take
place. Do we have a safe environment? Are students engaged? Are we maintaining a good staff
to student ratio? Special needs students often require more time to work on skills. Data gathering
methods will be in place to create reports that evaluate the strength of our programs. Are our
assessment tools measuring what we want to measure? We will analyze assessments and growth
of students.
Student Recruitment and Enrollment: York Academy has a website: yorkdiscovery.org. Our
Board will continue to meet with local churches, local media, neighborhood organizations, and
other organizations that will spread the word. York will serve its students and families. Our
partnerships with community organizations will bring additional support to our students and
families. All of these will be helpful, but word-of-mouth from pleased parents and the reputation
of our teachers and School Leaders will likely be our most effective marketing tools. See
Attachment 11.
Student Discipline: York Academy of Discovery believes that developing a relationship-based
school and program will be the major ingredient in establishing and maintaining a positive
school climate. York Academy believes in positive behavior supports that will help students to
grow socially and emotionally. Teamwork and support of one another will be emphasized with
students and staff. It is our goal to maintain a rigorous academic focus provided by a caring and
compassionate staff. It will be important to identify and develop the talents of people involved in
the school: the Board, the Staff, the parents, and the students. It is our desire to develop
supportive parents and also to help parents become lifelong learners. We will develop students
who dream big and work hard. Staff and students will be trained in proper assessment procedures
and integrity as required by the State. See Attachment 12.
The utilization of the aforementioned systems and strategies has resulted in great academic gains
and proven data driven outcomes that will be applied to the middle school charter. These
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processes have proven to greatly enhance large numbers of students’ academic achievement.
These processes will become the strategies and routines of the middle school charter.

II. School Design: Parents and Community
Currently there are two charter schools in our area—one in New Albany and one in Sellersburg.
Both of these charter schools are having no problems with enrollment. The optimum area for
another charter school would be Jeffersonville or Clarksville. Both of these areas are close to
interstates and have a large enough population to warrant a charter school. Parents would like
additional school choices without having to pay tuition or to pursue vouchers. We have met with
area churches and organizations. Most have been supportive and felt this was necessary for our
community.
Middle schools in Clarksville and especially Jeffersonville have struggled to do as well as their
elementary schools. (See: Tables 2-4 later in the proposal.) Standardized test results and the
State’s grading system indicate a substantial gap between the solid performance of elementary
schools and the far-less-than-ideal performance of middle schools. It is unacceptable to send so
many students into high school with below-grade mastery of academic standards.
Charter Pedagogy and Curriculum: Schools in the United States are currently under
exceptional scrutiny to improve their students’ academic achievement. Legislators, State Boards
of Education, local Boards of Education, the federal government, and even city governments are
passing laws in an attempt to improve the education of students. These include strategies such as
grading of schools, establishing higher accountability standards, mandating teacher evaluations,
changing licensure requirements, directing state education audits, removing school leaders, and
mandating oversight though site-based decision making councils. The achievement scores of
students (NAEP. ACT, SAT) has shown very little change over the last ten years. TIMSS and
PISA scores on a global level have shown the U.S. slipping slightly in comparison to other
countries.
Charter schools are increasing in relevance. Different philosophies are being tried in these
charters, especially with respect to curriculum and the culture/climate within these schools. It is
important to identify current outcome data that have achieved successful outcomes in a short
amount of time.
Before an organization can ensure the success of its students we must outline the obstacles to
greatly increase student achievement. Many contemporary authors such as Tony Wagner, Phillip
Schlechty, Robert Marzano, Timothy Waters, and Michael Fullan have articulated and debated
the problems. Some of their concerns include:
--We are not learning organizations.
--Professional development is not uniform, job-embedded, on-going, collegial, or focused.
--Teachers not students perform the work in schools.
--The rigor of student work is low level not higher order expectations.
--Education standards are not uniform across schools and there are too many topics to cover
adequately.
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--The summative assessments of student learning do not measure the standards.
--The training of School Leaders and teachers does not match the actual work required.
--Our knowledge economy requires new skills for student success.
Before a school can improve its academic achievement, it must address some of these barriers,
embrace change, and identify systems to improve students’ outcomes. Can a charter school
change and improve its students’ academic achievements? We believe the answer is yes and have
data outcomes that show multiple schools can make remarkable improvement (30% gain in
English and Mathematics) is a very short period of time (three years).
The past performance of Greater Clark County School District (GCCS) demonstrates the
capacity of schools to progress quickly with effective leadership. All 18 District schools showed
gains of 16%- 36% in English and 13%-49% in mathematics for grades 3-8, between 2009 and
2012. (See: Charts 1 and 2.) The questions are: How did this happen? And can the variables be
replicated in a 6-8 charter school? We believe the answer is yes and we are recommending York
as a charter that will duplicate and improve the major variables that caused these high student
academic achievements. There is no single variable that contributes to the large increase in
student outcomes. It is a combination of effective leadership, teamwork, and hard work that
caused the high student achievement.

Table 1: Demographic Data—Greater Clark County Schools (GCCS)
Ethnicity:
White
Multiracial
Black
Hispanic
Other

Free/Reduced Lunch:
Free
46%
Reduced
12%
Paid
42%

70%
7%
13%
9%
1%

Change from 2008 to 2012
White
-2.9%
Black
-0.5%
Hispanic
+3.0%
Special
-1.3%
Free/Reduced
+10.2%

Special Education: 16%
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Table 2: ISTEP + Scores at all GCC Schools
English / Language Arts and Math, 2009-2012

Grades K-5
Bridgepoint
J. Jennings
Maple

English /
Language Art
Sp
Sp
09
12
61%
77%
64%
84%
68%
83%

N. Washington
Northaven
Parkwood
Pleasant Ridge
Riverside

72%
61%
66%
64%
72%

Spring Hill
T. Jefferson
Utica
Wilson
Grades 6-8
Charlestown
N. Washington
Parkview
River Valley
District Averages

Math
Change
Sp 09-12
16%
20%
15%

Sp 09
54%
62%
71%

Sp 12
80%
84%
84%

Change Sp
09-12
26%
22%
13%

86%
83%
80%
82%
86%

14%
22%
14%
18%
14%

70%
50%
56%
57%
53%

86%
79%
76%
78%
79%

16%
29%
20%
21%
26%

71%
74%
82%
72%

88%
91%
95%
86%

17%
17%
13%
14%

78%
69%
81%
72%

83%
93%
92%
82%

5%
24%
11%
10%

61%
65%
55%

73%
78%
72%

12%
13%
17%

63%
65%
56%

79%
85%
76%

16%
20%
20%

52%
64%

67%
78%

15%
14%

50%
61%

73%
79%

23%
18%

York will take known strategies and outcomes and apply these to a 6-8 middle school. These
proven systems of assessment, curriculum, pedagogy, interventions, leadership, professional
development, culture/climate, and community will comprise the ingredients for a successful
school. The fundamental questions of these systems are:
--What do we teach?
--How do we teach it?
--How do we know students are learning it?
--What do we do if students are not learning it?
--What are we about?
Indiana State test scores across grades K-8 comparing Elementary Schools and Middle Schools
generally demonstrate a common trend. When the student demographics (free and reduced lunch
rates, percent minority, percent special education, percent transient) are similar across schools in
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a district, the average Middle School academic outcomes are usually lower by as much as ten
percent from the average Elementary Schools academic scores. For example for Greater Clark
Community School (GCCS), test scores on IPERS+ for Elementary Schools show approximately
80% success and Middle Schools approximately 70%. Table 3 shows are the 2012 test results in
English and Math for our most prevalent “feeder” schools in GCCS and the two middle schools
in Jeffersonville.

Table 3: IPERS+ Scores in our Feeder GCCS Schools
Elementary

English

Math

Bridgepoint

77

80

Maple

83

Northaven

Middle School

English

Math

Parkview

72

76

84

River Valley

67

73

83

79

Average

69

74

Parkwood

80

76

Riverside

86

79

Spring Hill

88

83

Thomas Jefferson

91

93

Utica

95

92

Wilson

86

86

Average

84

83

The State’s grades for each school provide another angle on this problem. On a four-point gradepoint scale, our feeder, elementary schools in GCCS have averaged 2.7 over the past four years.
Unfortunately, the two middle schools in Jeffersonville have only averaged 1.4. In Clarksville,
the numbers are similar: 3.0 for the elementary school and 1.75 for the middle school. In
contrast, New Albany / Floyd County schools averaged 3.2 for elementary and 3.1 for middle
schools.
ISTEP scores show a similar trend. Table 4 provides last year’s pass rates for English, Math, and
both English and Math—for elementary schools and middle schools—and the difference
between elementary and middle schools in the passage rate for both English and Math.
An expected outcome based on a value-added education is that middle school students should
perform as well as—or better than—elementary school students, given the same demographics. It
is an expected outcome that a community’s middle schools would be graded as highly as its
elementary schools. It is a priority for a charter Middle School proposal to demonstrate that its
students will have value-added over their elementary education.
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Table 4: ISTEP pass rates (English, Math, and both) by district and
elementary vs. middle schools
Elementary Schools

|

Middle Schools

| Difference

English

Math

Both | English

Math

Both |

Both

Greater Clark

84.6

82.0

74.5

|

69.5

77.4

64.2

|

-10.3

Clarksville

82.0

78.3

69.6

|

65.7

75.9

61.4

|

-8.2

NA/Floyd Co.

84.9

86.8

79.4

|

79.0

89.9

77.0

|

-2.4

Local School Enrollments: There are about 550 5th grade students at the nine GCCS grades K-5
elementary schools close to our proposed location. Clarksville has about 100 students and New
Albany / Floyd County has nearly 800. But the middle schools in Clarksville and New Albany /
Floyd County are grades 5-8. We will attract students from both, but unless we add a fifth grade,
the draw will be lessened to the extent that parents would be less likely to pull their children
from one middle school to put them into another. It is certainly conceivable that we would draw
some students from Sellersburg or Charlestown as well.
Unique or Compelling Items: York will passionately pursue mastery of core curricula. Students
will receive extra resources—from tutoring to extra classes—until they are at grade level. York
will have a safe environment and a culture that promotes proficiency in the classroom and
character development among its students. York staff and faculty will provide value-added to the
educational experiences of students.
Parent Engagement: York will serve its students and families—both inside and outside school
hours. The School Leader will have office hours for parents and will otherwise meet them for
appointments. Parents and grandchildren will be allowed and encouraged to eat lunch with their
children and grandchildren. (Our longer lunch/recess period will make this more likely and more
productive.) We will have Grandparents Days. Our partnerships with community organizations
will bring additional support to our students and families.
Community Resources: See Attachment 13.
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II. School Design: Performance Management
What Are We About? Many schools have not articulated what are their true priorities and do
their behaviors match their priorities and outcomes. We are about students’ academic
achievement. The measure of our charter’s success will be the outcomes of “students academic
success” as measured by scores on ISTEP, ACT (EXPLORE), State-established end-of-course
exams and other recognized summative exams for the State of Indiana. This leads to our
Assessment system.
Assessment System: The assessment system plays an important role in changing the culture of a
school to one that focuses on student outcomes and accepting rigorous accountability. This focus
is driven by “assessment for learning,” which serves to help students improve. The key is not
merely to determine the current status of learning but also to promote greater learning. This
important difference includes teaching students to understand what the assessment means to
them. The key is for students to become self-assessors. The school’s focus is in the following
areas:








Redesigning and then implementing the formative achievement tests in a teacherdesigned format before the lesson is delivered using Goal Clarity Window (GCW)
design.
Training teachers to utilize depth of knowledge (DOK) questions (Level 1 to
Level 4) to design these formative tests.
Using frequent formative and benchmark testing to continuously adjust
instruction based on results.
Using data and data walls with all teachers for continuous monitoring of students
and frequent adjustment to student instruction, especially for intervention
students.
Developing formative tests matched to specific standards or clusters of standards
drawn from the Common Core Standards.
Utilizing grade-level teams and vertical teams to dialogue about results—with
colleagues, parents, and the Building Leadership Team (BLT). “Period Zero” is a
key part of this.
Continually providing PD regarding formative and summative assessment and
how to apply the results to improve student achievement.

The assessments we plan to use include:





Acuity (summative benchmarks three times a year in grades 6-8)
Goal Clarity Window (formative assessment as determined by standards and grade-level
teams, usually administered every one to three weeks)
End-of-Course Assessment (ECA): summative assessment for grades 6-8 in mathematics,
English, and science
EXPLORE (summative and predictive assessments for all students in grades 6, 7, and 8)

These assessments become the driving force for improving the measurable student outcomes that
we will consistently discuss, monitor, display and use as a basis for Professional Development at
grade-level and school-level. The assessments will be used not only to measure longitudinal
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progress, establish trend lines, and make comparisons to other similar grades and schools, but
also to change and adjust students’ individual instructional programming.
The emphasis on these assessments will result in enhanced focus at all levels, with major reliance
on team collaboration and dialogue to fashion changes to student instruction. The culture of
higher accountability is required, prompting teachers to know that they can indeed improve the
academic achievement of all of their students. The teachers and staff will began to own their
students and use each other in a collaborative atmosphere to increase instructional progress.

Our goals and outcomes will include the following:
--Alignment with State and Common Core Standards
--All students enrolled for at least 162 days will achieve “typical” growth each year. Based on
Acuity, ECA, ACT-Explore and ISTEP, all students who attended York for 162 days will
demonstrate at least one year of growth in math and reading. Students will meet or exceed state
standards for mastery in core subjects.
--80% of students, who have who attended York Academy for 162 days will pass Acuity, ECA,
and ISTEP (math, reading, and writing).
--Each year, the percentage of students passing math and reading will exceed the passing
percentage of students from comparable schools statewide.
--After two years, York will perform in the top 25% of schools statewide in terms of proficiency
results in both math and reading.
--York will receive a B or better from the State accountability model.
--The achievement gap will be closed for Blacks/Multi-Racial, Hispanics, and free/reduced
students.
--80% of Blacks/Multi-racial, Hispanics, and free/reduced students who have attended York
Academy for 162 days will pass Acuity, ECA, and ISTEP in math, reading, and writing.
--York will meet all goals and requirements as stipulated by the State Charter Board.
Organizational outcomes will include:
--York Academy will demonstrate fiduciary and financial responsibility. External audit reports
will meet or exceed professional accounting standards.
--Students at York will maintain at least a 95% attendance rate for the year.
--York will have no out-of-school suspensions. This applies to all subgroups. Suspension reports
will be used in determining this outcome.
--Formative and Summative Assessment: York will use formative and summative assessments to
guide instruction and to determine student growth over time. (Almost all assessments can be
used as both formative and/or summative assessments. For example, Acuity can be used as an
instrument to evaluate summative assessment as teachers determine if students have met grade
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level benchmarks. Acuity can also be used as formative as teachers look at the tests to determine
areas of growth and areas of weakness.)
York Academy will use the following summative assessments:
--Acuity: twice a year as a tool to determine what standards students have mastered, mid-year
acuity assessment will be optional for teachers
--ISTEP: state test given in the spring to determine standards proficiency
--ACT-Explore: a nationally-normed test to determine standards proficiency
--ECA tests: Tests that show mastery of learned material and standards
--Report Cards: Detailed grades that indicate performance mastery of standards and material
Formative Assessments will include the following:
--Goal-setting with students based on their work, projects, and tests so they know where they are,
what they need to do to achieve mastery or proficiency, and how to improve
--Observations of students and their work
--Questioning and answering sessions
--Intellectual Coaching of students which guides them to mastery and proficiency
--Self and peer assessment
--Student record-keeping that shows growth
--Informal assignments
--Quizzes and Essays
--Diagnostic tests
--Journals and other forms of self-assessment
--Homework
Collecting and Analyzing Data
The data cycle: 1.) Collect data  2.) Interpret data  3.) Modify instruction
Achievement Data will include: Observational Notes; Samples of Class Work; Portfolios;
Formal and Informal Assessments; Benchmark Assessments; State Assessments; Report
Cards/Standards Mastery; Attendance; Discipline referrals; Homework and classwork
completion
Data analysis will lead to differentiation of instruction and identification of student needs.
Steps for Data Analysis:
1. What do we want to know and learn?
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2. Obtain data that pertain to this
3. Analyze the data in conjunction with what we want to know and learn
4. Set goals
5. Develop strategies
6. Assess to see if strategies are working
Other necessary items for data analysis:
--Develop a professional learning community that reviews and interprets data
--Establish a school data team
--Provide teachers with a data leader that assists in collaboration and analysis
--Teach students to assess their own individual data and to set goals based on this data
Data will be used to:
--Guide classroom instruction
--Make student decisions for intervention, special education, enrichment, etc.
--Make program and curriculum decisions
--Establish accountability
--Develop strategies that focus on strengths and weaknesses
--Provide teacher collaboration and discussion
--Train teachers on data analysis and classroom strategies
--ISTEP scores will be analyzed each year by grade levels. The analysis will include a
comparison of passing scores compared to the performance on applied skills for each curriculum
area. We will monitor subgroup performance, the percentage of pass+ students, passing, and
non-passing students. Areas of mastery will be determined. Strengths and weaknesses will be
analyzed.
--Acuity: Mastery of skills will be analyzed to guide instruction.
--Writing benchmarks will be used to guide writing instruction and to determine growth from the
beginning of the year to the end of the year.
Information System, Training, and Support: Instruction will be delivered with assessment
embedded using the formative assessments above.
Student learning outcomes will be assessed during each unit of study, each nine week period, and
end of year. After each assessment to determine learning outcomes, teachers will use the
assessments to determine instructional sequence. Teachers will use the assessments to determine
what and how to teach. Units of study will flow from what learning was mastered during that
time and what needs to be reinforced.
Teachers will share formative assessment information in grade-level meetings. Teachers will
input selected data information into the established system. Teachers will use professional
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development time to create units of study based on assessment information, standards, and
student interest. Assessment data will be analyzed with the whole staff. Families will receive
results (quarterly) of summative assessments and information about their student based on both
formative and summative assessments.
Summative achievement data will also be shared with the Board at the beginning of each school
year and the end of the school year. Summative results will also focus on subgroup information.
Our data will be provided in our information system along with Excel spreadsheets. Teachers
will input classroom data. Lead teachers will develop reports for instructional guidance and
planning. The School Leader will work closely with the lead teachers to ensure that data is
provided in a meaningful format that leads to instructional decision making.
Corrective action will be implemented where necessary based on data. Plans will be initiated for
struggling (below grade level) students. A committee will look at all essential data, both
formative and summative, to create an individual plan to move the student forward.
The plan will include instructional needs, progress monitoring, and readjustment of instruction.
Corrective Action School-Wide: After looking at assessment and achievement data, if York has
not met the stated goals, corrective action will be taken. Based on data, action plans will be
developed by the Staff in the deficient areas.
Research based strategies will be implemented to meet the deficiencies. The PL 221 committee
will review and approve necessary changes to the action plan. York will also work with the State
Charter Board to determine necessary goals. The School Leader and Unit Leaders will ensure
that data is analyzed and provide staff with opportunities to develop plans to meet the
deficiencies. The School Leader will present information to the PL 221 Committee for discussion
and approval. The School Leader and Administrative Team will also work with the State Charter
Board on any deficiencies sited and will make corrections as needed. The School Leader will
keep the Board informed about achievement data, deficiencies, and corrective plans. The Board
will approve any corrective action plans.
The Board will also have an evaluation process in place for the School Leader. The Board will
meet with the School Leader each year to discuss progress, deficiencies, and necessary actions.

III. Implementation Plan: Human Capital
School Staffing Structure: See Attachment 14.
At York, we believe that teachers and staff are the most important ingredients in helping to
increase student achievement. Therefore it is the goal of York Academy to find staff members
who believe in the mission and vision of York Academy and will best serve the needs of our
students with passion and dedication. When recruiting employees, York will promote equal
employment opportunities for all people and will adhere to all applicable equal employment
opportunity laws. All York employees will be employed “at will.”
All positions will be advertised and interviews will take place. The School Leader will be the
first position hired by the Board. The Business Manager will be the second position hired—by
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the Board and the School Leader. As hiring continues, York will have an interview team that
consists of a Board member, the School Leader, and other pertinent staff. The interview team
will select the staff for hire. The Board will then present the employee with an at-will letter of
employment. York will begin hiring staff as soon as enrollment projections are in. March of
2015 is the designated month for hiring so we may get the best possible candidates. More staff
will be hired as applications dictate. York will work with Indiana University Southeast, the
University of Louisville, Indiana Charter School Association, and our connections with retired
teachers—to help with our search for dedicated teachers.
Recruiting, Hiring, and Retaining High Quality Staff: York Academy will strive to select and
retain the best people to meet the needs of our students. We will strive to provide pay that is
close to the local school districts. Giving employees a sense of ownership in our school and in
decision making will connect them to our school. Building a sense of teamwork and family with
a focus on relationship will create a bond with people in the school. Training and mentoring will
be ongoing. Time for daily planning and professional development will be provided. Working
conditions are key. Therefore, to recruit and retain an excellent staff, we will provide competitive
salaries, safe and orderly environment, necessary materials to teach, parent support, collaboration
and cooperation between staff members, a classroom of their own, supportive and encouraging
School Leader, ongoing support group, a School Leader who is a strong instructional leader,
development of staff leadership skills, clear expectations of staff and students, and high
expectations for student conduct.
Staffing Plan: Where appropriate, Staff members will be required to meet state certification and
licensure for the state of Indiana based on IC 20-24-6-7. Lead teachers will help manage the
school and help mentor and monitor Staff and instructional strategies. Special Education staff
will be hired to guide general education teachers in meeting the needs of Special Education
students. They will also direct the Special Education program and oversee all requirements for
Special Education. They will serve on the intervention team and guide decisions that affect
students. ELL teachers will be hired to guide general education teachers in meeting the needs of
ELL students. They will direct the ELL program and oversee all requirements for ELL. They
will serve on the intervention team and will guide decisions that affect ELL students. A
counselor will help with the social/emotional needs of our students. The counselor will help staff
in dealing with problems that can affect academics such as divorce, death, abuse. The technology
staff person will be provided to help with technology instruction and guiding teachers to fully
implement technology instructional tools.
York Academy will have a Leadership team that will help manage and govern the daily
operations of the school. All staff members will have a voice and will be allowed to question and
make suggestions. Lead teachers and specialized teachers will manage their respective programs
and report to the School Leader.
Evaluations: All staff (certified and support staff) will be evaluated yearly with inexperienced
teachers being evaluated more frequently (at least four formal evaluations). Evaluations will be
completed by the School Leader. Evaluations will be based on formal observations, informal
observations, measures of student growth and development, and attendance. Indiana Charter laws
will be reviewed and evaluations adjusted as necessary. The School Leader will meet with each
staff member individually to discuss the evaluation. A written evaluation will be provided.
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If needed, plans for addressing problem areas will be developed at the evaluation meeting and
will be put in writing. Options will include: further education, mentor/peer assistance, teacher
action, and or administrative action; employment renewal/non-renewal recommendations will be
submitted to the Board. In the event a staff member is evaluated and concerns are found, the
employee will be placed on probationary status. The employee and the School Leader will set
improvement goals. A reasonable timeframe will be set, along with regular meetings between the
employee and the School Leader. If the employee fails to meet the necessary improvement goals
within the agreed upon time-line, the School Leader with support of the Board will make the
final decision on employment status. The School Leader may initiate disciplinary action which
may range from verbal, written or final warnings to suspensions or immediate termination,
depending on the facts of the particular case and the employment history of the teacher. The
School Leader will use Board support throughout the process.
The School Leader will have an annual performance review with criteria that will include:
commitment to mission, objectives, and goals; school and program development; organization,
planning, and preparation; instructional practices and student achievement; communication,
accessibility, professionalism, and collegiality; sound business practices and a safe/orderly
school environment; secure maintenance of school records; and community outreach. The Board
will have an evaluation tool and process. Unsatisfactory leadership performance will bring a
Corrective Action Plan. The Board will outline a plan of action to help the School Leader reach
desired goals. The Board will consult with the School Leader regularly to monitor progress of
goals. If the School Leader fails to meet the necessary improvement goals within the agreed upon
time-line, the Board can recommend termination.
Compensation System: Staff will receive an annual salary. Benefits for full-time employees
include: the required FICA employer match, 7% PERF, and mandated contributions to workers’
compensation. If extra funds are available, all staff will receive a bonus based on overall student
achievement or an increase to base pay.

Professional Development (PD)
School Leaders and Staff: Dr. Daeschner weighs in here…
Comprehensive Job-Embedded Professional Development (PD). One-day workshops and
PD opportunities are hopefully becoming a thing of the past. Through many years of
receiving and presenting PD sessions, I have learned that, in order to make a difference,
these sessions must occur over an extended period, allowing adequate time for teacher
support, accountability, and sustainability. Our work with the balanced literacy model
was successful because of our ongoing work throughout the year. In the initial year of
implementation, the consultant met with our faculty approximately ten times. The first
visit was at the beginning of the school year to give us an idea of the big picture.
Subsequent visits occurred every two weeks for the first few months and then became
monthly.
Each time the consultant visited our school, she would meet with all the teachers in the
morning to deepen our understanding of the balanced literacy framework. Throughout
the day, she would meet with grade levels during common planning periods. These small39

group times enabled teachers to ask grade-level-specific questions, receive information
and resources, and express concerns. The conversations served as catalysts for future PD
topics that were tailored to our needs. After school, the consultant would meet with the
Building Leadership Team to dig deeper into the balanced literacy concept.
Building Leadership Team (BLT). Having a strong group of teacher leaders on the BLT
was definitely a key to our success. The BLT members took it upon themselves to be
accountable for implementing the strategies the first year, so they could be the model
classrooms for the rest of the Staff the following year. Having teacher leaders in the
building helped us sustain the PD process and momentum when we did not have access
to a consultant in following years. Taking a manageable step, by initiating the reform
with just our BLT, was another successful component.
A key to improved student achievement is improved teaching and facilitation by teachers. Most
schools spend too little time on quality PD. The schools that increased student achievement have
structured PD and greatly increase the amount of time on focused teacher learning. These
improved schools increased their PD to three forty-five minute sessions per week, usually first
thing in the morning. The PD is organized by the BLT and School Leader; taught by teacherleaders or the School Leader; and typically delivered on school grounds.
The PD is evaluated against the following parameters: narrow, focused, data-driven, collegial,
job-embedded, and long-term. Narrow and focused PD is directed towards a few topics that
teachers need to master and demonstrate in the classroom before learning new PD topics. PD will
be data-driven: choosing PD topics where student outcomes have demonstrated need for
improvement; and using classroom data though observation and student outcomes to test PD
fidelity and efficacy. Collegial refers to learning the PD topic though collaborative teacher teams
that embrace collegially. Job-embedded ensures what is learned during PD is demonstrated in the
classroom and becomes part of a teachers repertoire. Long-term implies that the topic is
thoroughly covered before moving to a new topic.
Many of the PD topics revolve around student data reviews and pedagogy improvement such as
student engagement and rigor. A Principal’s perspective follows:
The moment that you realize you are the change agent for your school is when you yearn
to learn, to collaborate, and grow as a professional. One strategy that we implemented as
a district was a Period Zero Professional Development time. This was the moment that
we as a faculty embraced and utilized to serve as our catalyst for change.
A time for collaboration was carved out of the structure of the existing day to all schools.
This Period Zero time slot of 30-50 minutes, three days a week, was dedicated to
Professional Development. Staff used the time for data analysis, curriculum study,
pedagogy review, classroom walk-throughs, video discussions, and collaboration.
Meetings were structured and carefully planned with the purpose—student success—
always in the forefront.
Typically, internal staff experts and/or the Building Leadership Team led these
collaboration segments. We deemed it important that each Professional Development
session had purpose, was aligned to district and school goals, and was meaningful for
teachers. It is definitely not an easy task to open yourself, your students, or your school to
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this type of in-depth, honest collaboration; however, once a teacher learned about an
idea, tried it the classroom, and observed student successes, change became easier—and
so did collaboration. The type of Professional Development offered in Period Zero
required everyone to become part of the team. As a team of teachers involved in sitebased decision making, we were able to self-determine our unique plan for learning and
growing. The learning was specific to our teachers and to our students. We had the
ability to move as fast or as slowly as needed to be successful.
We soon discovered that Professional Development characterized by a specific focus on
school goals and support from the Staff had an enormous impact. When a group of highly
educated, dedicated educators come together to plan, learn, and facilitate change, the
possibilities are endless. We never stop learning. Through the Period Zero Professional
Development, we now have limitless opportunities to grow and learn from one another.

III. Implementation Plan: Start-Up Operations
Start-Up Plan: If the charter is approved and grant funds obtained, York Academy plans to
begin operations in September 2014 with one full-time employee, the School Leader. The
Business Manager and the Administrative Assistant will begin work in January 2015. These
employees will be responsible for preparing the facility and all facets necessary to begin school
in August 2015. See Attachment 15 for a detailed start-up plan.
The Founding Group is highly qualified to oversee the start-up and operation of York
Academy—with expertise in school leadership, administration, and governance; economics and
finance; curriculum, instruction and assessment; parent and community engagement; facilities
management, staff training, and organization. The School Leader will be hired soon after we
receive our charter. The Business Manager will be hired by January 1st to oversee business
development. The Board will also be heavily involved in the start-up operation and acquiring of
a facility and renovations.
Start-Up Staffing and Costs: See Attachment 17 for Budget and Staffing Workbook.
Transportation: At least initially, families will supply their own transportation to/from school.
After the first year, York Academy may provide bus transportation at specific drop off and pickup points. (For now—and for budgetary purposes—we’re assuming that we will not provide
transport services.) If so, York will contract with a third party provider. Per the McKinney-Vento
Homeless Assistance Act, these points may include the location of homeless students and
Individuals with Disabilities Education Act and 511 IAC 7-43-1(u) if applicable. The provider
shall provide proof that it meets or exceeds all applicable rules and regulations regarding student
transportation.
On enrollment forms, families will be asked whether they desire transportation. All students are
accepted whether transportation is or is not requested. Transportation will be provided for field
trips and other out-of-school trips. Before these trips are planned, York will contact the IDOE
Director of School Transportation to discuss rules and regulations surrounding transporting
students.
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Safety and Security: York Academy will follow all laws and guidelines concerning safety of
students. All local and state policies related to health and safety will be met. Preventive
maintenance and inspection calendars will be developed for the building and grounds. York
Academy will meet state and federal requirements for student immunization, food inspections,
hazardous chemicals and other health and safety issues.
York will have an emergency handbook for staff. We will implement an intercom safety plan.
Staff will be trained in safety and emergency procedures. The safety plan will include emergency
measures for natural disasters, and manmade crisis for all staff and students, including special
evacuation procedures for students with disabilities. We will have a crisis response team in
place; members will know their roles for various emergencies. We will post escape routes for
every classroom and we will practice drills. One member of the crisis team will participate in the
Indiana School Safety Specialist Academy for best practices on safety. York will also reach out
to first responders for help with school safety.
York will hire a full-time security guard. York plans to monitor the building exterior with
security cameras. Interior cameras would also be desirable. A buzzer system will be in place for
admitting visitors. All exterior doors will be locked when students are present. All visitors will
be required to sign in and out at the front office and state the reason for the visit. Identification
will be required. A pass will be issued to the visitor. Staff will be trained in visitor procedures.
In order to maintain technological security, York will have hardware and software procedural
safeguards in place. Some of these safeguards will include: firewall protection, staff training in
use of network equipment, anti-virus/anti-malware software on all computers, content filtering,
individual accounts with passwords, network-based permissions assigned to individuals and/or
groups, and protection for service interruptions, and other protection deemed necessary for the
security of our students and equipment.
Behavior expectations will be in place for the safety of our staff and students. A student
handbook will detail these expectations and possible consequences. The student and
parent/guardian will sign that they have received and understood this information. Students who
become violent or disruptive will be removed. If a student cannot safely be removed, the class
will move to another area. The parents will be notified and the student will be allowed cool down
time until they can safely be removed.
Criminal background checks will be done on anyone working in the school and for all
volunteers.
All employees will maintain a safe working environment. They will be provided with safety
rules. Any workplace incidents will be logged.
Traffic flow will be established to provide safe entry and exit out of the school grounds. There
will be a student drop-off and pick-up plan established.
Technology Specifications and Requirements: for Blended Learning and Virtual Operators
only—not applicable.
Insurance Coverage: York Academy understands that charter schools authorized by the Indiana
Charter Board will be required to indemnify the Indiana Charter School Board, the Indiana
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Department of Education, any related entities, and their respective members, officers, employees,
officials and agents. See Attachment 16 for insurance details and estimate.

III. School Design: Facility Plan
York Academy is in the process of trying to identify a facility. We have someone with real estate
experience (Martina Webster) on our Board. We have also worked with Jim Baker, Matt Oakley,
and Pat Harrison—some of the most prominent real estate agents in Southern Indiana. We also
have an architect on our Board, Paul Linney, who has decades of experience as a child-care
center operator, a small-business owner, and someone who has built and modified buildings.
Currently there are no available/vacant schools on the State List in our area. Clarksville had a
vacant school for sale, but the posted price was well beyond our reach. GCCS also had a school
building for sale, but after the Clark County Council attempted to purchase it, the building was
re-purposed by the School District. In any case, neither property was close to ideal; both were
listed at market (or above-market) prices; and would have required extensive renovations. Other
GCCS properties will likely become available soon—and should be placed on the State list. But
we are not confident that GCCS will follow the spirit or even the letter of the law.
Fortunately, we have room in our budget to lease or even to buy or build a building. If we are
unable to obtain a public school building currently in use, we will find a suitable private location.
Of the locations we have toured, the most promising is warehouse space at America Place in
Jeffersonville. There may be better options (including modular buildings), but we are confident
that America Place would be quite suitable for our purposes.
Trace Wimsatt, one of our Board members, has spoken with the IFF and the CSDC—and they
have promised to be more heavily involved when we receive our charter. Once we have been
approved for charter status, we will move quickly to secure our building arrangements. It should
be much easier at that point to obtain loans, purchase a building, secure a lease agreement, talk
with experts in the field, etc. We will continue to explore our options to seek benefactors, initiate
financing, begin inspections, secure the building, and establish a renovation timeline. We realize
that the facility must comply with state and local health and safety requirements. We will be
prepared to follow applicable city or town planning review procedures. We would contract with
a “qualified” builder to complete any necessary renovations. And we will make this a top priority
when we are awarded a charter.

III. School Design: Budget and Finance
Development and implementation of the financial plan will be primarily the responsibility of the
administrative staff including the School Leader and the Business Manager with regular ongoing
oversight from the Board. The Governing Board, the School Leader, and the Business Manager
will ensure that York Academy follows the State Board of Accounts procedures. They will also
ensure that York Academy adheres to Generally Accepted Accounting Principles. York
Academy will comply with all relevant policies as required under Indiana statute.
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The fiscal process shall begin the first of the new calendar year. Requests for finances will be
documented. After initial review, clarification and additional detail may be sought. The general
criteria for final consideration shall give most weight to student classroom needs, followed by
professional staff needs and finally to the overall needs of the campus facility. These weights
shall be guided by the overall mission and vision of the school as detailed in the learning goals
enumerated within this document. Priorities will be centered on providing a safe and secure
environment, providing quality and well trained teachers, and providing necessary resources
within the funding available. An initial draft of the proposed budget shall be given to the
Governing Board no later than April 15th of each year. Based upon the review, further
information may be requested to clarify and detail the need and impact of the budgeted items.
Upon completion of the review, a proposed Budget shall be given to the full Governing Board no
later than the April Board meeting. If needed, the Board may request additional data and offer
suggestions for modification. Upon completion of that process, a final draft of the proposed
Budget shall be given a first vote by the Board, subject to being offered to the general public via
York’s website and printed copies available at the school’s front office desk. Upon expiration of
a reasonable time frame for public comment through the school’s website and monthly Board
meeting in May, a final recommendation to either accept the proposed Budget as presented or to
request an amendment to the Budget, shall be voted upon by the Board at a second meeting at the
end of May.
All approved Budgets shall be monitored on a monthly basis via the financial systems put in
place by the school to compare month-to-month and year-to-date actual revenues and expenses
to the approved Budgeted amounts. Any significant variations shall be highlighted by the system
and reviewed for explanation and clarification by the appropriate personnel for instruction,
administration, and facility management. A written explanation of such reviews shall be
presented to the School Leader and Business Manager for appropriate remedial action. A
summary of these instances and actions shall be presented to the Board for any needed further
study and action to be taken.
See Attachments 17 & 18 for detailed budget and narrative. See also: Attachment 19.
Fiscal Procedures: All procedures for safe-guarding the financial integrity of the school’s
finances shall be in accordance with the Indiana DOE for establishment of needed checks and
balances consistent with generally accepted principles for establishment of internal controls.
These include appropriate separation of handling of the financial resources of the school and the
recording, classifying, summarizing and reporting of ALL activities of a financial nature.
All monthly budget reports shall be presented to the Governing Board’s regular monthly meeting
for review and approval as to compliance in accordance with the State Board of Accounts
Manual.
York will submit the Biannual Financial Report to the DOE 30 days after the close of the
reporting period, end of July and the end of January. York will submit quarterly financial reports
to the ICSB. York will also publish an annual performance report between January 15 and
January 31 each year. This information will be submitted to the newspaper. York Academy will
comply with accounting and audit standards establish of the State Board of Accounts. An annual
financial audit shall be conducted with a Certified Public Accountant/accounting firm recognized
and accepted by the Indiana DOE. These audits shall be conducted in accordance with standards
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for non-profit governmental bodies as recognized by the Governmental Accounting and Auditing
Standards Board.
Board Actions over Financial Concerns: The Board will review the school finances on a
monthly basis. Financial reports will be prepared for Board meetings. We will take great care in
preparing a balanced budget with a positive cash flow for our projected time periods. If a
concern arises about finances, a special meeting will be called to address the issues. We will also
consult with The Indiana Charter Board for viable options. We would work with our finance
person, our School Leader and our Business Manager to see if problems could be solved with
their expertise. If low enrollment is the problem--we will discuss with the Board how to increase
enrollment and will immediately begin enrollment strategies. We may have to reconfigure
classes. It may be necessary to have 3 first grades and 1 fourth grade, for example. Staff may
also need to be adjusted.
Distribution of Assets on Dissolution: In the event of the complete liquidation, dissolution of
the Corporation, or the winding up of its affairs, the Board shall, after paying or making
provision for the payment of all the liabilities of the Corporation, distribute all the assets of the
Corporation exclusively to the Boys and Girls Club of Clark County IN. Any such assets not so
disposed of shall be disposed of by the judge of the Circuit Court of Clark County, Indiana,
exclusively for such purposes or to such organization or organizations, as said Court shall
determine, which are organized and operated exclusively for nonprofit purposes.
If the Indiana Charter Board revokes the charter before the end of the term for which it is
granted, or does not renew the charter, or the charter is otherwise terminated before the end of
the term for which it is granted, the provisions of Indiana Code 20-24-7-9 concerning
distribution of local or state funds that remain to be distributed shall apply.
If the Organizers dissolved, then consistent with Indiana Code 20-24-3-3, all remaining funds
and assets shall be distributed as follows:
(a) All remaining funds received from the Department of Education shall be returned to the
Department of Education not more than 30 days after dissolution; and
(b) All other remaining assets of the Organizer and the charter school shall be used for non-profit
educational purposes.
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IV: Innovation
--Focus on core curriculum: At York, core curriculum will be the first priority. As per our
mission, it is unacceptable for a student to enter high school without the skills needed to succeed.
If a student is not at grade level in reading, math or writing, they will receive assistance until
they get to grade level—ranging from additional resources out-of-class to additional classes in
their area(s) of weakness.
--“Balanced Literacy and Math”: One of the keys to a school success is high expectation
regarding curriculum and pedagogy. A competitive school and its students need to use a
curriculum based on National Common Core Standards. These Standards have been adopted by
most States and have large advantages over individual state standards. Common Core has fewer
Standards, establishes the same standards across the United States, and is more rigorous that state
standards. National tests such as ACT and SAT are based on Common Core Standards. It is
essential that students are strong in reading, math and writing.
Two GCCS teacher-leaders provide an example of a balanced literacy and balanced math
curriculum.
Balanced Literacy
In 2009, when the Indiana Statewide Testing for Educational Progress (ISTEP+) scores
showed that our school was the lowest-performing elementary school in our district, we
had to take a hard look at ourselves. We didn’t have the highest poverty rates in the
district nor did we have any extreme demographics. So, why? How could we be the
lowest? Teachers were already working very hard, so we had to find a way to work
smarter . . . and we did. Over the next three-year period, our students’ English/language
arts passing rate increased from 64.0 percent to 77.4 percent. What was the key to our
success?—incorporating a balanced literacy framework.
Balanced literacy is a student-centered framework designed to create proficient readers
and writers by giving students multiple opportunities to read, write, and respond in a
variety of group settings. Based on a daily, uninterrupted, ninety-minute block of time,
this framework incorporates instruction on the five components of reading: phonics,
phonemic awareness, fluency, vocabulary, and comprehension. The ninety-minute block
begins with a ten- to fifteen-minute whole-group focus lesson that sets the purpose for
learning and allows the teacher time to model expectations with “read-aloud” and
“think-aloud” strategies. After the focus lesson, students receive a large chunk of time,
approximately sixty minutes, for guided practice, which may include shared interactions
with the teacher, partner work, and/or teacher-directed small groups. This guided
practice is designed to scaffold student learning and gradually give students more
independence. The balanced literacy block of time ends with a time for sharing and
reflecting upon what the students have learned. The opportunities for reading and writing
in a balanced literacy classroom operate on a gradual release of responsibility or the “I
Do, We Do, You Do” model for learning.
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Balanced Math
In the summer of 2009, GCCS selected one teacher from each school to participate in
several days of Professional Development on the balanced math framework. Upon
completion of this training, we were certified as trainers of the framework and charged
with returning to our buildings to initiate a three-year transition into the balanced math
framework district-wide.
Only 61.1% of our third- through eighth-grade students were passing the mathematics
portion of the Indiana Statewide Testing for Educational Progress Plus (ISTEP+). We
were 12.2% below the state average. The intent of the balanced math framework was to
build consistency across the district and give our teachers a structured resource for
framing their mathematics instruction based on the appropriate grade level standards
and the needs of the students.
There are five components to the balanced math framework: computational skills (math
review and mental math), problem solving, conceptual understanding, mastery of math
facts, and common formative assessments. Jan Christinson and Larry Ainsworth have
written Five Easy Steps to a Balanced Math Program (2006) for primary, upper
elementary, and secondary grades. This book explains the specific components of the
framework appropriate for each age group. The teachers selected to become trainers in
our district worked with Jan Christinson and his books over a period of three years,
systematically implementing the components of the framework into each of our schools
from kindergarten through high school.
In the first year of implementation, we began with computational skills and focused on
developing quality math reviews for our classrooms. We tied the components of mental
math and mastery of math facts in with this piece as well. The math reviews and mental
math practices became a daily routine in all math classes. The math reviews were
developed by each grade-level or department team to address the unique needs of the
students in their classrooms. Teachers chose skills previously taught that were necessary
for future lessons, areas where students tend to struggle, and concepts from previous
assessments that needed to be reviewed. The focus was on reasonable answers and error
analysis. The math review concepts were assessed every other week to check for
understanding and to make adjustments to the concepts to be reviewed in the future. The
students were involved in the grading of these assessments, either through conferencing
or self-check, in order to re-emphasize error analysis and give immediate feedback. After
the assessments were graded, students wrote reflections on their proficiency in each
concept.
By the second semester of year one, we began training in the second component of
balanced math. Problem solving brought real-life application to the concepts being
taught, and deepened the level of rigor in classrooms. A problem-solving task became a
weekly element of the instructional process. With little or no teacher assistance, students
were asked to apply what they were learning, collaborate with their peers, come to a
consensus, and defend their reasoning. It was amazing to see wallflowers blossom
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through this process. When students became independent and realized they could make
the connections necessary to solve these tasks, they became more confident and
passionate about what they were learning. The problem-solving task always ended with a
whole-group discussion where students debated and defended their answers. The followup assignment held individuals accountable by requiring each student to write a
descriptive piece about the process for solving the problem along with justification for
the answer.
At the start of the second year, all of our schools were implementing the first two
components of the balanced math framework, and we began training the other faculty on
teaching for conceptual understanding. This piece of the balanced math framework
meshed perfectly with another instructional tool our district adopted, the Goal Clarity
Window. We used this tool to create conceptual roadmaps for our mathematics units. The
general idea was to focus on one big idea and create a pathway of understanding that
bridged what the students already knew with what they needed to learn, while at the same
time driving the depth of knowledge for each step into a rigorous unit.
The final component, common formative assessments, was something our district was
also in the process of working on across the curriculum. The teachers in my grade level
embraced this idea fully and saw it as a great opportunity to collaborate. We divided up
our curriculum for each quarter among the teams at each school and began emailing
each other units and assessments to use throughout the year. This collaboration led to
sharing resources and ideas to improve instruction. Within our twelve elementary
schools, we had a network of professionals working together to build quality units and
assessments to teach our students.
Along with each component, there were specific steps our administration took to ensure
the successful implementation of this balanced math framework:





We took it slowly. We did not try to implement all components at once, and during
the transition we worked closely with Jan Christinson to ensure that we were
including the most essential components.
Walk-throughs helped us grow. School Leaders, teachers, and Jan Christinson, at
times, came into our classrooms to see the framework being implemented. We
recorded components for Professional Development and had valuable
conversations about what the components should look like in our classrooms. We
weren’t perfect, and usually found areas to grow, but we embraced the
information and made changes to improve. The success of these walk-throughs
was dependent upon trust and clear communication that they were not for
evaluative purposes, but rather for professional dialogue about classroom
implementation.
The train-the-trainer model made resources accessible. Having an expert in the
balanced math framework available in each building—someone who worked
closely with Jan Christinson over the course of the transition—was a great
resource. Teachers always had someone they could approach with questions or
for help with a component of the framework.
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Job-embedded Professional Development allowed each school to personalize the
Professional Development to reflect the needs in that building and the strengths of
the teacher-trainer. The district designed our school day to include opportunities
for Professional Development meetings before the day began, so setting up
opportunities to present or share information was not a complicated matter.
Teachers could learn about or review a component before school and begin
implementation right away.

In the spring of 2012, a total of 79.3 percent of our third- through eighth-grade students
passed the math portion of ISTEP+. We were closing the achievement gap, and are
currently only slightly below the state average. With the implementation of the Balanced
Math Framework, our district’s average scores on ISTEP+ increased 29.5%. Some of
our elementary schools have seen gains well over 40%. A balanced approach to
instruction is essential to ensuring successful learning in the classroom.
--Period Zero: “Period Zero” is a daily, one-hour period of time for PD at the beginning of the
school day. Staff will use the time for data analysis, curriculum study, pedagogy review,
classroom walk-throughs, video discussions, and collaboration. We will also use structured
meetings—carefully planned and focused on student success.
--Administrators in the Classroom: Administrators who are certified teachers will teach parttime. This will promote staff unity, increase knowledge “on the ground”, increase the
administrator’s knowledge of the students, and so on.
--Equal pay: Administrators and teachers will receive the same compensation. This will help
with unity, morale, and team-building.
--Parent Advisory Group: York Academy will establish a parent advisory group that will work
with the School Leader. This will be made up of least two parents from each grade level. They
will meet with the School Leader monthly for discussions. This aligns with ICSB as parent
involvement. Parent involvement increases academic achievement. For example, York will have
a dress code, but we will let parents have considerable input into whether we have a school
uniform. We have no plans to have co-curricular activities—at least initially, but again, will
allow input from parents on these decisions.
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Attachment 2: Head of School/Principal Candidate Resume
Jim Sexton is willing and able to lead our middle school—and we would be glad to have him in
that role. (See: Attachment 1 for his resume.) But if the Charter Board prefers an open search
process, we are willing to do that as well.
If so, we will begin our search immediately after receiving our charter. We will seek a candidate
who fits the description provided in the proposal.

Attachment 3: School Administrators’ Resumes
Jim Sexton is willing and able to lead our middle school—and we would be glad to have him in
that role. (See: Attachment 1 for his resume.) But if the Charter Board prefers an open search
process, we are willing to do that as well.
Beyond our School Leader, we will seek a variety of experienced teacher/administrators—as part
of our educational and management approach. The informal search for teachers and
teacher/administrators will begin immediately after receiving our charter. Most of the formal
search will be in Spring 2015.

Attachment 7: Ethics and Conflict of Interest
The York Academy of Discovery Board serves the community as a non-profit organization and
as such operates in a role that calls for a high degree of community trust. Because the Board’s
activities are subject to public scrutiny, conscientious efforts must be continually taken to
maintain the confidence of the community, and to avoid circumstances which might lead to a
harmful conflict of interest and lessened credibility in pursuing the mission of the York
Academy.
Therefore, it is the policy of the Board that York Academy Board members and key employees,
should not, on behalf of, engage in any business or professional activity with persons or
organizations outside the organization where that activity; might result in personal benefit and
thereby result in a conflict of interest. Board members should not accept gifts, monies,
entertainment of significant value, or other gratuities from persons outside the Board, or
otherwise deal preferentially with suppliers and others where personal gain accrues to the Board
member.
Board members and officers of York Academy shall exercise their best judgment and shall
refrain from being influenced by personal considerations of any kind in the performance of the
duties. Board members and officers shall avoid employment, investments and personal interests,
which may work to the disadvantage of York Academy.
This policy is not intended to prohibit Board members or key employees from furnishing
services, merchandise, equipment or supplies to the York Academy pursuant to arm’s-length
arrangements or contracts for fair and reasonable consideration. However, all such contracts,
arrangements or transactions, and the terms thereof, must be fully disclosed to the Board of
Board members and shall at all times be available for examination.
York Academy will also follow the Code of Ethics as provided by the Indiana School Board
Association.
Board members should honor the high responsibility that membership demands:
--Think of students first
--Represent the entire school community at all times
--Accept responsibility, along with the other Board members, to provide adequate facilities and
resources
--Understand that the major function of the Board is policy making and not administrative
--Refuse to play politics
--Be well-informed concerning Board member duties
Board members should demonstrate respectful relationships with other Board members:
--Recognize that authority rests only with the Board in official meetings; the individual member
has no legal status to bind the Board outside of meetings

--Refuse to participate in irregular meetings which are not official and when all members do not
have the opportunity to attend
--Refuse to make statements or promises on voting matters
--Make decisions only after all the facts have been presented and discussed
--Respect the opinion of others and graciously conform to the principle of majority rule
Board members should maintain desirable relations with the school leader and other employees:
--Hire the best school leader
--Give the school leader full administrative authority for properly discharging the professional
duties of the position and the responsibility to achieve acceptable results
--Act only after consideration of the school leader’s recommendations on matters of school
governance
--Have the school leader present at all meetings of the Board except when his or her contract and
salary consideration are under review
--Respect proper communication channels, referring all complaints to school administration and
considering them only after failure of an administrative solution
--Provide adequate safeguards around the school leader and other employees so they can perform
their responsibilities
--Present criticisms of an employee directly to the school leader
Board members should maintain a commitment to the community:
--Help develop and support the mission and vision of the school
--Conduct all school business transactions openly
--Seek adequate financial support for the school
--Refuse to use the Board position for personal gain
--Refuse to discuss confidential Board business anywhere other than when attending a properly
advertised Board meeting
--Earn the community’s confidence by working in the best interests of students
In addition the York Academy of Discovery Board will:
--Conduct regular Board meetings
--Ensure that all meetings are conducted in accordance with Indiana’s Open Door Laws
--Will listen to and respect diverse views
--Will develop and follow annual goals as a Board
--Will take part in continuous training to build governance skills and to keep abreast of public
issues in education

Conflicts of Interest
Section 1. General Policy. It is the policy of the Corporation and its Board of Board members
that the Corporation’s Board members, officers, and employees carry out their respective duties
in a fashion that avoids actual, potential, or perceived conflicts of interest. The Corporation’s
Board members, officers, and employees shall have the continuing, affirmative duty to report any
personal ownership, interest, or other relationship that might affect their ability to exercise
impartial, ethical, and business-based judgments in fulfilling their responsibilities to the
Corporation. This policy shall be further subject to the following principles:
(a) Board members, officers, and employees of the Corporation shall conduct their duties with
respect to potential and actual grantees, contractors, suppliers, agencies, and other persons
transacting or seeking to transact business with the Corporation in a completely impartial
manner, without favor or preference based upon any consideration other than the best interests of
the Corporation.
(b) Board members, officers, and employees of the Corporation shall not seek or accept for
themselves or any of their relatives (including spouses, ancestors, and descendants, whether by
whole or half blood), from any person or business entity that transacts or seeks to transact
business with the Corporation, any gifts, entertainment, or other favors relating to their positions
with the Corporation that exceed common courtesies consistent with ethical and accepted
business practices.
(c) If a Board member, or a Board member’s relative, directly or indirectly owns a significant
financial interest in, or is employed by, any business entity that transacts or seeks to transact
business with the Corporation, the Board member shall disclose that interest or position and shall
refrain from voting on any issue pertaining to the transaction.
(d) Officers and employees of the Corporation shall not conduct business on behalf of the
Corporation with a relative or a business entity in which the officer, employee, or his or her
relative owns a significant financial interest or by which such officer, employee, or relative is
employed, except where such dealings have been disclosed to, and specifically approved and
authorized by, the Board of Board members of the Corporation.
(e) The Board of Board members may require the Corporation’s Board members or employees to
complete annually (or as otherwise scheduled by the Board) a disclosure statement regarding any
actual or potential conflict of interest described in these Bylaws. The disclosure statement shall
be in such form as may be prescribed by the Board and may include information regarding a
person’s participation as a Board membe or employee of any other nonprofit organization. The
Board of Board members shall be responsible for oversight of all disclosures or failures to
disclose and for taking appropriate action in the case of any actual or potential conflict of interest
transaction.
Section 2. Effect of Conflict Provisions. The failure of the Corporation, its Board of Board
members, or any or all of its Board members, officers, or employees to comply with the conflict
of interest provisions of these Bylaws shall not invalidate, cancel, void, or make voidable any
contract, relationship, action, transaction, debt, commitment, or obligation of the Corporation
that otherwise is valid and enforceable under applicable law.

Attachment 8: Course Scope and Sequence
York Academy of Discovery will use the Common Core Standards as a base for
teaching/learning and unit development. Detailed versions of these are available at:
https://learningconnection.doe.in.gov/Standards/PrintLibrary.aspx. Grade 6 for Mathematics and
English / Language Arts are presented below, as an example.
Mathematics | Grade 6
In Grade 6, instructional time should focus on four critical areas: (1) connecting ratio and rate to whole number
multiplication and division and using concepts of ratio and rate to solve problems; (2) completing understanding of
division of fractions and extending the notion of number to the system of rational numbers, which includes negative
numbers; (3) writing, interpreting, and using expressions and equations; and (4) developing understanding of
statistical thinking.
(1) Students use reasoning about multiplication and division to solve ratio and rate problems about quantities. By
viewing equivalent ratios and rates as deriving from, and extending, pairs of rows (or columns) in the multiplication
table, and by analyzing simple drawings that indicate the relative size of quantities, students connect their
understanding of multiplication and division with ratios and rates. Thus students expand the scope of problems for
which they can use multiplication and division to solve problems, and they connect ratios and fractions. Students solve
a wide variety of problems involving ratios and rates.
(2) Students use the meaning of fractions, the meanings of multiplication and division, and the relationship
between multiplication and division to understand and explain why the procedures for dividing fractions make
sense. Students use these operations to solve problems. Students extend their previous understandings of number and
the ordering of numbers to the full system of rational numbers, which includes negative rational numbers, and in
particular negative integers. They reason about the order and absolute value of rational numbers and about the
location of points in all four quadrants of the coordinate plane.
(3) Students understand the use of variables in mathematical expressions. They write expressions and equations
that correspond to given situations, evaluate expressions, and use expressions and formulas to solve problems.
Students understand that expressions in different forms can be equivalent, and they use the properties of operations
to rewrite expressions in equivalent forms. Students know that the solutions of an equation are the values of the
variables that make the equation true. Students use properties of operations and the idea of maintaining the equality
of both sides of an equation to solve simple one-step equations. Students construct and analyze tables, such as tables
of quantities that are in equivalent ratios, and they use equations (such as 3x = y) to describe relationships between
quantities.
(4) Building on and reinforcing their understanding of number, students begin to develop their ability to think
statistically. Students recognize that a data distribution may not have a definite center and that different ways to
measure center yield different values. The median measures center in the sense that it is roughly the middle value.
The mean measures center in the sense that it is the value that each data point would take on if the total of the data
values were redistributed equally, and also in the sense that it is a balance point. Students recognize that a measure
of variability (interquartile range or mean absolute deviation) can also be useful for summarizing data because two
very different sets of data can have the same mean and median yet be distinguished by their variability. Students
learn to describe and summarize numerical data sets, identifying clusters, peaks, gaps, and symmetry, considering
the context in which the data were collected.
Students in Grade 6 also build on their work with area in elementary school by reasoning about relationships
among shapes to determine area, surface area, and volume. They find areas of right triangles, other triangles, and
special quadrilaterals by decomposing these shapes, rearranging or removing pieces, and relating the shapes to
rectangles. Using these methods, students discuss, develop, and justify formulas for areas of triangles and
parallelograms. Students find areas of polygons and surface areas of prisms and pyramids by decomposing them into
pieces whose area they can determine. They reason about right rectangular prisms with fractional side lengths to
extend formulas for the volume of a right rectangular prism to fractional side lengths. They prepare for work on
scale drawings and constructions in Grade 7 by drawing polygons in the coordinate plane.

Grade 6 Overview

Ratios and
Proportional
Relationships
The Number System

Expressions and
Equations

 Understand ratio concepts and use ratio reasoning to
solve problems.
 Apply and extend previous understandings of
multiplication and division to divide fractions by
fractions.
 Compute fluently with multi-digit numbers and find
common factors and multiples.
 Apply and extend previous understandings of
numbers to the system of rational numbers.
 Apply and extend previous understandings of

arithmetic to algebraic expressions.
 Reason about and solve one-variable equations and

inequalities.
 Represent and analyze quantitative relationships

between dependent and independent variables.
Geometry
 Solve real-world and mathematical problems

Statistics and
Probability

involving area, surface area, and volume.
 Develop understanding of statistical variability.
 Summarize and describe distributions.

1. Make sense of problems and
persevere in solving them.
2. Reason abstractly and
quantitatively.
3. Construct viable arguments
and critique the reasoning of
others.
4. Model with mathematics.
5. Use appropriate tools
strategically.
6. Attend to precision.
7. Look for and make use of
structure.
8. Look for and express
regularity in repeated
reasoning.

Mathematica
l Practices

6.RP: Ratios and Proportional Relationships
Understand ratio concepts and use ratio reasoning to solve problems.
1. Understand the concept of a ratio and use ratio language to describe a ratio relationship between two
quantities. For example, “The ratio of wings to beaks in the bird house at the zoo was 2:1, because for every 2
wings there was 1 beak.” “For every vote candidate A received, candidate C received nearly three votes.”
2. Understand the concept of a unit rate a/b associated with a ratio a:b with b  0, and use rate language in the
context of a ratio relationship. For example, “This recipe has a ratio of 3 cups of flour to 4 cups of sugar, so
there is 3/4 cup of flour for each cup of sugar.” “We paid $75 for 15 hamburgers, which is a rate of $5 per
hamburger.”
3. Use ratio and rate reasoning to solve real-world and mathematical problems, e.g., by reasoning about tables of
equivalent ratios, tape diagrams, double number line diagrams, or equations.
a. Make tables of equivalent ratios relating quantities with whole-number measurements, find missing values
in the tables, and plot the pairs of values on the coordinate plane. Use tables to compare ratios.
b. Solve unit rate problems including those involving unit pricing and constant speed. For example, if it took 7
hours to mow 4 lawns, then at that rate, how many lawns could be mowed in 35 hours? At what rate were
lawns being mowed?
c. Find a percent of a quantity as a rate per 100 (e.g., 30% of a quantity means 30/100 times the quantity);
solve problems involving finding the whole, given a part and the percent.
d. Use ratio reasoning to convert measurement units; manipulate and transform units appropriately when
multiplying or dividing quantities.

6.NS: The Number System
Apply and extend previous understandings of multiplication and division to divide fractions by fractions.
1. Interpret and compute quotients of fractions, and solve word problems involving division of fractions by
fractions, e.g., by using visual fraction models and equations to represent the problem. For example, create a
story context for (2/3) ÷ (3/4) and use a visual fraction model to show the quotient; use the relationship
between multiplication and division to explain that (2/3) ÷ (3/4) = 8/9 because 3/4 of 8/9 is 2/3. (In general,
(a/b) ÷ (c/d) = ad/bc.) How much chocolate will each person get if 3 people share 1/2 lb of chocolate equally?
How many 3/4-cup servings are in 2/3 of a cup of yogurt? How wide is a rectangular strip of land with length
3/4 mi and area 1/2 square mi?
Compute fluently with multi-digit numbers and find common factors and multiples.
2. Fluently divide multi-digit numbers using the standard algorithm.
3. Fluently add, subtract, multiply, and divide multi-digit decimals using the standard algorithm for each
operation.
4. Find the greatest common factor of two whole numbers less than or equal to 100 and the least common
multiple of two whole numbers less than or equal to 12. Use the distributive property to express a sum of two
whole numbers 1–100 with a common factor as a multiple of a sum of two whole numbers with no common
factor. For example, express 36 + 8 as 4 (9 + 2).
Apply and extend previous understandings of numbers to the system of rational numbers.
5. Understand that positive and negative numbers are used together to describe quantities having opposite
directions or values (e.g., temperature above/below zero, elevation above/below sea level, credits/debits,
positive/negative electric charge); use positive and negative numbers to represent quantities in real-world
contexts, explaining the meaning of 0 in each situation.

6. Understand a rational number as a point on the number line. Extend number line diagrams and coordinate axes
familiar from previous grades to represent points on the line and in the plane with negative number
coordinates.
a. Recognize opposite signs of numbers as indicating locations on opposite sides of 0 on the number line;
recognize that the opposite of the opposite of a number is the number itself, e.g., –(–3) = 3, and that 0 is its
own opposite.
b. Understand signs of numbers in ordered pairs as indicating locations in quadrants of the coordinate plane;
recognize that when two ordered pairs differ only by signs, the locations of the points are related by
reflections across one or both axes.
c. Find and position integers and other rational numbers on a horizontal or vertical number line diagram; find
and position pairs of integers and other rational numbers on a coordinate plane.
7. Understand ordering and absolute value of rational numbers.
a. Interpret statements of inequality as statements about the relative position of two numbers on a number line
diagram. For example, interpret –3 > –7 as a statement that –3 is located to the right of –7 on a number
line oriented from left to right.
b. Write, interpret, and explain statements of order for rational numbers in real-world contexts. For example,
write –3 oC > –7 oC to express the fact that –3 oC is warmer than –7 oC.
c. Understand the absolute value of a rational number as its distance from 0 on the number line; interpret
absolute value as magnitude for a positive or negative quantity in a real-world situation. For example, for
an account balance of –30 dollars, write |–30| = 30 to describe the size of the debt in dollars.
d. Distinguish comparisons of absolute value from statements about order. For example, recognize that an
account balance less than –30 dollars represents a debt greater than 30 dollars.
8. Solve real-world and mathematical problems by graphing points in all four quadrants of the coordinate plane.
Include use of coordinates and absolute value to find distances between points with the same first coordinate
or the same second coordinate.

6.EE: Expressions and Equations
Apply and extend previous understandings of arithmetic to algebraic expressions.
1. Write and evaluate numerical expressions involving whole-number exponents.
2. Write, read, and evaluate expressions in which letters stand for numbers.
a. Write expressions that record operations with numbers and with letters standing for numbers. For example,
express the calculation “Subtract y from 5” as 5 – y.
b. Identify parts of an expression using mathematical terms (sum, term, product, factor, quotient, coefficient);
view one or more parts of an expression as a single entity. For example, describe the expression 2 (8 + 7)
as a product of two factors; view (8 + 7) as both a single entity and a sum of two terms.
c. Evaluate expressions at specific values of their variables. Include expressions that arise from formulas used
in real-world problems. Perform arithmetic operations, including those involving whole-number
exponents, in the conventional order when there are no parentheses to specify a particular order (Order of
Operations). For example, use the formulas V = s3 and A = 6 s2 to find the volume and surface area of a
cube with sides of length s = 1/2.
3. Apply the properties of operations to generate equivalent expressions. For example, apply the distributive
property to the expression 3 (2 + x) to produce the equivalent expression 6 + 3x; apply the distributive
property to the expression 24x + 18y to produce the equivalent expression 6 (4x + 3y); apply properties of
operations to y + y + y to produce the equivalent expression 3y.
4. Identify when two expressions are equivalent (i.e., when the two expressions name the same number regardless
of which value is substituted into them). For example, the expressions y + y + y and 3y are equivalent because
they name the same number regardless of which number y stands for.

Reason about and solve one-variable equations and inequalities.
5. Understand solving an equation or inequality as a process of answering a question: which values from a
specified set, if any, make the equation or inequality true? Use substitution to determine whether a given
number in a specified set makes an equation or inequality true.
6. Use variables to represent numbers and write expressions when solving a real-world or mathematical problem;
understand that a variable can represent an unknown number, or, depending on the purpose at hand, any
number in a specified set.
7. Solve real-world and mathematical problems by writing and solving equations of the form x + p = q and px = q
for cases in which p, q and x are all nonnegative rational numbers.
8. Write an inequality of the form x > c or x < c to represent a constraint or condition in a real-world or
mathematical problem. Recognize that inequalities of the form x > c or x < c have infinitely many solutions;
represent solutions of such inequalities on number line diagrams.
Represent and analyze quantitative relationships between dependent and independent variables.
9. Use variables to represent two quantities in a real-world problem that change in relationship to one another;
write an equation to express one quantity, thought of as the dependent variable, in terms of the other quantity,
thought of as the independent variable. Analyze the relationship between the dependent and independent
variables using graphs and tables, and relate these to the equation. For example, in a problem involving motion
at constant speed, list and graph ordered pairs of distances and times, and write the equation d = 65t to
represent the relationship between distance and time.

6.G: Geometry
Solve real-world and mathematical problems involving area, surface area, and volume.
1. Find the area of right triangles, other triangles, special quadrilaterals, and polygons by composing into
rectangles or decomposing into triangles and other shapes; apply these techniques in the context of solving
real-world and mathematical problems.
2. Find the volume of a right rectangular prism with fractional edge lengths by packing it with unit cubes of the
appropriate unit fraction edge lengths, and show that the volume is the same as would be found by multiplying
the edge lengths of the prism. Apply the formulas V = l w h and V = b h to find volumes of right rectangular
prisms with fractional edge lengths in the context of solving real-world and mathematical problems.
3. Draw polygons in the coordinate plane given coordinates for the vertices; use coordinates to find the length of
a side joining points with the same first coordinate or the same second coordinate. Apply these techniques in
the context of solving real-world and mathematical problems.
4. Represent three-dimensional figures using nets made up of rectangles and triangles, and use the nets to find the
surface area of these figures. Apply these techniques in the context of solving real-world and mathematical
problems.

6.SP: Statistics and Probability
Develop understanding of statistical variability.
1. Recognize a statistical question as one that anticipates variability in the data related to the question and
accounts for it in the answers. For example, “How old am I?” is not a statistical question, but “How old are
the students in my school?” is a statistical question because one anticipates variability in students’ ages.
2. Understand that a set of data collected to answer a statistical question has a distribution which can be described
by its center, spread, and overall shape.
3. Recognize that a measure of center for a numerical data set summarizes all of its values with a single number,
while a measure of variation describes how its values vary with a single number.

Summarize and describe distributions.
4. Display numerical data in plots on a number line, including dot plots, histograms, and box plots.
5. Summarize numerical data sets in relation to their context, such as by:
a. Reporting the number of observations.
b. Describing the nature of the attribute under investigation, including how it was measured and its units of
measurement.
c. Giving quantitative measures of center (median and/or mean) and variability (interquartile range and/or
mean absolute deviation), as well as describing any overall pattern and any striking deviations from the
overall pattern with reference to the context in which the data were gathered.
d. Relating the choice of measures of center and variability to the shape of the data distribution and the context in which
the data were gathered.

Literary Nonfiction and Historical, Scientific, and Technical Texts
RI
The following standards offer a focus for instruction each year and help ensure that students gain adequate exposure
to a range of texts and tasks. Rigor is also infused through the requirement that students read increasingly complex
texts through the grades. Students advancing through the grades are expected to meet each year’s grade-specific
standards and retain or further develop skills and understandings mastered in preceding grades.
Key Ideas and Details
6.RI.1 Cite textual evidence to support analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn
from the text.
6.RI.2 Determine a central idea of a text and how it is conveyed through particular details; provide a
summary of the text distinct from personal opinions or judgments.
6.RI.3 Analyze in detail how a key individual, event, or idea is introduced, illustrated, and elaborated in a
text (e.g., through examples or anecdotes).
Craft and Structure
6.RI.4 Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, including figurative,
connotative, and technical meanings.
6.RI.5 Analyze how a particular sentence, paragraph, chapter, or section fits into the overall structure of a
text and contributes to the development of the ideas.
6.RI.6 Determine an author's point of view or purpose in a text and explain how it is conveyed in the text.
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas
6.RI.7 Integrate information presented in different media or formats (e.g., visually, quantitatively) as well
as in words to develop a coherent understanding of a topic or issue.
6.RI.8 Trace and evaluate the argument and specific claims in a text, distinguishing claims that are
supported by reasons and evidence from claims that are not.
6.RI.9 Compare and contrast one author's presentation of events with that of another (e.g., a memoir
written by and a biography on the same person).
Range of Reading and Level of Text Complexity
6.RI.10 By the end of the year, read and comprehend literary nonfiction in the grades 6-8 text complexity
band proficiently, with scaffolding as needed at the high end of the range.

Reading Standards for Literature: Stories, Novels, Dramas, and Poetry
RL
The following standards offer a focus for instruction and help ensure that students gain adequate exposure to a range
of texts and tasks. Rigor is also infused through the requirement that students read increasingly complex texts
through the grades. Students advancing through the grades are expected to meet each year’s grade-specific
standards and retain or further develop skills and understandings mastered in preceding grades.
Key Ideas and Details
6.RL.1 Cite textual evidence to support analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn
from the text.
6.RL.2 Determine a theme or central idea of a text and how it is conveyed through particular details;
provide a summary of the text distinct from personal opinions or judgments.
6.RL.3 Describe how a particular story's or drama's plot unfolds in a series of episodes as well as how the
characters respond or change as the plot moves toward a resolution.

Craft and Structure
6.RL.4 Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, including figurative and
connotative meanings; analyze the impact of a specific word choice on meaning and tone.
6.RL.5 Analyze how a particular sentence, chapter, scene, or stanza fits into the overall structure of a text
and contributes to the development of the theme, setting, or plot.
6.RL.6 Explain how an author develops the point of view of the narrator or speaker in a text.
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas
6.RL.7 Compare and contrast the experience of reading a story, drama, or poem to listening to or viewing
an audio, video, or live version of the text, including contrasting what they "see" and "hear" when
reading the text to what they perceive when they listen or watch.
6.RL.8 (This College and Career Readiness Standard does not have a literature component)
6.RL.9 Compare and contrast texts in different forms or genres (e.g., stories and poems; historical novels
and fantasy stories) in terms of their approaches to similar themes and topics.
Range of Reading and Level of Text Complexity
6.RL.10 By the end of the year, read and comprehend literature, including stories, dramas, and poems, in
the grades 6-8 text complexity band proficiently, with scaffolding as needed at the high end of the
range.
Writing Standards
W
The following standards offer a focus for instruction to help ensure that students gain adequate mastery of a range of
skills and applications. Each year in their writing, students should demonstrate increasing sophistication in all
aspects of language use, from vocabulary and syntax to the development and organization of ideas, and they should
address increasingly demanding content and sources. Students advancing through the grades are expected to meet
each year’s grade-specific standards and retain or further develop skills and understandings mastered in preceding
grades.
Text Types and Purposes
6.W.1 Write arguments to support claims with clear reasons and relevant evidence.
a. Introduce claim(s) and organize the reasons and evidence clearly.
b. Support claim(s) with clear reasons and relevant evidence, using credible sources and
demonstrating an understanding of the topic or text.
c. Use words, phrases, and clauses to clarify the relationships among claim(s) and reasons.
d. Establish and maintain a formal style.
e. Provide a concluding statement or section that follows from the argument presented.
6.W.2 Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic and convey ideas, concepts, and information
through the selection, organization, and analysis of relevant content.
a. Introduce a topic; organize ideas, concepts, and information, using strategies such as definition,
classification, comparison/contrast, and cause/effect; include formatting (e.g., headings), graphics
(e.g., charts, tables), and multimedia when useful to aiding comprehension.
b. Develop the topic with relevant facts, definitions, concrete details, quotations, or other
information and examples.
c. Use appropriate transitions to clarify the relationships among ideas and concepts.
d. Use precise language and domain-specific vocabulary to inform about or explain the topic.
e. Establish and maintain a formal style.
f. Provide a concluding statement or section that follows from the information or explanation
presented.

6.W.3 Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events using effective technique,
relevant descriptive details, and well-structured event sequences.
a. Engage and orient the reader by establishing a context and introducing a narrator and/or
characters; organize an event sequence that unfolds naturally and logically.
b. Use narrative techniques, such as dialogue, pacing, and description, to develop experiences,
events, and/or characters.
c. Use a variety of transition words, phrases, and clauses to convey sequence and signal shifts from
one time frame or setting to another.
d. Use precise words and phrases, relevant descriptive details, and sensory language to convey
experiences and events.
e. Provide a conclusion that follows from the narrated experiences or events.
Production and Distribution of Writing
6.W.4 Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development, organization, and style are appropriate
to task, purpose, and audience.
6.W.5 With some guidance and support from peers and adults, develop and strengthen writing as needed by
planning, revising, editing, rewriting, or trying a new approach.
6.W.6 Use technology, including the Internet, to produce and publish writing as well as to interact and
collaborate with others; demonstrate sufficient command of keyboarding skills to type a minimum of
three pages in a single sitting.
Research to Build and Present Knowledge
6.W.7 Conduct short research projects to answer a question, drawing on several sources and refocusing the
inquiry when appropriate.
6.W.8 Gather relevant information from multiple print and digital sources; assess the credibility of each
source; and quote or paraphrase the data and conclusions of others while avoiding plagiarism and
providing basic bibliographic information for sources.
6.W.9 Draw evidence from literary or informational texts to support analysis, reflection, and research.
a. Apply grade 6 Reading standards to literature (e.g., "Compare and contrast texts in different forms
or genres [e.g., stories and poems; historical novels and fantasy stories] in terms of their
approaches to similar themes and topics.").
b. Apply grade 6 Reading standards to literary nonfiction (e.g., "Trace and evaluate the argument
and specific claims in a text, distinguishing claims that are supported by reasons and evidence
from claims that are not.").
Range of Writing
6.W.10 Write routinely over extended time frames (time for research, reflection, and revision) and shorter
time frames (a single sitting or a day or two) for a range of discipline-specific tasks, purposes, and
audiences.

Language Standards
L
The following standards offer a focus for instruction to help ensure that students gain adequate mastery of a range of
skills and applications. Students advancing through the grades are expected to meet each year’s grade-specific
standards and retain or further develop skills and understandings mastered in preceding grades.
Conventions of Standard English
6.L.1 Demonstrate command of the conventions of Standard English grammar and usage when writing or
speaking.
a. Ensure that pronouns are in the proper case (subjective, objective, possessive).
b. Use intensive pronouns (e.g., myself, ourselves).
c. Recognize and correct inappropriate shifts in pronoun number and person.
d. Recognize and correct vague pronouns (i.e., ones with unclear or ambiguous antecedents).
e. Recognize variations from Standard English in their own and others' writing and speaking, and
identify and use strategies to improve expression in conventional language.
6.L.2 Demonstrate command of the conventions of Standard English capitalization, punctuation, and
spelling when writing.
a. Use punctuation (commas, parentheses, dashes) to set off nonrestrictive/parenthetical elements.
b. Spell correctly.
Knowledge of Language
6.L.3 Use knowledge of language and its conventions when writing, speaking, reading, or listening.
a. Vary sentence patterns for meaning, reader/ listener interest, and style.
b. Maintain consistency in style and tone.
Vocabulary Acquisition and Use
6.L.4 Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple-meaning words and phrases based on
grade 6 reading and content, choosing flexibly from a range of strategies.
a. Use context (e.g., the overall meaning of a sentence or paragraph; a word's position or function in
a sentence) as a clue to the meaning of a word or phrase.
b. Use common, grade-appropriate Greek or Latin affixes and roots as clues to the meaning of a
word (e.g., audience, auditory, audible).
c. Consult reference materials (e.g., dictionaries, glossaries, thesauruses), both print and digital, to
find the pronunciation of a word or determine or clarify its precise meaning or its part of speech.
d. Verify the preliminary determination of the meaning of a word or phrase (e.g., by checking the
inferred meaning in context or in a dictionary).
6.L.5 Demonstrate understanding of figurative language, word relationships, and nuances in word
meanings.
a. Interpret figures of speech (e.g., personification) in context.
b. Use the relationship between particular words (e.g., cause/effect, part/whole, item/category) to
better understand each of the words.
c. Distinguish among the connotations (associations) of words with similar denotations (definitions)
(e.g., stingy, scrimping, economical, thrifty).
6.L.6 Acquire and use accurately grade-appropriate general academic and domain-specific words and
phrases; gather vocabulary knowledge when considering a word or phrase important to
comprehension or expression.

Speaking and Listening Standards
SL
The following standards offer a focus for instruction to help ensure that students gain adequate mastery of a range of
skills and applications. Students advancing through the grades are expected to meet each year’s grade-specific
standards and retain or further develop skills and understandings mastered in preceding grades.
Comprehension and Collaboration
6.SL.1 Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions (one-on-one, in groups, and teacher-led)
with diverse partners on grade 6 topics, texts, and issues, building on others' ideas and expressing
their own clearly.
a. Come to discussions prepared, having read or studied required material; explicitly draw on that
preparation by referring to evidence on the topic, text, or issue to probe and reflect on ideas under
discussion.
b. Follow rules for collegial discussions, set specific goals and deadlines, and define individual roles
as needed.
c. Pose and respond to specific questions with elaboration and detail by making comments that
contribute to the topic, text, or issue under discussion.
d. Review the key ideas expressed and demonstrate understanding of multiple perspectives through
reflection and paraphrasing.
6.SL.2 Interpret information presented in diverse media and formats (e.g., visually, quantitatively, orally)
and explain how it contributes to a topic, text, or issue under study.
6.SL.3 Delineate a speaker's argument and specific claims, distinguishing claims that are supported by
reasons and evidence from claims that are not.
Presentation of Knowledge and Ideas
6.SL.4 Present claims and findings, sequencing ideas logically and using pertinent descriptions, facts, and
details to accentuate main ideas or themes; use appropriate eye contact, adequate volume, and clear
pronunciation.
6.SL.5 Include multimedia components (e.g., graphics, images, music, sound) and visual displays in
presentations to clarify information.
6.SL.6 Adapt speech to a variety of contexts and tasks, demonstrating command of formal English when
indicated or appropriate.

College and Career Readiness Anchor Standards for Reading
The standards on the previous pages define what students should understand and be able to do by the end of grade 6.
They correspond to the College and Career Readiness (CCR) anchor standards below by number. The CCR and
grade-specific standards are necessary complements – the former providing broad standards, the latter providing
additional specificity – that together define the skills and understandings that all students must demonstrate.
Key Ideas and Details
1. Read closely to determine what the text says explicitly and to make logical inferences from it; cite specific
textual evidence when writing or speaking to support conclusions drawn from the text.
2. Determine central ideas or themes of a text and analyze their development; summarize the key supporting
details and ideas.
3. Analyze how and why individuals, events, and ideas develop and interact over the course of a text.

Craft and Structure
4. Interpret words and phrases as they are used in a text, including determining technical, connotative, and
figurative meanings, and analyze how specific word choices shape meaning or tone.
5. Analyze the structure of texts, including how specific sentences, paragraphs, and larger portions of the text
(e.g., a section, chapter, scene, or stanza) relate to each other and the whole.
6. Assess how point of view or purpose shapes the content and style of a text.
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas
7. Integrate and evaluate content presented in diverse media and formats, including visually and
quantitatively, as well as in words.*
8. Delineate and evaluate the argument and specific claims in a text, including the validity of the reasoning as
well as the relevance and sufficiency of the evidence.
9. Analyze how two or more texts address similar themes or topics in order to build knowledge or to compare
the approaches the authors take.
Range of Reading and Level of Text Complexity
10. Read and comprehend complex literary and informational texts independently and proficiently.
College and Career Readiness Anchor Standards for Writing
The standards on the previous pages define what students should understand and be able to do at the end of grade 6.
They correspond to the College and Career Readiness (CCR) anchor standards below by number. The CCR and
grade-specific standards are necessary complements – the former providing broad standards, the latter providing
additional specificity – that together define the skills and understandings that all students must demonstrate.
Text Types and Purposes*
1. Write arguments to support claims in an analysis of substantive topics or texts, using valid reasoning and
relevant and sufficient evidence.
2. Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and convey complex ideas and information clearly and
accurately through the effective selection, organization, and analysis of content.
3. Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events using effective technique, well-chosen
details, and well-structured event sequences.
Production and Distribution of Writing
4. Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development, organization, and style are appropriate to
task, purpose, and audience.
5. Develop and strengthen writing as needed by planning, revising, editing, rewriting, or trying a new
approach.
6. Use technology, including the Internet, to produce and publish writing and to interact and collaborate with
others.
Research to Build and Present Knowledge
7. Conduct short as well as more sustained research projects based on focused questions, demonstrating
understanding of the subject under investigation.
8. Gather relevant information from multiple print and digital sources, assess the credibility and accuracy of
each source, and integrate the information while avoiding plagiarism.
9. Draw evidence from literary or informational texts to support analysis, reflection, and research.
Range of Writing
10. Write routinely over extended time frames (time for research, reflection, and revision) and shorter time
frames (a single sitting or a day or two) for a range of tasks, purposes, and audiences.

College and Career Readiness Anchor Standards for Language
The standards on the previous pages define what students should understand and be able to do by the end of grade 6.
They correspond to the College and Career Readiness (CCR) anchor standards below by number. The CCR and
grade-specific standards necessary complements – the former providing broad standards, the latter providing
additional specificity – that together define the skills and understandings that all students must demonstrate.
Conventions of Standard English
1. Demonstrate command of the conventions of Standard English grammar and usage when writing or
speaking.
2. Demonstrate command of the conventions of Standard English capitalization, punctuation, and spelling
when writing.
Knowledge of Language
3. Apply knowledge of language to understand how language functions in different contexts, to make
effective choices for meaning or style, and to comprehend more fully when reading or listening.
Vocabulary Acquisition and Use
4. Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple-meaning words and phrases by using context
clues, analyzing meaningful word parts, and consulting general and specialized reference materials, as
appropriate.
5. Demonstrate an understanding of word relationships and nuances in word meanings.
6. Acquire and use accurately a range of general academic and domain-specific words and phrases sufficient
for reading, writing, speaking, and listening at the college and career readiness level; demonstrate
independence in gathering vocabulary knowledge when encountering an unknown term important to
comprehension or expression.
College and Career Readiness Anchor Standards for Speaking and Listening
The standards on the previous pages define what students should understand and be able to do by the end of grade 6.
They correspond to the College and Career Readiness (CCR) anchor standards below by number. The CCR and
grade-specific standards are necessary complements – the former providing broad standards, the latter providing
additional specificity – that together define the skills and understandings that all students must demonstrate.
Comprehension and Collaboration
1. Prepare for and participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaboration with diverse partners,
building on others’ ideas and expressing their own clearly and persuasively.
2. Integrate and evaluate information presented in diverse media and formats, including visually,
quantitatively, and orally.
3. Evaluate a speaker’s point of view, reasoning, and use of evidence and rhetoric.
Presentation of Knowledge and Ideas
4. Present information, findings, and supporting evidence such that listeners can follow the line of reasoning
and the organization, development, and style are appropriate to task, purpose, and audience.
5. Make strategic use of digital media and visual displays of data to express information and enhance
understanding of presentations.
6. Adapt speech to a variety of contexts and communicative tasks, demonstrating command of formal English
when indicated or appropriate.

Attachment 9: Academic and Exit Standards for 8th-grade students
Paraphrasing the Standards described by the State of Indiana (available at
https://learningconnection.doe.in.gov/Standards/Standards.aspx), students will be able to:
--show mastery of Common Core Standards through ISTEP, Acuity, and ACT-EXPLORE.
--use their knowledge of word parts, word relationships, and context to understand the precise
meaning of grade-level-appropriate words
--read and understand grade-level-appropriate material of various genres
--read and respond to grade-level-appropriate historically or culturally significant works of
literature
--discuss, list, and organize writing ideas
--write clear, coherent, and focused essays, demonstrating an awareness of audience and purpose
for writing, using standard English grade-level-appropriate conventions and a process of
research, write, proofread and revise
--deliver focused, coherent, well-organized presentations that convey ideas clearly and relate to
the background and interests of the audience, using traditional speech strategies and grade-levelappropriate standard English conventions for oral speech
--know the properties of rational and irrational numbers expressed in a variety of forms
--understand and use exponents, powers, and roots
--compute with rational numbers expressed in a variety of forms
--solve problems involving ratios, proportions, and percentages
--solve simple linear equations and inequalities
--graph and interpret functions
--understand the concepts of slope and rate
--deepen their understanding of plane and solid geometric shapes
--convert between units of measure and use rates and scale factors to solve problems
--compute perimeter, area, and volume of geometric objects
--collect, organize, represent, and interpret relationships in data sets with one or more variables
--determine probabilities and use them to make predictions about events

Attachment 10: School Calendar & Schedule
Number of school days:

180

Length of school year:

August – May (following local public school calendars)

Summer School:

June – July (following local public school calendars)

Length of instructional day:

380 minutes (6 hours 20 minutes)

Minutes for core academic subjects

300 minutes (5 hours)

Daily Instructional Schedule
7:00-8:00
Period Zero (most staff); Homework help (staff as needed)
8:00-9:00
Class 1
9:10-10:10
Class 2
10:20-11:20
Class 3
11:20-12:10
Lunch / Recess
12:10-1:10
Class 4
1:20-2:20
Class 5
2:30ff
Boys & Girls Club
Summer School: If monies are available, summer school will be provided for students who
below grade level on benchmarks such as ISTEP. A grant will be pursued for the summer school
experience. See the calendar below for the exact dates of summer school. The summer school
academic piece will be offered in the morning. Enrichment opportunities will be offered in the
afternoon. The Boys & Girls Club will be open to our students all summer. If we cannot secure a
grant, then we will work with the Boys & Girls Club to develop a program that will meet the
needs of our students.
Calendar: York will follow local public schools, including two-week Fall and Spring breaks
(“balanced schedule”) and traditional holidays.

Attachment 11: Enrollment Policy
Recruitment and Enrollment Procedures: York Academy of Discovery is open to all students
living in Indiana. York Academy will admit students without regard to race, gender, religion,
national origin, ancestry, or color. Recruitment will include some of the following: York
Academy website (www.yorkdiscovery.org), advertised parent meetings, visits to
neighborhoods, newspaper ads, visits to community agencies such as the Hispanic Connection,
bulk mailing.
Open enrollment will begin on January 5, 2015. Enrollment applications will be processed
through the mail, through e-mail, and/or in person. Initial enrollment will last about one month,
ending on February 5, 2015. Students will be sorted according to grade levels to determine if we
have enough students for two classes per grade level. At that point, a decision will be made to
readjust classes and proposed Staffing if numbers are lopsided to a particular grade level. If
classes are close to full in all grade levels, we will proceed as initially planned. Applications
received after February 5, 2015 will be enrolled if spaces are available.
If enrolled students exceed the capacity of any grade level and readjustments cannot be made, a
random lottery will be held for each grade level has excess applications. If a lottery takes place,
students will be added to a waiting list after the lottery process. The waiting list with assigned
numbers will be published on the York Academy website.
The Lottery Process: The lottery will be open to all students who submit a timely application.
Students in a particular grade level will have an equal chance to enroll. Preferences will be given
to students who have attended the school in the previous school year and to siblings of enrolled
students, providing that space is available at that grade level. The lottery process will be
rehearsed so it runs smoothly and is fair.
--Registered students prior to February 5, 2015, will be assigned numbers to be randomly chosen
in a lottery if required. The lottery will be advertised in local newspapers and media for a three
week period.
--As required, York Academy of Discovery will notify in writing and by e-mail the Office of
Charter Schools ten days prior to the lottery.
--If necessary, the lottery will be conducted on February 26, 2015 at York Academy of
Discovery or another designated location.
--An outside, unbiased third party will be found to conduct the lottery. This third party will audit
the procedures and will verify in writing the authenticity of the procedures. This person will be
selected by the Board.
--The lottery is a public meeting and anyone may attend.
--The application and lottery process will be reviewed with the audience.
--Parents will be sent their students’ lottery number prior to the day of the lottery.
--Numbers assigned to students will be publicly cross-checked with the numbers on the cards to
be drawn during the lottery. Student names will not be used at any time during the public lottery.
--Sibling lottery numbers will be noted on the cards so that siblings may be placed in appropriate
grades as soon as one sibling is selected in the lottery.

--The lottery will include separate drawings for each grade level that is oversubscribed.
--If a student is registered prior to February 5 and is randomly chosen in the lottery and also has
a sibling in the same grade and/or in another grade that was also registered prior to February 5,
that sibling will be given preference if spaces are available and will be excluded from the lottery.
--The lottery drawing will rotate in selecting applicants for grade levels. Names will be drawn
from the oldest to youngest classrooms, where applicable.
--Lottery results will be displayed as they occur on a Board visible to the audience.
--The lottery proceedings will be taped.
--Students that are not selected will be placed on the waiting list in order by grade and date. The
waiting list by student number will be publicly displayed on the Academy’s website. Legal
guardians of students who are granted admission will be notified either by mail, e-mail, or by
phone. Students who are currently enrolled in York Academy do not need to reapply. However, a
letter will be sent annually to legal guardians of all students enrolled in York Academy. The
letter will confirm that enrolled students will be returning the next school year. Parents will be
expected to respond to this letter within a predetermined amount of time. Students whose legal
guardians do not respond shall not be automatically re-enrolled and will be expected to repeat the
admissions process.
--As possible, data will be collected and analyzed to assess the effectiveness of our charter
school vs. alternative educational options.
There are no desegregation orders in effect in this Southern Indiana area. If there were, York
Academy of Discovery would follow all desegregation orders. Any student who withdraws from
York Academy for any reason may not return as a student without reapplication and participation
in the admissions process.
Any applications received after the announced application period will be handled in the
following manner:
--Applications for undersubscribed grades: Any applicant who is properly eligible for a grade
with student openings will be accepted into that grade. Proper eligibility includes providing
documentation of successful completion of the previous grade in a public, private, or home
school setting; and legal residency in the State of Indiana at the time of beginning classes.
--Applications for fully or over-subscribed grades: All applications will be held, with the record
of the date received, and will be used to fill vacancies.
--Requirements for enrollment: Parents will complete an admissions form that includes:
--Name, Address, Date of Birth, Phone Number, Gender, Current School, Current Grade
--Current expulsion/suspension record
--Parent/guardian name, Parent/guardian signature
--Once a student is enrolled, a more in-depth registration packet will be completed that contains
student’s IEP, ethnicity, proof of residency for the State of Indiana, Birth Certificate, and
immunization record

Attachment 12: Student Discipline Policy (and School Climate)
Establishing and Maintaining a Positive School Climate: York Academy of Discovery
believes that developing a relationship based school and program will be the major ingredient in
establishing and maintaining a positive school climate. York believes in positive behavior
supports that will help students to grow socially and emotionally. Teamwork and support of one
another will be emphasized with students and staff. It is our goal to maintain a rigorous academic
focus provided by a caring and compassionate staff.
York sees education as a means to help students live and work in the world. They must know the
difference between right and wrong, learn to follow a path that benefits themselves and society,
and learn how to fix situations where they have wronged others. Students will learn from their
offenses, taking ownership of the problem, correcting the “mistake”, and making things right
with those who have been wronged. If damage to property is involved, the student/family will fix
the property or replace it.
Parents will receive York’s discipline policies when they enroll—as part of the School’s
Handbook. Students and parents will sign a form discussing discipline policies. This form will be
due during the first week of school or within a week of enrollment.
York will hire a full-time security guard.
School-wide Discipline plan will include:
--Fair, consistent, agreed upon rules that are developed based on the school rule
--Discussion will occur about the word “fair”: What does fair mean? Life is not fair. Fair does
not mean that everyone is treated the same.
--All classroom discipline plans and rules will stem from the school rule and will be turned into
the School Leader the first week of school
--Emphasis will be on the reinforcement of desired and appropriate behavior
School-wide strategies will include:
Homework and Unfinished Work Room
--There will be homework help provided each morning from 7:00 until 8:00.
--The expectation for work is to produce high quality products. If students are consistently
producing low quality work, they will be encouraged to attend the homework room. The goal is
to have students work hard and to provide their best. The homework room will help students
achieve this goal.
--The homework room will be viewed as a way to help students grow and learn.
Sample Classroom Discipline Plan--Consequences for inappropriate behavior
1. Warning

2. Student conference with goal setting
3. Thinking time in the classroom or another classroom
4. Time out in office for thinking and cool down
5. Parent contact by email/telephone
6. Teacher/student/parent conference arranged
7. Office referral—discussion with School Leader with goal setting, parent conference at school
8. Intervention Team discussion
Office Referrals: When referring a student, a Referral/Discipline Form must be completed and
sent with the student to the office. Teachers will state the reason for the referral as well as
informational items. It is important to state the facts clearly and concisely. The School Leader
may ask teachers for further details and/or clarification. Whenever and wherever possible, the
teacher should maintain their authority.
York Academy of Discovery—A Bully-Free Zone: York will have a full-time security guard.
Bullying and harassment will not be tolerated and will result in some or all of the following:
Student apology to the victim/victims; parent contact by School Leader; goal-setting with student
to prevent further incidents; and the student will visit with the school counselor
York Academy of Discovery—An Environment Free of Sexual Harassment: Any incidents
of sexual harassment should be reported to the School Leader. Complaint procedures will be in
place.
List of offenses for suspension or expulsion:
It is York Academy’s responsibility to provide a safe learning environment for all students. But
we see in-school suspension, out-of-school suspension, and expulsion as a last resort.
York has an RTI model in place for behavior intervention. A counselor will also be on Staff to
assist the student in dealing with offenses, identifying triggers, working through problem
situations, social interactions, anger management, etc.
Infractions that are related to drugs, weapons, or serious bodily injury can result in authority
notification such as the police, along with possible suspension or expulsion. Except for situations
in which weapons are at issue, expulsion may not extend beyond the current school year unless it
is near the end of the school year. Other actions requiring discipline: alcohol/drugs,
assault/battery (verbal or written), bomb threats, bullying, computer misuse, damaging school
property, disrespect to school personnel, disruptive behavior that prevents others from receiving
an education, defiance, gross insubordination, discrimination, threats, distribution of literature
that promotes illegal or disruptive behavior, fighting, fireworks possession, gang activity,
profanity--possession of lewd material, racial behavior, sexual harassment, sexual--lewd
behavior, tobacco products, truancy.

IC 20--33--8--16 Possession of firearms, deadly weapons or destructive devices--will follow law
(requires expulsion for at least one calendar year for possession of a firearm or destructive
device)
IC 20--33--8--13.5 Discipline rules prohibiting bullying required--will follow law Anytime a
student breaks the law, York will seek legal advice and follow the law and all requirements.
Due process will be followed when suspending or expelling students. For suspension, a student
will receive informal due process. They will have the opportunity to respond before an impartial
fact finder.
A formal hearing will be held for expulsion proceedings. The school will comply with both IC
20-33-8-19 as well as federal law.
Suspension Procedures IC-20-33-8-18
The student will have the opportunity for a meeting that contains:
--Written or oral statement of the charges against the student
--If the student denies the charge, a summary of evidence will be given
--The student will have opportunity to explain the conduct
--A written statement will be given or sent to the parent stating the misconduct and the actions of
the School Leader
Expulsion Meeting IC-33-8-19
--The expulsion meeting will be conducted by a member of the administrative Staff or legal
counsel not involved in the events leading to expulsion
--This person can issue subpoenas and compel the attendance of witnesses
--The student and parent will be given notice of their right to appeal by certified mail or personal
delivery
--The notice will contain reasons for the expulsion
--The notice will contain procedures for requesting an expulsion meeting
Special Education & Disciplinary Action: York Academy will follow Special Education law in
dealing with disciplinary actions and special education students. Discipline procedures apply
when disciplinary action results in a change of placement for longer than 10 school days. The
offense must be directly related to the student’s disability. If the disability is not a direct result of
the student’s disability, then the student will be disciplined according to school policy and
procedures just like any other student. York will consider any unique circumstances on a caseby-case basis to determine whether a change of placement for discipline purposes is appropriate.
If an infraction results in placement for less than 10 school days, the discipline procedures do not
apply.
Where safety issues are involved such as drugs, weapons, or serious bodily injury, special
education students can be removed for up to 45 school (instructional) days. The student will be
placed in an alternative education setting, but will continue to receive educational services to
make progress on his or her IEP. York would use technology and home support for this purpose.

The right to “stay put” while a parent challenges the initial decision is a critical element to
ensuring a student’s free appropriate public education in the least restrictive environment.
The LEA, the parent, and relevant members of the IEP Team will determine whether the conduct
in question was a “manifestation of the student’s disability” through a manifestation
determination. The group will analyze the student’s behavior in different settings and over a
period of time to determine whether the offense is a direct result of a student’s disability. The
parent must show that the student’s actions were the direct result of the student’s disability.
The IEP Team will look at the following: has a functional behavioral assessment been
conducted, has a behavioral intervention plan been implemented--if not then both should be
completed. If a behavioral plan is in place, then the Team needs to revisit the plan and modify it
to address the behavior.
The parent and the LEA must agree to a change of placement. The burden of proof is now on the
parent to show that the offense is a result of the student’s disability. If not, the student will be
returned to the original placement. During all of this, York would seek legal advice on special
education laws and procedures to ensure that all rights are met, both the rights of the special
education student and the rights of the other students in the school.

Attachment 14: Organizational Charts
Board of Directors

Administrative Assistant

--Follows State Academic Policy

--Communication

--Evaluates School Leader

--Report Development

--Hires

--Office Management

--Sets Education Standards

--Helps with School Management

--Adopts Textbooks

--Drills

--Education Policy

--Handbooks

--Development of Standardized Testing

--Copying; Clerical

--Budget Approval
Leadership Team/Unit Leaders
School Leader

--Professional Development

--Reports to the Board

--Peer Coaching

--Supervises all Employees

--Data Reports

--Responsible for Enforcing State Education
Policy

--Lead Analysis of Data

--Attends Board Meetings

--Problem Solving

--Event Scheduling

--Interventions/RTI

--Community Relations

--Committees

--Student Discipline

--Walkthroughs

--Help with School Management

--Monitors Academic Performance
--Works with Teachers
--Manages the school on a day-to-day basis

Certified Staff/Teachers
--Works with Students
--Prepares Lessons

Business Manager

--Adheres to Curriculum

--Budget Proposals

--Administers Standardized Tests

--Prepares Budgets
--Report Development

--Meets with students & parents regarding
academic progress

--Ordering; Inventory

--Reports to School Leader & Unit Leaders

--Fundraising
--Community Relations
--Helps with School Management

Counselor

Other Staff

--Helps with School Management

--Security Guard: monitors external threats
and internal problems

--Works with Students
--Works with Teachers to provide help to
students
--Anger Management
--Social Skills
--Intervention/RTI

--Health Assistant/Nurse: maintains health
records; oversees day-to-day health of
students; medications; helps with school
Management
--Custodian: maintains the building and
grounds; helps with School Management;
drills
--Cafeteria Help: maintains healthy food
area; food prep; menu
--Library: maintains Library; works with
teachers and students; orders books

Attachment 15: Start-up Plan
The Board will begin the process of preparing the school immediately upon approval. The
School Leader will begin working part time as soon as the charter is approved and will work fulltime beginning September 2014. Compensation will be funded with the Federal Public Charter
Schools Grant Program. Compensation will not begin until September. The Business
Administrator will be hired in November and will begin work in January 2015. This Business
Administrator will be selected by the School Leader and the Board. The Administrative Assistant
will be hired in November and will begin full-time beginning January 2015. This position will
also be selected by the School Leader. Alice Butler, Board member, will help with the business
aspect until the Business Manager is hired. The Board also will be very involved getting the
school ready, formulating policies, seeking funds, seeking help of community members, etc. The
Board has made a commitment to this process.
Immediate Tasks Upon Being Granted Charter
Board Member Background Checks (Board, School Leader, Sarah—Charter Board)
Charter Agreement (Board, School Leader, Claire—Charter Board)
Indiana’s Public Access Laws Reading (Board, School Leader, Public Access Handbook)
Check into Board Training Board (Indiana Charter Schools Association)
Register for Learning Connection (DOE, School Leader)
Sign up for SAMS/PAMS email (DOE, School Leader)
Call STN for School ID number (School Leader & DOE Charter School Specialist)
Set up Student Test Number (School Leader & DOE Charter School Specialist)
Planning & Implementation Grant (Board & DOE Charter School Specialist)
Facilities Assistance Grant (Board & DOE Charter School Specialist)
Vendor Information Form (Board & DOE Charter School Specialist)
Info on Per-Pupil funding Basic Grant (Board & DOE Director of School Finance)
Start-up Grant (Board & DOE Director of School Finance)
Full-Day Kindergarten Grant (Board & DOE Director of School Finance)
Common School Fund (Board & DOE Director of School Finance)
Call Department of Health Board & IN Department of Health
Call Office of School Nutrition Board & DOE School Nutrition Programs Coordinator
Call about State Board of Accounts
Training & Manual (Board & SBOA Supervisors)
Set up Bank Financing (Board)
Review ICSB Start-up Manual (School Leader & Board)
Review ICSB Funding, Finance, and Accounting Information (Board)

Review ICSB Facilities Resources (Board)
Review ICSB State Resources (Board)
Review ICSB General Charter School Resources (School Leader & Board)
June 2014
Health Services Plan (Board & DOE School Health Services Director)
Contact DOE Safety Department (School Leader & DOE School Safety Support Specialist)
Contact DOE School Transportation (Board & DOE Director of School Transportation)
Review Article 7 (Board, School Leader, & DOE Director of Special Education)
Contact DOE ELL Department (Board, School Leader, & DOE ELL Specialist)
Fundraising begins (Board & School Leader)
Secure Building Site (Board & School Leader)
Building Inspection (Board & School Leader)
Apply for start-up grants (Board & School Leader)
Apply for other grants (Board & School Leader)
Secure Other Board Members (Board & School Leader)
Board Meetings Begin (Board & School Leader)
Policies & Procedures begin (Board & School Leader)
Acquire zoning if necessary (Board)
July 2014
Refine Curriculum Development (School Leader)
Employee Handbook (School Leader)
Student Handbook (School Leader)
Benefits Selection (Board & School Leader)
Obtain Partnerships (Board & School Leader)
Review IDEA, NCLB, and ADA (Board & School Leader)
Contact the fire department (School Leader)
Establish After-care (School Leader)
Begin Renovation plans (School Leader & Board)
Begin PR (School Leader & Board)

August 2014
Website developed fully (School Leader)
Begin Advertisements (Business Manager)
Educate Board Members (Board & School Leader)
Renovations Begin (Board & School Leader)
Firm up Transportation (Board)
Food Service Established (Board)
Mass Mailings (Board & School Leader)
Assessment Pieces in Place (School Leader)
Marketing Plan (Board)
Decide which Crisis Team member will participate in the IN School Safety Specialist Academy
September 2014
Visit other schools (Board & School Leader)
Finalize Calendar (School Leader & Board)
Develop Extra Curricular Plan (School Leader)
Instructional Supplies determined (School Leader & Board)
Begin student Recruitment (School Leader & Board)
Begin Parent Meetings (Board & School Leader)
Contract & Install Internet (Board)
October 2014
Recruit Volunteers (Board & School Leader)
Daily Schedule finalized (School Leader)
Plan Year Long PD (School Leader)
Finalize Testing Plan (School Leader)
Leader Evaluation Established (Board & School Leader)
November 2014
Crisis--Safety Plan Developed (School Leader & Business Manager)
Staff Evaluations Established (School Leader & Business Manager)
Refine Auditing Procedures (Board)
Refine Technology Plan (School Leader)

Parent Meetings (School Leader & Board)
Hire Business Manager (School Leader & a Board Member)
Hire Administrative Assistant (School Leader & a Board Member)
December 2014
Refine Special education plan (School Leader)
Distribute Enrollment Forms (School Leader & Board)
Parent Meetings (School Leader & Board)
Meet with local police & fire for school safety (School Leader & Board)
January 2015
Student Enrollment (School Leader & Business Manager)
Parent Meetings (School Leader & Business Manager, & Board)
Create Maintenance Plan (School Leader, Business Manager & Board)
Assess & Modify Board policies (Board)
Adopt Board Policies (Board)
Complete Transportation Plan (Business Manager)
Begin Staff Recruitment (School Leader & Business Manager)
February 2015
Initial Student Enrollment Ends (School Leader & Business Manager)
Lottery preparations if necessary (School Leader & Business Manager)
Lottery if necessary (School Leader & Business Manager)
Order Hardware & Software & Licensing (Business Manager)
March 2015
Begin Hiring Staff Team
Begin Ordering Supplies (School Leader & Business Manager)
Finalize School Policies (Board)
April 2015
Complete Hiring; Complete Criminal History/ Background Checks (Business Manager)
Traffic plan established; drop-off/pick-up plan developed (School Leader & Business Manager)

June 2015
Collect detailed student info for planning (School Leader & Business Manager)
July 2015
Hold Open House (School Leader, Board, Business Manager, Staff)
Finalize student enrollment & Submit to DOE (Business Manager)
Train Staff (School Leader)
Staff reports to work (School Leader & Business Manager)
Create employee badges (Business Manager)
Create Visitor badges (Business Manager)
School Inventory (Business Manager)
Establish Leadership Team (All Staff)
First Aid Training (All Staff)
August 2015
First Student Day (All Staff)
Community & Family Newsletter (School Leader)
September 2015
Establish Parent Advisory Council (Staff)
Meet with local police, fire Crisis Team
Develop Technology Plan Technology Coordinator/Staff & DOE e-learning
Begin Technology Curriculum Dev. (Technology Coordinator/Staff)
Ongoing through all months:
Building—acquire, inspect, plan, renovate, check, clean, inspect policies
Supplies
Fundraising; Advertising & Marketing

School Name: _________________________________
Year 0

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

REVENUE
State Revenue
Basic Grant
State Matching Funds for School Lunch Program
Professional Development
Technology Grants
Remediation Program
Full-Day Kindergarten
Gifted and Talented Program
Textbook Reimbursement
Summer School
Other State Revenue (please describe)
Other State Revenue (please describe)
Federal Revenue
Public Charter School Program (PCSP) Grant
Facilities Assistance Program Grant
Public Law 101-476 (IDEA)
Title I
Title II
Federal Lunch Program
Federal Breakfast Reimbursement
Other Revenue Federal sources (please describe)
Other Revenue Federal sources (please describe)
Other Revenue Federal sources (please describe)
Other Revenues
Committed Philanthropic Donations
Before and After Care Fees
Interest Income
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Total Revenue

$

178,576

$
$

-

$

-

$
$
$
$
$

178,576

$

73,776

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

2,088,000
13,500
60,000
-

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

2,958,000
19,125
120,000
-

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

3,654,000
23,625
120,000
-

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

3,654,000
23,625
120,000
-

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

3,654,000
23,625
120,000
-

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

300,000
50,000
-

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

300,000
50,000
-

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

60,000
-

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

60,000
-

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

60,000
-

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

31,500
2,543,000

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

44,625
3,491,750

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

55,125
3,912,750

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

55,125
3,912,750

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

55,125
3,912,750

1,861,875
2,500
1,864,375

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

2,401,875
5,000
2,406,875

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

2,701,875
5,000
2,706,875

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

2,701,875
5,000
2,706,875

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

2,701,875
5,000
2,706,875

EXPENDITURES
Personnel Expenses
Wages, Benefits and Payroll Taxes
Substitute Teachers
Professional Development
Bonuses
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Total Personnel Expenses

$

10,000

$
$
$
$
$
$

83,776

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Instructional Supplies and Resources
Textbooks
Library, periodicals, etc
Technology
Assessment materials
Computers
Software
Other classroom supplies
Field trips, other unclassified items
Co-curricular & Athletics
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Total Instructional Supplies and Resources

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

12,000
3,000
10,000
25,000

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

50,000
10,000
20,000
4,000
20,000
500
10,000
2,500
2,000
119,000

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

25,000
5,000
15,000
4,000
30,000
1,000
20,000
2,500
2,000
104,500

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

30,000
10,000
15,000
4,000
20,000
2,000
20,000
3,000
3,000
107,000

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

30,000
10,000
15,000
4,000
20,000
2,000
20,000
3,000
3,000
107,000

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

30,000
10,000
15,000
4,000
50,000
2,000
20,000
3,000
3,000
137,000

Support Supplies and Resources
Administrative Computers
Administrative Software
Administration Dues, fees, misc expenses
Office supplies
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Total Support Supplies and Resources

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

4,000
1,000
500
3,250
8,750

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

6,000
2,000
2,000
5,000
15,000

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

2,000
2,000
2,000
12,000
18,000

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

2,000
2,000
2,000
12,000
18,000

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

2,000
2,000
2,000
12,000
18,000

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

2,000
2,000
2,000
12,000
18,000

$
$
$
$
$
$

-

$
$
$
$
$
$

500
500
-

$
$
$
$
$
$

500
500
-

$
$
$
$
$
$

500
500
-

$
$
$
$
$
$

500
500
-

$
$
$
$
$
$

500
500
-

Board Expenses
Charter Board Services, including Board Training, retreats
Charter Board Supplies & Equipment
Charter Board Dues, fees, etc
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)

Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)

$
$
Total Board Expenses $

-

$
$
$

1,000

$
$
$

1,000

$
$
$

1,000

$
$
$

1,000

$
$
$

1,000

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

2,000
750
7,500
1,500
1,500

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

5,000
24,000
3,500
6,000
1,200

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

5,000
10,000
24,000
4,000
6,000
1,200

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

5,000
10,000
24,000
6,000
6,000
1,500

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

5,000
10,000
24,000
6,000
6,000
1,500

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

5,000
10,000
24,000
6,000
6,000
1,500

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

5,800
6,000
25,050

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

20,000
1,000
2,400
10,000
5,000
78,100

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

20,000
1,500
2,400
10,000
6,000
90,100

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

20,000
1,500
2,400
10,000
6,000
92,400

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

20,000
1,500
2,400
10,000
6,000
92,400

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

20,000
1,500
2,400
10,000
6,000
92,400

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
Total Facilities $

36,000
36,000

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

250,000
70,000
60,000
10,000
1,000
8,000
3,600
402,600

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

250,000
60,000
60,000
10,000
2,000
10,000
3,600
395,600

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

250,000
30,000
60,000
10,000
2,000
10,000
3,600
365,600

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

250,000
30,000
60,000
10,000
2,000
10,000
3,600
365,600

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

250,000
30,000
60,000
10,000
2,000
10,000
3,600
365,600

-

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

62,640
62,640

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

88,740
88,740

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

109,620
109,620

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

109,620
109,620

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

109,620
109,620

$

2,542,715

$

3,104,815

$

3,400,495

$

3,400,495

$

3,430,495

Professional Purchased or Contracted Services
Legal Services
Audit Services (compliant with SBOA requirements)
Payroll Services
Accounting Services
Printing/Newsletter/Annual Report Services
Consultants
Internet Services
Telephone/Telecommunication Services
Total Insurance Costs (per ICSB requirements detailed in
charter school application)
Travel
Postage
Special Education Services
Student Information Services
Food service
Transportation
Nursing Services
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Total Professional Purchased or Contracted Services
Facilities
Rent, mortgage, or other facility cost
Furniture & Equipment
Gas/electric
Water/Sewer
Grounds Keeping
Maintenance Services
Custodial
Waste disposal
Debt Service for Facilities (Interest Only)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)

Other
Contingency
Indiana Charter School Board Administrative Fee
CMO/EMO Fee
Common School Fund Loan Interest Costs
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Total Other

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Total Expenditures $

178,576

Carryover/Deficit $

-

$

285

$

386,935

$

512,255

$

512,255

$

482,255

Cumulative Carryover/(Deficit) $

-

$

285

$

387,220

$

899,475

$

1,411,730

$

1,893,985

x
Expected New School Annual Operating Budget and Cash Flow Projections -- YEAR 0 -

Jun-13

Jul-13

Aug-13

Sep-13

Oct-13

Nov-13

Dec-13

TOTAL 2014

REVENUE
Federal Revenue
Public Charter School Program (PCSP) Grant (NOTE: this is a
competitive grant. Funding is not guaranteed.)
Other Revenue Federal sources (please describe)
Other Revenue Federal sources (please describe)
Other Revenues
Committed Philanthropic Donations
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Total Revenue

-

-

-

12,012.00
-

7,254.00
-

7,182.00
-

8,682.00
-

35,130.00
-

-

-

-

12,012.00

7,254.00

7,182.00

8,682.00

35,130.00

EXPENDITURES
Personnel Expenses
Wages, Benefits and Payroll Taxes (TOTAL must match
"Staffing Year 0")
Professional Development
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Total Personnel Expenses

-

-

-

5,812.00
5,812.00

5,804.00
5,804.00

5,732.00
5,732.00

5,732.00
5,732.00

23,080.00
23,080.00

Instructional Supplies and Resources
Textbooks
Library, periodicals, etc
Technology
Assessment materials
Computers
Software
Other classroom supplies
Field trips, other unclassified items
Co-curricular & Athletics
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Total Instructional Supplies and Resources
Support Supplies and Resources
Administrative Computers
Administrative Software
Administration Dues, fees, misc expenses
Office supplies
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Total Support Supplies and Resources

Jun-13
-

Jul-13
-

Aug-13
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Sep-13
-

3,000.00
1,000.00
500.00
1,000.00
5,500.00

Oct-13
-

Nov-13
-

Dec-13
-

1,000.00
250.00
1,250.00

TOTAL 2014
-

250.00
250.00

250.00
250.00

4,000.00
1,000.00
500.00
1,750.00
7,250.00

-

-

-

-

200.00
150.00
150.00

200.00
500.00
150.00
150.00

200.00
500.00
150.00
150.00

200.00
500.00
150.00
150.00

800.00
1,500.00
600.00
600.00

200.00
-

200.00
-

200.00
-

200.00
-

800.00
-

Board Expenses
Charter Board Services, including Board Training, retreats
Charter Board Supplies & Equipment
Charter Board Dues, fees, etc
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Total Board Expenses
Professional Purchased or Contracted Services
Legal Services
Audit Services (compliant with SBOA requirements)
Payroll Services
Accounting Services
Printing/Newsletter/Annual Report Services
Consultants
Internet Services
Telephone/Telecommunication Services
Total Insurance Costs (per ICSB requirements detailed in
charter school application)
Travel
Postage
Special Education Services

-

Jul-13
-

Jun-13
-

Student Information Services
Food service
Transportation
Nursing Services
Advertising
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Total Professional Purchased or Contracted Services
Facilities
Rent, mortgage, or other facility cost
Furniture & Equipment
Gas/electric
Water/ Sewer
Grounds Keeping
Maintenance Services
Custodial
Waste disposal
Debt Service for Facilities (Interest Only)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Total Facilities
Other
Contingency
Indiana Charter School Board Administrative Fee (0% in Year 0)
CMO/EMO Fee
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Total Other

Aug-13
-

Sep-13
700.00

Oct-13
1,200.00

Nov-13
1,200.00

Dec-13
TOTAL 2014
500.00
500.00
1,700.00
4,800.00

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Total Expenditures

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

12,012

$

7,254

$

7,182

$

8,682

$

35,130

Net Income (Pre-Cash Flow Adjustments)

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

CASH FLOW ADJUSTMENTS
OPERATING ACTIVITIES

Example - Add Back Depreciation
Other

Jun-13
-

Jul-13
-

Aug-13
-

Sep-13
-

Oct-13
-

Nov-13
-

Dec-13
-

TOTAL 2014

-- Pre-Opening Period

Jan-14

Feb-14

18,213.00
-

18,213.00
-

18,213.00

8,463.00
8,463.00

-

Apr-14

May-14

Jun-14

18,213.00
-

18,461.00
-

18,173.00
-

52,173.00
-

143,446.00
-

18,213.00

18,213.00

18,461.00

18,173.00

52,173.00

143,446.00

8,463.00
8,463.00

8,463.00
8,463.00

8,461.00
8,461.00

8,423.00
8,423.00

8,423.00
10,000.00
18,423.00

50,696.00
10,000.00
60,696.00

12,000.00
3,000.00
10,000.00
-

12,000.00
3,000.00
10,000.00
-

-

Mar-14

TOTAL
FIRST HALF
2015

-

-

-

Jan-14
-

Feb-14
-

Mar-14
-

Apr-14
-

May-14
-

Jun-14
25,000.00

TOTAL
FIRST HALF
2015
25,000.00

1,500.00
1,500.00

250.00
250.00

250.00
250.00

250.00
250.00

250.00
250.00

250.00
250.00

250.00
250.00

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

200.00
500.00
1,000.00
150.00
150.00

200.00
1,000.00
150.00
150.00

200.00
1,000.00
150.00
150.00

200.00
250.00
1,000.00
150.00
150.00

200.00
1,000.00
150.00
150.00

200.00
1,000.00
150.00
150.00

1,200.00
750.00
6,000.00
900.00
900.00

500.00
-

1,000.00
-

1,000.00
-

1,000.00
-

1,000.00
-

500.00
-

5,000.00
-

Jan-14
1,000.00
3,500.00

Feb-14
1,000.00
3,500.00

Mar-14
1,000.00
3,500.00

Apr-14
1,000.00
3,750.00

May-14
1,000.00
3,500.00

Jun-14
500.00
2,500.00

TOTAL
FIRST HALF
2015
5,500.00
20,250.00

6,000.00

6,000.00
6,000.00

6,000.00
6,000.00

6,000.00
6,000.00

6,000.00
6,000.00

6,000.00

36,000.00

6,000.00

36,000.00

6,000.00

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

$

18,213

$

18,213

$

18,213

$

18,461

$

18,173

$

52,173

$

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

143,446
-

Jan-14
-

Feb-14
-

Mar-14
-

Apr-14
-

May-14
-

Jun-14
-

TOTAL
FIRST HALF
2015
-

Expected Charter School Staffing Needs -- Year 0 -- Pre-Opening P
Please fill in the expected positions along with salary and benefit estimates. Insert rows as needed. Be ce
positions, in addition to Teachers and positions such as Paraprofessional, Teaching Assistant, Couns
appropriate for your school model.
Benefits Assumptions - Please describe how you calculated your benefits and wha

Position Description

Number of Staff Average Salary for
Per Position
the Position

Director (ten months)

1

50,000

Administrative Assistant (6 months)

1

15,000

Benefits as follows:
FICA @ 7.65%
PERF @ 7% (Director only)
Unemployment Ins @ 1.6% of first $9500 of wages

Director: $3825 FICA; $3500 PERF; $152 Unemp. = $7477
Admin. Asst: $1147 FICA; $152 Unemp. = $1299

TOTAL

Total Salary
50,000
15,000
65,000

eriod
ertain to include all Administrative Staff
selor, Therapist, Nurse, etc. as may be

at is included below

Benefits and
Payroll Taxes

TOTAL Salary and
Benefits
7,477
57,477
1,299
16,299
8,776
73,776

Expected New School Annual Operating Budget -- YEAR 1 -- Fiscal Year July 1-June 30
REVENUE
Amount
Notes
State Revenue
Basic Grant
State Matching Funds for School Lunch Program
Professional Development
Technology Grants
Remediation Program

Full-Day Kindergarten
Gifted and Talented Program
Textbook Reimbursement
Summer School
Other State Revenue (please describe)
Other State Revenue (please describe)
Federal Revenue
Public Charter School Program (PCSP) Grant
Charter School Facilities Assistance Program Grant
Public Law 101-476 (IDEA)
Title I
Title II
Federal Lunch Program
Federal Breakfast Reimbursement
Other Revenue Federal sources (please describe)
Other Revenue Federal sources (please describe)
Other Revenue Federal sources (please describe)
Other Revenues
Committed Philanthropic Donations
Before and After Care Fees
Interest Income
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Total Revenue

$

Each full-day Kindergarten student counts as
one-half of a student (0.5) for purposes of ADM
funding. In addition, schools are eligible for an
annual grant of $2,448 per full-day
Kindergarten student.
$

13,500 FRL students @ $125 per student

$

60,000 Special Education

$

NOTE: This is a competitive grant for planning
300,000 & implementation. Funding is not guaranteed.

$

50,000

$

31,500 Textbook fees; Non FRL @$125 per student

$

EXPENDITURES
Personnel Expenses
Wages, Benefits and Payroll Taxes
$
Substitute Teachers
Professional Development
$
Bonuses
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Total Personnel Expenses $
Instructional Supplies and Resources
Textbooks
Library, periodicals, etc
Technology
Assessment materials

2,088,000 $5800 per student

$
$
$
$

2,543,000

1,861,875 Use staffing workbook
2,500 In-house PD coach; supplies only

1,864,375

50,000
10,000
20,000
4,000

Computers
Software
Other classroom supplies
Field trips, other unclassified items
Co-curricular & Athletics
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Total Instructional Supplies and Resources

$
$
$
$
$

20,000
500
10,000
2,500
2,000

$

119,000

$
$
$
$

6,000
2,000
2,000
5,000

$

15,000

Charter Board Services, including Board Training, retreats
$
Charter Board Supplies & Equipment
Charter Board Dues, fees, etc
Other (please describe)
$
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Total Board Expenses $

500

Support Supplies and Resources
Administrative Computers
Administrative Software
Administration Dues, fees, misc expenses
Office supplies
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Total Support Supplies and Resources
Board Expenses

Professional Purchased or Contracted Services
Legal Services
Audit Services (compliant with SBOA requirements)
Payroll Services
Accounting Services
Printing/Newsletter/Annual Report Services
Consultants
Internet Services
Telephone/Telecommunication Services
Total Insurance Costs (per ICSB requirements detailed in
charter school application)
Travel
Postage
Special Education Services
Student Information Services
Food service
Transportation
Nursing Services
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Total Professional Purchased or Contracted Services
Facilities

500 Miscellaneous supplies

1,000

$
$

5,000
-

$
$

24,000
3,500

$
$

6,000
1,200

$
$
$
$
$

20,000
1,000
2,400
10,000
5,000

$

78,100

Rent, mortgage, or other facility cost
Furniture & Equipment
Gas/electric
Water/ Sewer
Grounds Keeping
Maintenance Services
Custodial
Waste disposal
Debt Service for Facilities (Interest Only)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)

$
$
$
$
$
$

250,000
70,000
60,000
10,000
1,000
8,000

$

3,600

Total Facilities $

402,600

Other
Contingency
Indiana Charter School Board Administrative Fee

$

CMO/EMO Fee
Common School Fund Loan Interest Costs
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)

Cumulative Carryover/(Deficit)

62,640 Assume 3% of Basic Grant (Row 6)
Be certain to reflect the full amount of any fee,
including the management fee and any passthrough fees. If pass-through fees are reflected
elsewhere in the budget, please clearly indicate
this in the Budget Narrative.

Total Other $

62,640

Total Expenditures $

2,542,715

Carryover/Deficit $

285

Expected Charter School Staffing Needs -- Year 1
Please fill in the expected positions along with salary and benefit estimates. Insert rows as needed. Be ce
positions, in addition to Teachers and positions such as Paraprofessional, Teaching Assistant, Couns
appropriate for your school model.
Benefits Assumptions - Please describe how you calculated your benefits and wha

FICA @ 7.65%; PERF @ 7% and Employee Discretional Spending at app
Number of Staff Average Salary for
Position Description
Per Position
the Position
Total Salary
1
65,000
65,000
Principal/Teacher
Curriculum Director/Prof. Devlpt/Teacher
1
32,500
32,500
1
45,000
45,000
Business Manager
1
25,000
25,000
Administrative Assistant
Custodian/Maintenance
2
35,000
70,000
Classroom Teachers
14
60,000
840,000
Counselor/Teacher
1
60,000
60,000
Special Education Teacher
1
60,000
60,000
Speical Education Aide
1
22,000
22,000
Speech & ESL Teacher
1
60,000
60,000
1
60,000
60,000
IT Teacher
Health Assistant/PE
1
40,000
40,000
Security Guard
1
50,000
50,000
Media Clerk/Arts Coordinator
1
60,000
60,000
TOTAL
1,489,500

ertain to include all Administrative Staff
selor, Therapist, Nurse, etc. as may be

at is included below

prox. 10%
Benefits and
TOTAL Salary and
Payroll Taxes
Benefits
16,250
81,250
8,125
40,625
11,250
56,250
6,250
31,250
17,500
87,500
210,000
1,050,000
15,000
75,000
15,000
75,000
5,500
27,500
15,000
75,000
15,000
75,000
10,000
50,000
12,500
62,500
15,000
75,000
372,375
1,861,875

Expected New School Annual Operating Budget -- YEAR 2 -- Fiscal Year July 1-June 30
REVENUE
Amount
Notes
State Revenue
Basic Grant
State Matching Funds for School Lunch Program
Professional Development
Technology Grants
Remediation Program

Full-Day Kindergarten
Gifted and Talented Program
Textbook Reimbursement
Summer School
Other State Revenue (please describe)
Other State Revenue (please describe)
Federal Revenue

Public Charter School Program (PCSP) Grant
Charter School Facilities Assistance Program Grant
Public Law 101-476 (IDEA)
Title I
Title II
Federal Lunch Program
Federal Breakfast Reimbursement
Other Revenue Federal sources (please describe)
Other Revenue Federal sources (please describe)
Other Revenue Federal sources (please describe)
Other Revenues
Committed Philanthropic Donations
Before and After Care Fees
Interest Income
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Total Revenue

$

Each full-day Kindergarten student counts as
one-half of a student (0.5) for purposes of ADM
funding. In addition, schools are eligible for an
annual grant of $2,448 per full-day
Kindergarten student.
$

19,125 FRL students @ $125

$

120,000 Special Education

$

NOTE: This is a competitive grant for planning
300,000 & implementation. Funding is not guaranteed.

$

50,000

$

44,625 Textbook fees; Non FRL @ $125

$

EXPENDITURES
Personnel Expenses
Wages, Benefits and Payroll Taxes
$
Substitute Teachers
Professional Development
$
Bonuses
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Total Personnel Expenses $
Instructional Supplies and Resources
Textbooks
Library, periodicals, etc
Technology
Assessment materials

2,958,000 $5800 per student

$
$
$
$

3,491,750

2,401,875 Use staffing workbook
5,000

2,406,875

25,000
5,000
15,000
4,000

Computers
Software
Other classroom supplies
Field trips, other unclassified items
Co-curricular & Athletics
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Total Instructional Supplies and Resources

$
$
$
$
$

30,000
1,000
20,000
2,500
2,000

$

104,500

$
$
$
$

2,000
2,000
2,000
12,000

$

18,000

Charter Board Services, including Board Training, retreats
$
Charter Board Supplies & Equipment
Charter Board Dues, fees, etc
Other (please describe)
$
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Total Board Expenses $

500

Support Supplies and Resources
Administrative Computers
Administrative Software
Administration Dues, fees, misc expenses
Office supplies
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Total Support Supplies and Resources
Board Expenses

Professional Purchased or Contracted Services
Legal Services
Audit Services (compliant with SBOA requirements)
Payroll Services
Accounting Services
Printing/Newsletter/Annual Report Services
Consultants
Internet Services
Telephone/Telecommunication Services
Total Insurance Costs (per ICSB requirements detailed in
charter school application)
Travel
Postage
Special Education Services
Student Information Services
Food service
Transportation
Nursing Services
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Total Professional Purchased or Contracted Services
Facilities

500 Miscellaneous

1,000

$
$

5,000
10,000

$
$

24,000
4,000

$
$

6,000
1,200

$
$
$
$
$

20,000
1,500
2,400
10,000
6,000

$

90,100

Rent, mortgage, or other facility cost
Furniture & Equipment
Gas/electric
Water/ Sewer
Grounds Keeping
Maintenance Services
Custodial
Waste disposal
Debt Service for Facilities (Interest Only)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)

$
$
$
$
$
$

250,000
60,000
60,000
10,000
2,000
10,000

$

3,600

Total Facilities $

395,600

Other
Contingency
Indiana Charter School Board Administrative Fee

$

CMO/EMO Fee
Common School Fund Loan Interest Costs
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)

Cumulative Carryover/(Deficit)

88,740 Assume 3% of Basic Grant (Row 6)
Be certain to reflect the full amount of any fee,
including the management fee and any passthrough fees. If pass-through fees are reflected
elsewhere in the budget, please clearly indicate
this in the Budget Narrative.

Total Other $

88,740

Total Expenditures $

3,104,815

Carryover/Deficit $

386,935

Expected Charter School Staffing Needs -- Year 2
Please fill in the expected positions along with salary and benefit estimates. Insert rows as needed. Be ce
positions, in addition to Teachers and positions such as Paraprofessional, Teaching Assistant, Counse
appropriate for your school model.
Benefits Assumptions - Please describe how you calculated your benefits and what

Position Description
Principal/Teacher
Curriculum Director/Prof. Devlpt/Teacher
Business Manager
Administrative Assistant
Custodian/Maintenance
Classroom Teachers
Counselor/Teacher
Special Education Teacher
Speical Education Aide
Speech & ESL Teacher
IT Teacher
Health Assistant/PE
Security Guard
Media Clerk/Arts Coordinator

TOTAL

Number of Staff Average Salary for
Per Position
the Position
1
1
1
1
2
20
2
2
1
1
2
1
1
1

65,000
32,500
45,000
25,000
35,000
60,000
60,000
60,000
22,000
60,000
60,000
40,000
50,000
60,000

Total Salary
65,000
32,500
45,000
25,000
70,000
1,200,000
120,000
120,000
22,000
60,000
120,000
40,000
50,000
60,000
2,029,500

rtain to include all Administrative Staff
elor, Therapist, Nurse, etc. as may be

t is included below

Benefits and
Payroll Taxes
16,250
8,125
11,250
6,250
17,500
210,000
15,000
15,000
5,500
15,000
15,000
10,000
12,500
15,000

372,375

TOTAL Salary and
Benefits
81,250
40,625
56,250
31,250
87,500
1,410,000
135,000
135,000
27,500
75,000
135,000
50,000
62,500
75,000
2,401,875

Expected New School Annual Operating Budget -- YEAR 3 -- Fiscal Year July 1-June 30
REVENUE
Amount
Notes
State Revenue
Basic Grant
State Matching Funds for School Lunch Program
Professional Development
Technology Grants
Remediation Program

Full-Day Kindergarten
Gifted and Talented Program
Textbook Reimbursement
Summer School
Other State Revenue (please describe)
Other State Revenue (please describe)
Federal Revenue
Public Law 101-476 (IDEA)
Title I
Title II
Federal Lunch Program
Federal Breakfast Reimbursement
Other Revenue Federal sources (please describe)
Other Revenue Federal sources (please describe)
Other Revenue Federal sources (please describe)
Other Revenues
Committed Philanthropic Donations
Before and After Care Fees
Interest Income
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Total Revenue

$

Each full-day Kindergarten student counts as
one-half of a student (0.5) for purposes of ADM
funding. In addition, schools are eligible for an
annual grant of $2,448 per full-day
Kindergarten student.
$
$

23,625 FRL students @ $125
120,000 Special Education

$

60,000

$

55,125 Textbook Fees: Non FRL @ $125 per student

$

EXPENDITURES
Personnel Expenses
Wages, Benefits and Payroll Taxes
$
Substitute Teachers
Professional Development
$
Bonuses
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Total Personnel Expenses $
Instructional Supplies and Resources
Textbooks
Library, periodicals, etc
Technology
Assessment materials
Computers
Software
Other classroom supplies
Field trips, other unclassified items

3,654,000 $5800 per student

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

3,912,750

2,701,875 Use staffing workbook
5,000

2,706,875

30,000
10,000
15,000
4,000
20,000
2,000
20,000
3,000

Co-curricular & Athletics
$
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Total Instructional Supplies and Resources $
Support Supplies and Resources
Administrative Computers
Administrative Software
Administration Dues, fees, misc expenses
Office supplies
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Total Support Supplies and Resources

3,000

107,000

$
$
$
$

2,000
2,000
2,000
12,000

$

18,000

Charter Board Services, including Board Training, retreats
$
Charter Board Supplies & Equipment
Charter Board Dues, fees, etc
Other (please describe)
$
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Total Board Expenses $

500

Board Expenses

Professional Purchased or Contracted Services
Legal Services
Audit Services (compliant with SBOA requirements)
Payroll Services
Accounting Services
Printing/Newsletter/Annual Report Services
Consultants
Internet Services
Telephone/Telecommunication Services
Total Insurance Costs (per ICSB requirements detailed in
charter school application)
Travel
Postage
Special Education Services
Student Information Services
Food service
Transportation
Nursing Services
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Total Professional Purchased or Contracted Services
Facilities
Rent, mortgage, or other facility cost
Furniture & Equipment
Gas/electric
Water/ Sewer

500 Miscellaneous

1,000

$
$

5,000
10,000

$
$

24,000
6,000

$
$

6,000
1,500

$
$
$
$
$

20,000
1,500
2,400
10,000
6,000

$

92,400

$
$
$
$

250,000
30,000
60,000
10,000

Grounds Keeping
Maintenance Services
Custodial
Waste disposal
Debt Service for Facilities (Interest Only)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)

$
$

2,000
10,000

$

3,600

Total Facilities $

365,600

Other
Contingency
Indiana Charter School Board Administrative Fee

$

CMO/EMO Fee
Common School Fund Loan Interest Costs
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)

Cumulative Carryover/(Deficit)

109,620 Assume 3% of Basic Grant (Row 6)
Be certain to reflect the full amount of any fee,
including the management fee and any passthrough fees. If pass-through fees are reflected
elsewhere in the budget, please clearly indicate
this in the Budget Narrative.

Total Other $

109,620

Total Expenditures $

3,400,495

Carryover/Deficit $

512,255

Expected Charter School Staffing Needs -- Year 3
Please fill in the expected positions along with salary and benefit estimates. Insert rows as needed. Be ce
positions, in addition to Teachers and positions such as Paraprofessional, Teaching Assistant, Couns
appropriate for your school model.
Benefits Assumptions - Please describe how you calculated your benefits and wha

Position Description
Principal/Teacher
Curriculum Director/Prof. Devlpt/Teacher
Business Manager
Administrative Assistant
Custodian/Maintenance
Classroom Teachers
Counselor/Teacher
Special Education Teacher
Speical Education Aide
Speech & ESL Teacher
IT Teacher
Health Assistant/PE
Security Guard
Media Clerk/Arts Coordinator

TOTAL

Number of Staff Average Salary for
Per Position
the Position
1
1
1
1
2
25
2
2
1
1
2
1
1
1

65,000
32,500
45,000
25,000
35,000
60,000
60,000
60,000
22,000
60,000
60,000
40,000
50,000
60,000

Total Salary
65,000
32,500
45,000
25,000
70,000
1,500,000
120,000
120,000
22,000
60,000
120,000
40,000
50,000
60,000
2,329,500

ertain to include all Administrative Staff
selor, Therapist, Nurse, etc. as may be

at is included below

Benefits and
Payroll Taxes
16,250
8,125
11,250
6,250
17,500
210,000
15,000
15,000
5,500
15,000
15,000
10,000
12,500
15,000

372,375

TOTAL Salary and
Benefits
81,250
40,625
56,250
31,250
87,500
1,710,000
135,000
135,000
27,500
75,000
135,000
50,000
62,500
75,000
2,701,875

Expected New School Annual Operating Budget -- YEAR 4 -- Fiscal Year July 1-June 30
REVENUE
Amount
Notes
State Revenue
Basic Grant
State Matching Funds for School Lunch Program
Professional Development
Technology Grants
Remediation Program

Full-Day Kindergarten
Gifted and Talented Program
Textbook Reimbursement
Summer School
Other State Revenue (please describe)
Other State Revenue (please describe)
Federal Revenue
Public Law 101-476 (IDEA)
Title I
Title II
Federal Lunch Program
Federal Breakfast Reimbursement
Other Revenue Federal sources (please describe)
Other Revenue Federal sources (please describe)
Other Revenue Federal sources (please describe)
Other Revenues
Committed Philanthropic Donations
Before and After Care Fees
Interest Income
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Total Revenue

$

Each full-day Kindergarten student counts as
one-half of a student (0.5) for purposes of ADM
funding. In addition, schools are eligible for an
annual grant of $2,448 per full-day
Kindergarten student.
$
$

23,625 FRL students @ $125
120,000 Special Education

$

60,000

$

55,125 Textbook Fees:NonFRL @ $125 per student

$

EXPENDITURES
Personnel Expenses
Wages, Benefits and Payroll Taxes
$
Substitute Teachers
Professional Development
$
Bonuses
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Total Personnel Expenses $
Instructional Supplies and Resources
Textbooks
Library, periodicals, etc
Technology
Assessment materials
Computers
Software
Other classroom supplies
Field trips, other unclassified items

3,654,000 $5800 per student

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

3,912,750

2,701,875 Use staffing workbook
5,000

2,706,875

30,000
10,000
15,000
4,000
20,000
2,000
20,000
3,000

Co-curricular & Athletics
$
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Total Instructional Supplies and Resources $
Support Supplies and Resources
Administrative Computers
Administrative Software
Administration Dues, fees, misc expenses
Office supplies
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Total Support Supplies and Resources

3,000

107,000

$
$
$
$

2,000
2,000
2,000
12,000

$

18,000

Charter Board Services, including Board Training, retreats
$
Charter Board Supplies & Equipment
Charter Board Dues, fees, etc
Other (please describe)
$
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Total Board Expenses $

500

Board Expenses

Professional Purchased or Contracted Services
Legal Services
Audit Services (compliant with SBOA requirements)
Payroll Services
Accounting Services
Printing/Newsletter/Annual Report Services
Consultants
Internet Services
Telephone/Telecommunication Services
Total Insurance Costs (per ICSB requirements detailed in
charter school application)
Travel
Postage
Special Education Services
Student Information Services
Food service
Transportation
Nursing Services
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Total Professional Purchased or Contracted Services
Facilities
Rent, mortgage, or other facility cost
Furniture & Equipment
Gas/electric
Water/ Sewer

500 Miscellaneous

1,000

$
$

5,000
10,000

$
$

24,000
6,000

$
$

6,000
1,500

$
$
$
$
$

20,000
1,500
2,400
10,000
6,000

$

92,400

$
$
$
$

250,000
30,000
60,000
10,000

Grounds Keeping
Maintenance Services
Custodial
Waste disposal
Debt Service for Facilities (Interest Only)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)

$
$

2,000
10,000

$

3,600

Total Facilities $

365,600

Other
Contingency
Indiana Charter School Board Administrative Fee

$

CMO/EMO Fee
Common School Fund Loan Interest Costs
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)

Cumulative Carryover/(Deficit)

109,620 Assume 3% of Basic Grant (Row 6)
Be certain to reflect the full amount of any fee,
including the management fee and any passthrough fees. If pass-through fees are reflected
elsewhere in the budget, please clearly indicate
this in the Budget Narrative.

Total Other $

109,620

Total Expenditures $

3,400,495

Carryover/Deficit $

512,255

Expected Charter School Staffing Needs -- Year 4
Please fill in the expected positions along with salary and benefit estimates. Insert rows as needed. Be ce
positions, in addition to Teachers and positions such as Paraprofessional, Teaching Assistant, Couns
appropriate for your school model.

Benefits Assumptions - Please describe how you calculated your benefits and wha

Position Description
Principal/Teacher
Curriculum Director/Prof. Devlpt/Teacher
Business Manager
Administrative Assistant
Custodian/Maintenance
Classroom Teachers
Counselor/Teacher
Special Education Teacher
Speical Education Aide
Speech & ESL Teacher
IT Teacher
Health Assistant/PE
Security Guard
Media Clerk/Arts Coordinator

TOTAL

Number of Staff Average Salary for
Per Position
the Position
1
1
1
1
2
25
2
2
1
1
2
1
1
1

65,000
32,500
45,000
25,000
35,000
60,000
60,000
60,000
22,000
60,000
60,000
40,000
50,000
60,000

Total Salary
65,000
32,500
45,000
25,000
70,000
1,500,000
120,000
120,000
22,000
60,000
120,000
40,000
50,000
60,000
2,329,500

ertain to include all Administrative Staff
selor, Therapist, Nurse, etc. as may be

at is included below

Benefits and
Payroll Taxes
16,250
8,125
11,250
6,250
17,500
210,000
15,000
15,000
5,500
15,000
15,000
10,000
12,500
15,000

372,375

TOTAL Salary and
Benefits
81,250
40,625
56,250
31,250
87,500
1,710,000
135,000
135,000
27,500
75,000
135,000
50,000
62,500
75,000
2,701,875

Expected New School Annual Operating Budget -- YEAR 5 -- Fiscal Year July 1-June 30
REVENUE
Amount
Notes
State Revenue
Basic Grant
State Matching Funds for School Lunch Program
Professional Development
Technology Grants
Remediation Program

Full-Day Kindergarten
Gifted and Talented Program
Textbook Reimbursement
Summer School
Other State Revenue (please describe)
Other State Revenue (please describe)
Federal Revenue
Public Law 101-476 (IDEA)
Title I
Title II
Federal Lunch Program
Federal Breakfast Reimbursement
Other Revenue Federal sources (please describe)
Other Revenue Federal sources (please describe)
Other Revenue Federal sources (please describe)
Other Revenues
Committed Philanthropic Donations
Before and After Care Fees
Interest Income
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Total Revenue

$

Each full-day Kindergarten student counts as
one-half of a student (0.5) for purposes of ADM
funding. In addition, schools are eligible for an
annual grant of $2,448 per full-day
Kindergarten student.
$
$

23,625 FRL students @ $125
120,000 Special Education

$

60,000

$

55,125 Textbook Fees:Non FRL @ $125 per student

$

EXPENDITURES
Personnel Expenses
Wages, Benefits and Payroll Taxes
$
Substitute Teachers
Professional Development
$
Bonuses
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Total Personnel Expenses $
Instructional Supplies and Resources
Textbooks
Library, periodicals, etc
Technology
Assessment materials
Computers
Software
Other classroom supplies
Field trips, other unclassified items

3,654,000 $5800 per student

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

3,912,750

2,701,875 Use staffing workbook
5,000

2,706,875

30,000
10,000
15,000
4,000
50,000
2,000
20,000
3,000

Co-curricular & Athletics
$
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Total Instructional Supplies and Resources $
Support Supplies and Resources
Administrative Computers
Administrative Software
Administration Dues, fees, misc expenses
Office supplies
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Total Support Supplies and Resources

3,000

137,000

$
$
$
$

2,000
2,000
2,000
12,000

$

18,000

Charter Board Services, including Board Training, retreats
$
Charter Board Supplies & Equipment
Charter Board Dues, fees, etc
Other (please describe)
$
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Total Board Expenses $

500

Board Expenses

Professional Purchased or Contracted Services
Legal Services
Audit Services (compliant with SBOA requirements)
Payroll Services
Accounting Services
Printing/Newsletter/Annual Report Services
Consultants
Internet Services
Telephone/Telecommunication Services
Total Insurance Costs (per ICSB requirements detailed in
charter school application)
Travel
Postage
Special Education Services
Student Information Services
Food service
Transportation
Nursing Services
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Total Professional Purchased or Contracted Services
Facilities
Rent, mortgage, or other facility cost
Furniture & Equipment
Gas/electric
Water/ Sewer

500 Miscellaneous

1,000

$
$

5,000
10,000

$
$

24,000
6,000

$
$

6,000
1,500

$
$
$
$
$

20,000
1,500
2,400
10,000
6,000

$

92,400

$
$
$
$

250,000
30,000
60,000
10,000

Grounds Keeping
Maintenance Services
Custodial
Waste disposal
Debt Service for Facilities (Interest Only)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)

$
$

2,000
10,000

$

3,600

Total Facilities $

365,600

Other
Contingency
Indiana Charter School Board Administrative Fee

$

CMO/EMO Fee
Common School Fund Loan Interest Costs
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)

Cumulative Carryover/(Deficit)

109,620 Assume 3% of Basic Grant (Row 6)
Be certain to reflect the full amount of any fee,
including the management fee and any passthrough fees. If pass-through fees are reflected
elsewhere in the budget, please clearly indicate
this in the Budget Narrative.

Total Other $

109,620

Total Expenditures $

3,430,495

Carryover/Deficit $

482,255

Expected Charter School Staffing Needs -- Year 5
Please fill in the expected positions along with salary and benefit estimates. Insert rows as needed. Be ce
positions, in addition to Teachers and positions such as Paraprofessional, Teaching Assistant, Couns
appropriate for your school model.
Benefits Assumptions - Please describe how you calculated your benefits and wha

Position Description
Principal/Teacher
Curriculum Director/Prof. Devlpt/Teacher
Business Manager
Administrative Assistant
Custodian/Maintenance
Classroom Teachers
Counselor/Teacher
Special Education Teacher
Speical Education Aide
Speech & ESL Teacher
IT Teacher
Health Assistant/PE
Security Guard
Media Clerk/Arts Coordinator

TOTAL

Number of Staff Average Salary for
Per Position
the Position
1
1
1
1
2
25
2
2
1
1
2
1
1
1

65,000
32,500
45,000
25,000
35,000
60,000
60,000
60,000
22,000
60,000
60,000
40,000
50,000
60,000

Total Salary
65,000
32,500
45,000
25,000
70,000
1,500,000
120,000
120,000
22,000
60,000
120,000
40,000
50,000
60,000
2,329,500

ertain to include all Administrative Staff
selor, Therapist, Nurse, etc. as may be

at is included below

Benefits and
Payroll Taxes
16,250
8,125
11,250
6,250
17,500
210,000
15,000
15,000
5,500
15,000
15,000
10,000
12,500
15,000

372,375

TOTAL Salary and
Benefits
81,250
40,625
56,250
31,250
87,500
1,710,000
135,000
135,000
27,500
75,000
135,000
50,000
62,500
75,000
2,701,875

Attachment 18: Budget Narrative
1.)

York Academy’s budget was created based on a conservative estimate of both revenues
and expenses. We underestimated the revenue and overestimated expenses to allow room
for adjustments as they become necessary.

2.)

Our per pupil revenue is based on $5,800 per student—the rough average of the current
ADM funding among the two primary school districts which York will serve – Greater
Clark County Schools and Clarksville Community Schools. It is possible that we may
attract some students from the New Albany-Floyd County School Corporation and West
Clark Community Schools as well. However, we believe that the majority of students
will come from GCCS and Clarksville.

3.)

We used ADM of $5,800 for each year presented, with no increase for inflation.
Likewise, we did not budget for inflation in any of our numbers throughout the budget.
Any inflationary cost increases that may occur will hopefully be offset by a yearly
increase in the ADM funding. To make our budget realistic and more easily
understandable, inflation was ignored on both sides.

4.)

The federal funding for start-up expenses is more difficult to estimate and also not
guaranteed. However, we plan to work diligently to make sure our grant proposal meets
all necessary requirements for this funding. After a lengthy discussion with Mr. Jeff
Barber of the Department of Education on what is required and how the funding is
disbursed, we concluded that we would most likely qualify for approximately $180,000
in year 0 and $300,000 in years 1 and 2.

5.)

We have assumed Title 1 funding of $50,000 in year 1 and 2—and $60,000 in years 3
through 5. This is a very conservative estimate based on discussions with Mr. Barber.

6.)

The special education State funds were estimated at $10,000 per month in each year,
except Year 1 when it was $60,000 since the funds would not begin until the second
semester.

7.)

Textbook rental fees were estimated at $125 per student with 30% of those funds coming
from state reimbursement funds for Free and Reduced Lunch students (FRL). The other
70% would be paid by non-FRL students.

8.)

No estimates were made in the budget for fundraising. However, York plans to generate
both community and corporate support to raise additional funds for the school.

9.)

York plans to offer a liberal compensation plan to professional staff in order to attract
high quality teachers. We also plan to recruit many retired teachers who wish to work on
a part-time basis. We estimated a base salary for professional staff of $60,000 with an
extra 25% ($15,000) to cover FICA, PERF and other benefits chosen by the individual.

10.)

York will not provide transportation in the first year. However, if our budget allows,
consideration will be given to limited transportation in future years.

11.)

Insurance costs have been estimated at $20,000 per year based on estimates obtained
from two insurance agencies with experience in providing insurance to Charter schools.
(See: attached estimates.)

12.)

A specific location has not yet been determined which makes it difficult to budget
accurately for facility costs. However, the budget allows approximately $320,000 per
year for facility costs which includes rent/mortgage, utilities and maintenance. If this
should not be sufficient to cover the required cost of the building, the budget will be
adjusted to cover the necessary expense. If cuts have to be made in other areas in order
to pay for a facility, the Board will make the decisions to raise additional revenue or
reduce expenses in a way that will least affect the students.

13.)

In the event that our financial needs exceed our revenues, the Board will make budget
cuts in areas that are non-essential first. We will also look to make staffing cuts in the
first 10 days of school, based on our student enrollment. If we do not meet our
enrollment projections, teachers will be cut until student numbers are up to support
additional staff. Teachers will know upon accepting employment that they may be cut
within the first 10 days depending on student enrollment. Since we plan to recruit many
part-time retired teachers, this should make any necessary cuts easier.

Attachment 19: Existing Non-Profit Entity Financials (not applicable)

